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i. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The body of this final report summarizes the accomplish-

ments and findings of the research effort carried out under

NAS-37284. This NASA grant is about two scientific issues:

i. Synoptic scale circulation systems over the tropical

Pacific Ocean and their interaction with the larger scale

circulation; and,

ii.Development of

accomplish (i).

the satellite analysis tools to

The most intensely studied event is referred to as a tropical

plume. (Old terminology refers to it as a moisture burst.)

Tropical plu_es are defined as extensive bands of clouds

eztending out of the ITCZ and across 15°N to link tropics and

middle latitudes. This study has been expanded to examine all

convective features along the ITCZ, middle latitude troughs

which extend into the tropics and subtropics, and East Asian

cold surges (cold air masses which cross China and the South

China Sea and trigger systems which

completely). The most successful

features over the data sparse Pacific

can cross the Pacific

view of these synoptic

is through satellites,

and in particular, through the observation of moisture and

cloud fields.

The structure of synoptic systems and the interaction of

synoptic and larger scale systems is a convenient scientific

framework for the development of satellite analysis tools.

The two techniques most used in this research are:
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i. Statistical multi-variate analysis (empirical ortho-

gonal function analysis, canonical discriminant analysis,

clustering, compositing, and non-linear regression and

linear filtering); and,

ii.A radiative transfer model for the TOVS instruments

(estimating TOVS brightness temperatures from operational

analysis and from radiosondes) _

The technical details resulting from this research are

embodied in the five refereed publications, seventeen

conference presentations and proceedings, three doctoral

dissertations and six master's theses listed in Section 3. In

the list of findings in Section 2, the reference citations

refer to the publications and documents listed in Section 3.

Appendix A consists of the abstracts of the publications, the

dissertations and the theses; complete texts of these docu-

ments are available in the journals themselves or through

Texas A&M University. Appendix B consists of reproductions of

available conference proceedings papers The only papers that

are currently unavailable are two presentations made to the

IUGG in 1987 (McGuirk and Thompson [1987] and Thompson et al.

[1987] ).

The remainder of this document extracts, synthesizes and

summarizes relevant information from the sources listed in

Section 3. Although this project was scheduled to be

completed in December 1989, the P.I. (JPM) spent 8.5 months

with the National Meterological Center's (NMC) Development

Division under joint sponsorship of the University Corporation



for Atmospheric Research, NMC, and NASA under this grant.

this reason, the contract

1990, at no additional

contract was

Headquarters

period was

occurred in

cost to NASA.

initiated, the budget was

from $462,075 to S309,000.

early 1988, approximately at

3

For

extended through August

Secondly, after the

reduced by NASA

This "descoping"

the 40_ completion

fies,

study.

contract. Finally, the appendices

theses, dissertations and publications,

proceedings papers.

point of the contract. Because of this adjustment and added

funding for the NMC effort, it was not possible to follow

precisely the original work statement.

The fulfillment of the objectives and work statement for

this contract is summarized in Section i. Section 2 speci-

in detail, many of the important conclusions of this

Section 3 lists publications generated through this

contain abstracts of

and reprints of the

The initial contract work statement (before the contract

was descoped) states as the overall objective:

To develop techniques to resolve and describe atmospheric

moisture variability over the data-sparse tropical

Pacific.

Individual tasks were enumerated:

i. Utilize channel radiance data to describe synoptic

scale systems;

ii. Apply multi-channel techniques to correct data uncer-

tainties and synthesize three dimensional results;

iii.Describe weather system moisture budgets, utilizing



satellite observations;

iv. Describe the interaction of the synoptic scale and

the general circulation over the Pacific;

v. Expand the understanding of

after denoted tropical plumes),

budget mechanismsmoisture

resolution;

vi. Utilize radiative transfer

interpret synoptic signals in

operational analyses.

[The following general objective

shared funding with NMC and UCAR.]

moisture bursts (here-

including dynamical and

and enhanced temporal

models to identify and

satellite observations and

is added to account for the

vii.Assess the use of additional satellite information in

the operational NMC analysis/forecast model.

a. Fulfillment of the Objective

The overall objective was met well. Several new data

sets were implemented in this study: VAS water vapor imagery,

outgoing long wave radiation fields, and SMMR microwave

observations (at 19 and 22 gigahertz). In addition, infrared

imagery and full channel TOVS sounding radiances continued to

play a large part in research analysis. VAS water vapor

imagery, SMMR precipitable water estimates and TOVS moisture

channels were used to describe synoptic scale water vapor

distributions. A radiative transfer model (developed by

Susskind et al. [1983] at NASA Goddard) was used both to
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extract additional information from satellite sounding data

and to verify operational analyses and observations in data

sparse regions; both of these procedures emphasized horizontal

and vertical water vapor distributions. Tropical plumes, East

Asian cold-surge-spawned system, a variety of tropical thermal

waves, and active ITCZ systems and their interactions with

larger scale circulation features were documented. Again, the

role of moisture within these systems was examined; in fact,

most of these systems were identified, quantified and tracked

by their specific moisture distributions. Finally satellite,

synoptic and dynamic-modelling analyses were applied to expand

our understanding of the processes involved in tropical plume

formation and evolution.

b. Fulfillment of the Work Statement

Because of the descopin_ of the research effort, item

(iii) and the dynamical aspects of item (v) were not attempt-

ed. The remainder of the itemized tasks were completed, as

well as a number of associated tasks which suggested them-

selves as profitable endeavors during the course of fulfilling

the listed tasks.

i. Nearly all of the papers listed in Section 3 pertain

to the utilization of channel radiance data. The weather

systems studied have been listed above as have been the

satellite data sets. The crucial result is that vapor

imagery has been so successful in depicting the temporal



evolution of tropical plumes,

plume development can be made solely

imagery.

ii. Schaefer's (1988)

McGuirk(1988) are the

6

that skillful forecast of

on VAS water vapor

dissertation and the survey by

most direct fulfillments of the

removal of contamination from satellite data and 9p_lica-

tion of decomposition of satellite individual channel

radiance data. Three component waves associated with

tropical plume development were isolated and quantified.

iii.This task was descoped, although Blackwell's (1987)

thesis dealt with estimatinq vertical motion from satel-

lite observed moisture fields. Reliable estimates of

strong subsidence within the subtropical high can be made

from TOVS water vapor channels.

iv. McGuirk and Ulsh (1990) and the theses of Hayes

(1988) and Sautter (1988) and the dissertation of Askue

(1989) examined and quantified interaction between the

synoptic scale and the tropiqa_eneral circulation.

Features examined included interactions between middle

latitude synoptic scale systems, tropical plume, the

ITCZ, monsoonal systems and tropical normal modes.

v. The same studies listed in item (iv) examined causa-

tive mechanisms of tropical plumes, as well as the

studies by McGuirk and Ulsh (1990), McGuirk et al. (1988)

and the syntheses presented by McGuirk (1987,1989).

Tropical plumes are barotropic in nature, although the

triggering mechanisms appear to be convective and baro-



clinic.

vi. White's (1988) dissertation and Smith's (1989) thesis

dealt extensively with the GLA radiative transfer model

to identify and interpret_ s_ngptic siqnals in radiance

data. The former quantified vertical synoptic structure;

the latter used radiation model output and TOVS

observations to evaluate operational analysis.

vii. In the added task (reflecting the increased funding

from _[MC and UCAR), _experiments were run on the NMC glo-

bal spectral model which incorporated additional opera-

tion satellite information. Improvements were observed

in the 48 h tropical forecasts.



2. Major conclusions

Progress has been accomplished in five general areas.

The nature of the work in these areas is summarized, followed

by a listing of the major significant findings.

a. Satellite tools

One major goal of this research is to develop analysis

tools to use satellite data more effectively. Most of these

tools are statistical in nature--empirical orthogonal function

analysis, compositing, classification, and other multi-variate

techniques. Others are physical or operational--radiative

transfer models, operational forecast models. The first set

of findings refers to the tools themselves. Physical meteoro-

logical results follow later.

EOF Techniques_

tinues to be

reducing the massive quantity

smaller body of information.

of the high correlation

Four months of daily

soundings in early 1984

eastern tropical Pacific.

scale, planetary scale and

Empirical orthogonal function analysis con-

a fruitful data summary procedure useful for

of satellite data into a much

EOF analysis works well because

among individual radiance channels.

full channel brightness temperature

were analyzed extensively over the

The analysis extracted synoptic

moisture patterns from the syn-
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thesized data set. This work is described in Schaefer's

(1988) dissertation, and by McGuirk (1990, 1989) and McGuirk

et ai. (1989b). A second application of EOF analysis involved

observed channel radiances and radiances computed with a radi-

ative transfer model from ECMWFanalyses and reanalyses during

the FGGE Special Observing Periods in 1979. The EOF patterns

and amplitudes were used as the basis of comparison between

observed and calculated radiances. In this manner the satel-

lite observations could be used directly as a ground truth

comparison of operational analysis. Smith's (1989) thesis

describes the calculations with some results presented by

McGuirk and Smith (1990) and McGuirk et al. (1989b). Finally,

White's (1988) dissertation describes the use of EOF analysis,

canonical discriminant analysis and classification procedures

to extract additional signal for satellite sounding retriev-

als. Statistically generated data were analyzed to separate

soundings into different synoptic classes, and to subject each

class to additional analysis to estimate quantitative struc-

tural details, such as inversion strengths or moisture con-

tent. Results are presented by White and McGuirk (1989,

1987), White et al. (1988) and McGuirk et al. (1989b).

Findings:

* EOF analysis is a technique that can summarize planetary

scale features in only a few (about 3) EOF patterns of

horizontal and vertical structure.

Results depend on preprocessing (such as smoothing, compo-



siting or enhancing the

moisture features).

"moisture variance"

i0

to bring out

* Patterns are insensitive to moderate changes of domain size

and to time interval.

* EOF analysis is an excellent filtering tool for extracting

errors or extraneous signal (such as "scan angle", or limb-

darkening, affects or surface emissivity variations.

* EOF analysis can, under controlled circumstances, extract

accurate synoptic patterns on a number of different spatial

scales.

* EOF decomposition of output (soundings or three-dimensional

analysis) from a radiative transfer model provides a near

ideal framework for the use of satellite observations as

"ground truth" for analyses.

* Operational analyses can be evaluated in terms of descrip-

tive statistics, time series behavior and EOF parameters.

* Synoptic scale variability revealed by EOF decomposition is

sensitive to both geographical location and type of synop-

tic system.

* The general quality of a sounding (inversion? moist tropi-

cal? frontal?) can be distinguished easily through canon-

ical discriminant analysis (a variation of EOF analysis).

* Structural estimates within sounding classes (how strong an

inversion) show positive skill but are not highly reliable.

* Sounding retrieval will be more accurate if radiance sound-

ings are first sorted into synoptic sub-classes. This

procedure essentially improves the first guess.
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Chernov patterns can be used to obtain a quick qualitative

assessment of the detailed structure of a sounding.

Commositinq_ Compositing is one of the most powerful tech-

niques we have employed in the analysis of satellite data,

particularly in the attempt to identify synoptic patterns. We

have composited outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) gridded

data, Tiros operational vertical sounder (TOYS) point data

analyzed to a grid, and VISSR atmospheric sounder (VAS) water

vapor imagery, all successfully. All of these satellite sets

have been composited for tropical plumes; in Schaefer's (1988)

dissertation for TOVS, in Ulsh's (1988) thesis for VAS ima-

gery, and by McGuirk (1989) for OLR observations. All of

these data sets reveal the same essential structure, but show

important physical and observational differences as well. The

intercomparison of composites from different satellite sensors

yields additional information. These issues are discussed by

McGuirk (1989, 1990) and McGuirk et al. (1989b).

In addition to the compositing of tropical plumes, Hayes's

(1988) thesis describes the compositing of convective episodes

along the Pacific ITCZ; and, Sautter's (1988) thesis compo-

sites synoptic disturbances triggered by East Asian cold

surges. Both analyses used OLR data. These composite studies

have synthesized convective!y quiescent periods, as well as

plumes. Compositing essentially applies a smoothing filter by

averaging across a number of similar systems, each of which

varies somewhat in strength and structural detail. The
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composited mappings reproduce only those features that are

robust across the data sample of composited events.

Findings (synoptic and other meteorological detail are

presented later):

* Compositing of weather systems observed by TOVS allows

signals from regions that are normally, but not always,

cloud covered to be estimated. The danger, however, is

that the uncloudy estimates may be unrepresentative.

* Composites from 6.7 and 7.3 um channels on VAS (images from

a geostationary satellite) and on TOVS (cloud-cleared point

estimates from a polar orbiter) exhibit significant dif-

ferences in regions of deep or high extensive clouds. TOVS

generally underestimates the moistness of such regions.

* Compositing reveals unambiguous signatures of tropical

plumes in moisture, cloud and temperature fields.

* Compositing on synoptic systems removes possible uncor-

rected signal bias due to limb darkening.

* The behavior of migratory synoptic systems is sufficiently

consistent across the Pacific that compositing yields well-

behaved meaningful propagating patterns.

* Resultant patterns are sensitive to the choice of compos-

iting parameter (for example, convectively active ITCZ pat-

terns depend strongly on whether events are selected based

on zonal mean convection, point convection, or both; tropi-

cal plumes vary somewhat depending on whether they are

registered to the tropical convective center or to the



middle latitude triggering trough).
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Vapor signal interpretation. It is exceedingly difficult to

interpret infrared radiances in the water vapor absorption

bands quantitatively. Strictly speaking, the channels in the

6.7 _m band "see" only the top 0.5 cm of precipitable water,

or less. The degree to which small amounts of upper tropo-

spheric moisture "contaminates" moisture estimation is

described in Blackwell's (1987) thesis. Applications are

described by B!ackwell etal. (1988), Thompson etal. (1987),

McGuirk et a!. (1989a) and McGuirk and Blackwell (1990).

Fink's (1989) thesis intercompares precipitable water

estimates from TOVS 6.7 and 7.3 um channels, from OLR radi-

ances, from SMMR microwave algorithms, and from ECMWF analy-

sis. Besides comparisons, he also developed statistical

predictive models of SMMR-estimated column precipitable water

from the other moisture estimators.

reported by Fink and McGuirk (1989)

(1990).

In addition to these direct studies

These results are

and McGuirk and Fink

of satellite techno-

logy, applications related to vapor imagery interpretation are

described by McGuirk and Hayes (1989), Thompson et al. (1988)

and by McGuirk and Ulsh (1990).

Findings:

* Upper tropospheric streaks of moisture (amounting to less

than !.0 mm of precipitable water) can "contaminate" the
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moisture channels by up to 20 °C in brightness temperature

(about 50% of the observed brightness temperature range).

Under some conditions upper tropospheric moisture sensing

can be used to estimate vertical motion, particularly in

regions of strong subsidence; a technique for this calcula-

tion is verified.

Synoptic scale regions

subsidence appear in the

of exceptionally dry and intense

north Pacific subtropical high,

but not in the east Pacific equatorial dry zone.

* The warmest vapor brightness temperatures always occur in

conjunction with tropical plumes.

* Radiosondes are normally not sufficiently accurate (in dry

layers) to compute accurate brightness temperatures.

* Correlation between SMMR estimated precipitable water and

ether estimators is only moderate

Pacific:

SMMR and TOVS 6.7 _m:

SMMR and TOVS 7.3 Dm:

SHMR and OLR:

SM_fR and ECM_[F analysis (1979):

over the tropical

-0.61

-0.48

-0.56

0.70

These correlations become much smaller (and may not be

statistically reliable) when restricted to specific synop-

tic features.

* Satellite observations improve operational analysis

estimates by about 10% of the total moisture variance.

* The FGGE reanalysis improved variance explained by about

10% over the original analysis; the 10% improvement by
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satellite estimates remained unchanged.

* Infrared estimators have the greatest difficulty in dry

atmospheres; however, when TOVS indicates dryness, the

atmosphere is unambiguously dry.

* Operational analyses are not sufficiently accurate to yield

moisture budgets that are correct even in sign over synop-

tic time and space scales.

* Satellite moisture sensing normally gives accurate hori-

zontal moisture patterns.

* Vapor channels can define developing synoptic patterns,

even in the absence of significant cloud.

* In the presence of cloud, cloud cleared radiances can often

extract synoptic patterns, but these patterns are normally

weaker than those detected in OLR or vapor imagery.

* OLR can detect the evolution and temporal/spatial continu-

ity of synoptic systems in both the tropics and middle

latitudes and over long synoptic scales.

b. Radiative Transfer Modelling

A radiative transfer model developed by Susskind at NASA

Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres, appropriate for TOVS radi-

ance bands, has been used successfully in a number of studies.

Its primary application has been to convert vertical sound-

ings, either analyzed temperature and moisture profiles or

those measured by radiosondes, into equivalent channel bright-

ness temperatures of the TOVS instrument.
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Satellite interpretation. The sensitivity of observed bright-

ness temperatures to changes in the vertical structure of

atmospheric composition or temperature cannot be determined

directly from the satellite observations. Thus, the meaning

of varying observed brightness temperature in a single TOVS

channel is not always related to the assumed primary relation-

ship; for example, variations in the moisture channels do not

relate simply to varying moisture amount. Comparison of

satellite observations with calculated estimates based on

collocated radiosondes affords a means of interpreting the

original satellite observations. Blackwell's (1988) thesis

used this technique to estimate moisture channel brightness

temperatures from radiosonde profiles for comparison with

collocated satellite observations. Results are described by

McGuirk and B!ackwell (1990) and McGuirk et al. (!989a).

Findings:

* Radiative transfer model computations and subsequent com-

parison with satellite radiance observations is a powerful

technique for evaluation of observations.

Operational radiosonde procedures which set the default dew

point depression to 30°C in dry atmospheres and delete

humidity data above 300

temperature errors of

radiances.

If radiosonde moisture

mb can each lead to brightness

!0°C in estimated moisture channel

profiles are accurate, radiative
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transfer estimates in the moisture channels are accurate.

Water vapor radiances can accurately locate the pressure

level of the "top of the moisture layer."

Under certain conditions, radiosondes can measure moisture

above 300 mb and dew point depressions greater than 30°C,

or even up to 50°C, accurately.

Ground truth for operational analyses. One of the more power-

ful applications of the radiative transfer model is its use in

the evaluation of operational analysis over data sparse

regions. In these situations, the tropical Pacific being a

good example, the verifying state of the atmosphere simply is

not known. Satellite observations provide the best coverage,

but they are not directly comparable with the analyses. A

radiative transfer model can convert the analyses into equi-

valent brightness temperatures, so that the analysis can then

be compared directly with observations. This approach of

"flying a satellite through the analysis" allows the satellite

observations to be used as a ground truth for the analysis.

Smith's (1989) thesis performed such computations to compare

TOYS radiance observations directly with ECMWF eperational

analyses. Results are presented by McGuirk and Smith (1990)

and McGuirk et al. (1989b).

Findings:

* 1979 ECNWF analysis is biased towards "over stability" with

upper tropospheric channels too warm and boundary layer and



window channels too cold.

* Estimated analysis

variable spatially

space.

* Analysis brightness

18

brightness temperatures are more

than are observations over the sa_e

temperatures in the vapor channels are

too warn_ (dry) and too variable.

The FGGE reana!ysis (based on a

duced, but did not eliminate

1986 analysis model) re-

the over stability bias,

barely improved the over sensitivity, and dramatically

_mproved moisture estimation.

* General circulation features are accurately represented in

ECNNF analyses.

* The ECMWF analysis is generally unsuccessful in reproducing

observed detail within synoptic systems in both the thermal

and moisture fields.

* ECNWF analysis does not reproduce accurately temporal

changes in strongly and rapidly evolving synoptic systems.

* Patterns of temporal variance are not reproduced accurately

by ECMWF analysis.

* Except for moisture patterns,

iates observed atmospheric

weak synoptic scale performance.

* The ECM_F analysis does not

variations.

the ECMWF accurately simu-

persistence, in spite of the

reproduce observed diurnal

Soundinq retrieval. White's (1988) dissertation used the

radiative transfer model to generate a large collection of
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fictitious tropical soundings with known statistical proper-

ties. This data base was used to develop mu!ti-variate

statistical procedures to improve the fine structure of sound-

ing retrievals. The procedure involved canonical discriminant

analysis to sort the soundings into groups of similar sound-

ings and to invoke various classification procedures to

interpret the soundings and assign new soundings to groups.

Further multivariate statistical techniques were applied to

each group to quantify individual sounding characteristics.

Results are described by McGuirk et al. (1989), White and

NcGuirk (1989, 1987) and by White et al. (1988).

Findings:

* Radiative transfer models

data sets of vertical

properties: Synoptic

vertical correlation,

can be used to generate large

soundings with known statistical

scale features (inversions, etc.),

mean temperature, fixed moisture

amount, fixed lapse rate, specific feature amplitudes

(inversion strengths, etc.), and many more.

* Statistical procedures can sort soundings of satellite

brightness temperatures into groups based on their radi-

ation structure; these groups are identical to those

obtained by sorting the actual temperature and moisture

soundings.

* Further sorting of individual groups can often, but not

always, resolve additional vertical fine structure.



c. Synoptic/Planetary Scale Systems

2O

The second major objective, in fact the reason for

deve!o_ing satellite and statistical techniques, is the under-

standing of atmospheric circulation systems on the synoptic

and general circulation scale. Although most of the work at

Texas A&M is centered on a synoptic scale phenomenon called a

tropical plume, results and conclusions are not focused

exclusively on plumes.

Plumes. The

described in detail bit

al. (!989a}. Recent

U!sh's (1988) thesis

structure and behavior of tropical plumes are

McGuirk et al. (1988) and McGuirk et

studies of tropical plumes include:

which composited 35 tropical plumes

viewed in VAS water vapor imagery; Hayes's (1988) thesis which

examined plume/ITCZ interactions through OLR; Sautter's (1988)

thesis which examined plume/east Asian cold surge interac-

tions, also using OLR; Blackwe!l's (1987) thesis, which exa-

mined moisture distributions in tropical plumes; Schaefer's

(1989) dissertation which examined composites of 17 plumes in

TOVS multi-channel radiances; and, Askue's (1989) disser-

tation which included a case study analysis of wind and

vorticity fields. Some of these results have been presented

in the literature and at conferences described in the final

report

1987).

McGuirk

prior to this research (NAS8-35182, submitted June

In addition, McGuirk and Hayes (1989), Askue and

(!989b), Thompson et a!. (1988), McGuirk (1987),



_fcGuir): and Thompson (!9S7) and Thompson

describe various aspects of tropical plumes.

et a!. (1987)

Findings (limited to recent contract period):

* Plumes evolve in a consistent, repeatable pattern in water

v_or imagery This evolution i t marked by:

i. a precursor composed of a moist/dry wave along the

ITCZ, a moist middle latitude trough to the northwest,

s_parated by a very dry subtropical high;

ii. an evolving moist/dry dipole separated by a sharp

SN/NE-oriented moisture gradient

iii. a pattern spanning at least 72 h and drifting

slowly ENE.

* The precursor signal normally is not evident in OLR pat-

terns; therefore, it is a vapor signal, not a cloud signal.

* The evolutionary pattern is contrasted with a synoptically

quiescent pattern which is nearly zonally symmetric and, on

average, more moist.

* As plumes commence evolution, a zonally symmetric moist

tropical Pacific must dry out as meridional and zonal eddy

patterns evolve.

Plumes evolve from a middle latitude disturbance and a

tropical disturbance; both seem to be required.

Plumes weaken and dissipate normally when the tropical and

nidd!e latitude portions separate.

The dry subtropical high to the northwest of the plume

contains the driest observations (by TOVS) of any_here in
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the Pacific. These observations suggest that less than !

mm of precipitabie water resides above 700 mb.

* Plumes are linked only weakly to general ITCZ convection.

* Nhen a tropical plume develops, other tropical convective

systems in the region seem to be suppressed.

* The origin of about half of all plumes can be traced back

to East Asian cold surges; this link is through the middle

latitudes, not the tropics.

* U2per tropospheric vorticity fields provide evidence that

the zonal winds are barotropical!y unstable, or nearly so,

when some trcpica! plumes develop.

* In at least strong plumes, a low level synoptic wave is

_eneraliy present with the upper level disturbance.

* Plumes are associated with three wavy features in TOVS

observations: A planetary scale, tropospheric deep thermal

wave; a 3000 k_ thermal wave similar to the first baro-

clinic mode: and a 6000 km wave in the moisture field,

which is the plume.

P!anetary thermal waves. Schaefer (1988) and McGuirk (1990)

exanine aspects the interaction of a tropical planetary scale

wave in the tropospheric averaged temperature

plumes. In the former, EOF decompositions

isolate the wave and to link its position and

tropical plumes. In the latter,

operational satellite observations,

analysis and forecasts for a single January 1989 case study.

and tropical

were used to

strength to

the wave was identified in

and in operational I_4C
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Findings:

* A 17 event composite and case studies indicate that tro-

pical plumes develop along the temperature gradient of a

large scale (at least planetary wave number four) thermal

wave; the warm air lies to

the east, of the plume.

This feature propagates

the west, and the cold air to

slowly eastward and is well re-

solved by the NNC operational analysis.

Although this wave resembles a Kelvin wave, it extends well

into middle latitudes to link with the trough associated

with plume formation.

Synpptic thermal waves. Schaefer (1988) also described sig-

nificant synoptic scale thermal waves associated with tropical

p!um_s. These waves were also detected by Sautter (!9£8). A

quantitative description of this wave was obtained using a

non-linear regression procedure of both individual events and

of a seventeen event composite. The composites also linked

this wave to tropical plumes and Asian cold surge phenomenon.

A number of tests were devised to demonstrate that the wave

was not a product of observational practices.

Findings:

* Tropical plumes also evolve in a preferred location with

respect to a 3000 km wave.

This wave, commonly occurring in tropical data sets, is



ap_reximate!y 3000 km in zonal length, moves eastward

speed between 4 and 8 ms-_ , and is

tropical bareclinic mode (warm over

warm).

Tropical plumes develop when
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at a

similar to the first

cold, or cold over

the less statically stable

portion of

the planetary scale wave.

The wave is most detectable at

channels with weighting function

this wave crosses the temperature gradient of

00 GMT and in

or above, the

times near

peaks at,

tropepause (such as MSU 3 or HIRS 3). It is only weakly

resolved in channels at, or lower than, 700 mb.

The wave amplitude is steady until plume evolution; then it

increases slightly before weakening

pates.

Since the wave length is approximately

as the plume dissi-

equal to the swath

width of individual TOVS passages, care must be taken to

remove observational a!iasing.

The origin and type of wave is still unresolved.

East Asian cold surges. Sautter's (1988) thesis used OLR to

examine synoptic scale disturbances that are triggered by East

Asian cold surges. These surges are massive infusions of cold

air which move out over the East China Sea sporadically during

winter. Although they themselves are normal synoptic frontal

passages, the resulting monsoonal convection interacts with

much of the general circulation. McGuirk (1987) also pre-

sented some of these results. The approach involved selecting



a large nu_ber of cold surges

definition, and then examining

vidua! cases studies.
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based on published objective

composited behavior and indi-

Findings:

* One or two significant events exist each cool season month.

* Cold surges trigger middle latitude cyclones (many of them

propagate into the central Pacific, lasting

d, before dissipating in the mid Pacific

"bombs") which

an average of 5

ridge.

OLR composites centered on the cyclones delineate a strong

trcpica! plume signal, about 2000 km to their southeast and

along the ITCZ. A 3000 km wave is observed weakly as well.

_[c significant propagation

tected, contrary to theories

St.).

of tropical convection is de-

presented by Webster (Penn.

ITCZ disturbances. Hayes's (1988) thesis and McGuirk and

Hayes (1989) describe fluctuations in Pacific ITCZ convection,

as observed in temporally and spatially filtered OLR. The

data base spanned 8 six-month cool seasons. Periods of

anomalous convection in small regions of the Pacific and for

periods averaged across the Pacific were both examined and

intercompared. Statistical properties of these convective

episodes were calculated.
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Findings:

* Three common types of convective activity were identified:

i. Small spatial and temporal scales (less than 3000 km

and 10-20 d) and restricted to the eastern Pacific.

ii. Larger spatial scales (5000-10000 km) but short time

scales and no regional restriction.

iii. Medium spatial scales (2000-6000), long time

scales, and quasi-stationary.

* Episodes of zonal average convective activity, lasting 3-4

weeks, occurred a few times each season, with the ITCZ

rloving southward as it intensified.

* The location of active convection is bimodal, with fre-

quency peaks just north of the equator and at about 13°N.

Convection is not bimodally distributed during E1 Nino.

* Active convection at points along the ITCZ was only weakly

related to zonally averaged active convection.

* Point convection is meridionally oriented.

* Episodes of both active convection at a point and zonal

averaged active convection are marked with a distinctive

zonal wave pattern and

equator. These episodes

Northern Hemisphere.

symmetric orientation about the

resemble tropical plumes in the

Intense localized subsidence. Blackwell's (1987) thesis docu-

mented intense localized subsidence occurring on synoptic

temporal and spatial scales in association with tropical plume

development. The phenomenon was described by Thompson eta!.
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(1987) and Blackwell eta!. (1988), as well. This feature,

observed in TOVS moisture channels, is considered as evidence

of a crucial forcing mechanism of

the basis for a body of new work

NASA contract.

tropical plumes and forms

to be performed under new

Findings:

* Extremely warm pockets of TOVS moisture channel brightness

temperatures develop before and during tropical plume for-

matien.

* These warm brightness temperatures are not observed any-

where else over the Pacific (not even in the east Pacific

equatorial dry zone) and must owe their existence to anoma-

lous intense subsidence.

The frequency distribution of TOVS 6.7 Um brightness tem-

peratures is bimoda!, with a broad peak of "normal observa-

tions" comprising about

second, warm peak, well

tions.

90% of the observations and a

separated from "normal observa-

d. Dynamical Mechanisms

Although most of the dynamical research was "descoped"

and removed from the research tasks of this contract due to

budget reduction, some work was initiated. A highly idealized

shallow water model, constructed by Askue (1989) , was devel-

oped te examine tropical wave-wave interaction. The jointly
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funded effort (NASA, NMC and UCAR) by McGuirk (no publications

to date) examined the evolution of tropical plumes in the NMC

operational medium range forecast model (MRF). These results

are an extension of results from satellite analysis which

identified waves relevant to tropical plume evolution. The

most important satellite studies are those of Schaefer (1988)

and NcGuirk and Ulsh (1990).

Observational evidence. The three waves described by Schaefer

(!988) and the evolution of plumes in water vapor imagery

described by McGuirk and U!sh (1990) above suggest that plumes

develop from a common dynamical mechanism. Additional work by

Blackwell (1987) suggest the importance of localized subsi-

denze, perhaps triggered from surges in the Walker circula-

tion. These observations imply that the triggering mechanism

for plumes must be one occurring commonly over the tropical

Pacific. On the other hand, Sautter (1988) showed that many

[_idd!e latitude troughs cross the Pacific without ever becom-

ing involved with tropical plumes. The observations thus

suggest a siz:ple common mechanism but one which may not be

operative during all conditions of the tropical general cir-

culation.

Findings:

* The structure of the atmosphere in the vicinity of plumes

suggests that barociinic instability is not a relevant

mechanism, at least when plumes first evolve. This conclu-



sion seems to be the case in spite of the small scale wave

of the first baroclinic mode and the apparent strong surge

of the Walker circulation.

* The interaction of waves of three different scales suggests

a barotropic interaction of waves, either two waves against

a complicated basic state, or a triad interaction.

* These waves are almost certainly equatorial normal modes

because of the frequency of tropical plume formation.

* Because p!ur_es are not common occurrences during summer or

during strong E1 Nino, plume formation must be sensitive to

the form of the basic state circulation.

Norn}al mode behavior. Askue's (1989) dissertation describes a

first attempt to simulate tropical normal mode interaction in

an effort to simulate tropical plume circulation features.

Results are described by Askue and McGuirk (1989 a,b). All

three papers describe integrations of an equatorial, beta

plane, shallow water model under constant zonal flow basic

state. Experiments were run with two interacting waves, with

triads, and small scale perturbations on one or two wave

flows. Gravity modes, Kelvin modes, Yanai waves and equator-

ial Rossby waves were examined.

Findings:

* In most cases, Kelvin wave self interaction eventually

leads to wave breaking. As the Kelvin waves initially

become unstable, flow around the convergence axis resembles



that of tropical plumes.

As s_aller scale waves

3O

propagate toward and through the

Kelvin wave convergence axis, non-linear processes distort

the waves into configurations that often rese_ble plume

circulations. These experiments support P. Webster's

energy accumulation hypothesis; that is, transient energy

accumulates regions of specific zonal gradients of the

zonal wind and <hat these regions also exchange wave energy

between tropics and middle latitudes.

Perturbations moving downstream of

Kelvin waves surprisingly

!ations.

The most successful triad

resemble

the divergence axis of

tropical plume circu-

interaction involves three p!a-

netary equatorial Rossby waves. These waves probably would

not interact commonly over the tropical Pacific.

e. Prediction Implications

Vapor imaaer_rfft Uish's (1988) thesis developed a qualitative

forecast scheme for tropical plumes based on water vapor ima-

gery. Readily identifiable features appear on images 36 to 48

h before a tropical plume develops. A forecast experiment was

run over a period of four months of water vapor imagery, in

which these "precursor" features were used to predict plume

evolution. Twenty nine plumes developed over the experixental

period. Experimental results are described by McGuirk and

U!sh (!990), McGuirk (1989a) and Thompson et al. (1988).
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Findings :

* The aF-7)earance of an exceedingly dry subtropical high, two

moist maxima along the ITCZ, and a cold and moist middle

latitude trough to the north are sufficient to anticipate

plume development.

61% of tropical plumes were forecast correctly, by time and

location of evolution, during the four month forecast

experiment.

Forecast errors were systematic, with overforecasts made in

regions where tropical plumes normally do not develop, and

errors made in complex forecasting situations.

Most tropical plumes can be anticipated in water vapor ima-

gery well before any detectable signature appears in cloud

i_agery.

Initial condition improvement.

fished work,

insert more

NMC's global

McGuirk, in yet to be pub-

designed forecast experiments which attempted to

satellite information into initializations of

MEF model. The experiments were based on a pair

of tropical plumes which developed in January 1989. Signals,

based on the three wave patterns described by Schaefer (1988),

were extracted from the TOVS satellite radiances routinely

archived on NMC's operational history tapes. These signals

were converted into model compatible perturbations to the

model initialization, and a series of 48 h forecasts were

made. Preliminary results were prepared by McGuirk (1990).
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Findings:

* Signals of the 3000 km and

and the 5000 km wave in

planetary scale thermal waves,

the moisture field could be ex-

tracted from operational satellite observations.

Patterns of forecast perturbations resulting from the

initialization matched closely the patterns of

forecast error, although the

perturbed

the 48 h operational

magnitudes were too weak.

A weak tropical disturbance,

tropical plume, was forecast

* to the west of the modelled

to develop into a tropical

plume correctly, an event not forecast operationally.

* Intense convection was forecast to develop within the

"source" regions of both tropical plumes.

* Forecast improvements were obtained for

and uninitialized perturbations.

* Forecast improvements

fields.

both initialized

required adjustments of the moisture
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Synoptic Scale Sensitivity of TIROS-NMoisture Channels in the Tropics

James P. HcGuirk and Keith G. Blackwell

Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas

Submitted to J. Appl. Met.

ABSTRACT

Water vapor radiance data obtained from a satellite-borne radiometer

were evaluated for synoptic information content and accuracy over the

tropical eastern Pacific Ocean.

An upper moist layer was defined in terms of precipitable water by

integrating the sounding data downward from 300 mb. The varying pressure

of this upper moist layer was correlated with collocated 6.7 and 7.3 mm

water vapor (WV) brightness temperatures (BT)s.

Although high correlations were obtained between satellite BTs and

upper moist layer pressures, minute quantities of upper tropospheric

moisture above 300 mb produced large changes in BTs. The inability of

conventional rawinsondes to measure moisture in the cold, tropical upper

troposphere often leads to discrepancies between rawinsonde-derived and

satellite-inferred moisture profiles. Using a radiative transfer model,

these discrepancies were quantified and shown to result in an

unsatisfactory compatibility between the two methods.

A persistent cluster of warm (dry) BTs was observed over the subtrop-

ical Pacific adjacent to the western flank of a series of tropical

plumes. Collocated rawinsonde soundings and satellite BTs consistently

showed excellent agreement within this region, indicating extreme dryness

in the middle and upper troposphere. The anomalous lack of upper

tropospheric moisture, the tight clustering of abnormally large BTs, and

the close proximity to a large area of active convection suggests these

elevated BTs occur only as an occasional synoptically induced feature.
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JamesP. HcGuirk and Jeffrey D. Fink

Texas A&MUniversity

College Station, Texas
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Submitted to J. Appl. Met.

ABSTRACT

Nimbus-7 SMMR brightness temperatures from 7 d in January 1979 and 3 d

in May 1979 are used to estimate precipitable water and precipitation over

the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean. These estimates are made from algo-

rithms are developed by Wilheit and Chang (1980) for precipitable water

and given by Lipes (1981) for precipitation. The SMMR estimates are

compared with moisture estimates from TIROS-N infrared moisture channels,

TIROS-N outgoing longwave radiation, 1979 ECMWF model analysis and an

ECMWF reanalysis using a 1986 analysis model. Comparisons are made within

the context of 5 typical tropical synoptic scale features: Tropical

plumes, the subtropical high; the convectively active ITCZ; the convect-

ively inactive ITCZ; and the equatorial dry zone.

SMMR precipitable water estimates provide detailed information on the

horizontal moisture structure in all areas of the tropics except in areas

of heavy precipitation. Most of the information present in the TIROS-N

and ECMWF data identify synoptic features, but not variations within the

features. The 1986 reanalysis has a more accurate moisture distribution,

at least compared with SMMR observations; the reanalysis, however, is

biased such that wet areas are analyzed as too dry, and dry areas are too

wet. SMMR observations identified plume precipitable water content as

statistically identical to a quiescent ITCZ, and plume precipitation as

statistically identical to an active ITCZ.

Prediction of SMMR precipitable water using TIROS-N and the ECMWF

reanalysis explained 72% of the variance in SMMR observations, while the

ECMWF reanalysis alone explained 65% of the variance. Contribution by

satellite signals was not affected by the reanalysis.
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Reprinted from Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 119, No. 9, September 1990

Evolution of Tropical Plumes in VAS Water Vapor Imagery

JAMES P. McGUIRK AND DAVID J. ULSH

Texas A&M University. College Station. Texas

(Manuscript received 13 April 1989, in final form 21 February 1990)

ABSTRACT

Tropical plumes are common tropical synoptic disturbances marked by continuous upper tropospheric cloud
bands extending out of the ITCZ into midlatitudes. Thirty-five tropical plumes over the nonheast Pacific are
composited in GOES VAS water vapor imagery at four time periods throughout their evolution, from a precursor
stage 48 h before they fulfill an objective plume definition until they mature 24 h after this definition stage. A
"quiescen_site is constructed for 35 days in which no synoptic activity is occurring. Composites of
outgoir_ngware _diation data are constructed using the same days, for comparison.

Precu_ arc identified in the vapor imagery before clouds develop: a moist midtatitude trough, a
synoptic scale wave in the moisture/cloud field along the ITCZ. and an anomalously dry intervening subtropical
high, all appearing in an anomalously dry tropical environment. This pattern is contrasted with the synoptically
quiescent composite, a nearly zonally symmetric pattern in vapor imagery, with a convectively active ITCZ.
flanked by a linearly shaped subtropical high: the quiescent tropics are generally moist. The plume evolves as
a stationary, tropical, dry/moist dipole, separated by an exceptionally strong cloud/moisture gradient. All
features within individual composites and most variations from stage to stage are statistically robust. Tropical
plume evolution is accompanied by a systematic drying of the tropical eastern Pacific atmosphere before de-
velopment, and moistening and increased cloudiness with development. The precursor pattern is _,scd as a
forecasting tool applied to an independent set of vapor imagery: 65% of 29 plumes were forecast correctly by
position and time of evolution. Forecasting errors were systematic,
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Reprinted from MONTHLY WEATHER REviEw, Vol. 117, No. S, May 1989
American M¢icorO]OlPCal Society

Synoptic Scale Moisture Variation over the Tropical Pacific Ocean

JAMES P. McGUIRK, AYLMER H. THOMPSON AND LLOYD L. ANDERSON, JR.

Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas

(Manuscript receiyed 20 August 1987, in final form 21 October 1988)

ABSTRACT

Moisture observing capability is surveyed over the tropical northeast Pacific Ocean. Data are taken from late
January 1979 during FGGE. Emphasis is on diagnosis of synoptic scale systems in data sparse areas. The
capabilities and limitations of five observing systems are examined: surface observations, satellite cloud imagery,
radio- and dropsondes, satelLite individual channel brightness temperatures, and model analysis from the European

Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts. Both qualitative and quantitative intercomparisons are made.
Surface observations carry almost insignificant moisture information over the tropical oceans. The capability

of GOES imagery is well known; however, clouds mask important moisture structure and do not always define
moisture patterns well, even at cloud level. Soundings were adequate for synoptic diagnosis, tfthere were enough
of them; however, FGGE dropsondes were limited in detail. Satellite channel data provide thorough coverage
and show some detail even in nearly overcast regions; ambiguity of interpretation remains a problem. Given
the lack of moisture observations for initialization, the ECMWF analysis provides surprisingly realistic moisture
patterns.

Quantitative intercomparison of data is generally discouraging. Field comparisons of model analysis and
satellite observations are poor, with only marginal statistical significance. Both systems, however, clearly define
the synoptically active regions in their variability statistics; they both perform better in moist regions, where

quantitative estimates of moisture are most important. Comparisons with radiosondes are poor as well. Cor-
respondence of analysis, satellite and radiosondes is good in moist regions, but all three have serious observational

problems when radiosonde-observed relative humidity falls below 50%.
Each of the five systems describes detail not contained in the other systems. Most importantly, quantitative

satellite moisture channel data can be used synoptically, and model analysis provides useful synoptic moisture
information, even without initial moisture observations.
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Reprinted from MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW. Vol. 116. No. 12. December 1988

An Eastern Pacific Tropical Plume

JAMES P. McGuIRK, AYLMER H. THOMPSON AND JAMES R. SCHAEFER

Texas A&M University, College Slation, Texas

(Man_pt received 26 June 1987, in final form 9 June 1988)

ABSTRACT

Synoptic-scale cloud systems, called tropical plumes, develop from disturbances in the eastern Pacific ITCZ
and in conjunction with amplifying troughs to the north; a common spatial pattern and temporal evolution
accompany most events. A blend of disparate data and analyses yields a three-dimensional description of a case
study during the FGGE January 1979 special observing period. That this tropical plume is ty_ is co--ted
with a climatology of 41 systems and a less detailed climatology encompassing over 200 plumes.

Tropical plumes are accompanied by intense drying and subsidence within the trough to the northwest and
a strong subtropical jet within the plume. Wind observations for the case study show that the jet originates n¢_"
the equator. A disturbance in the low-level easterty trades exists independently from the upper trough when the
plume initiates; such anticyclonic curving wind patterns are common at initiation. The plume developed si-
multaneously out of several disturbances along its axis. A frontal pattern of intensifying moisture gradient,
developing thermal gradient and inversion, strengthening jet level winds, solenoidal overturning, and deepening
of the tradewind inversion appears along the northwest flank and downstream of the plume. Plumes cease
normallywhen theirtropicaland nontropicalaspectsbecome separated.
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ABSTRACT

Barotropic Mechanisins Associated with

Tropical Plume Formation. (December 1989)

Cecilia Ann Askue, B.S., Mississippi State University;

M.S., University of Southern California; M.S. Colorado State University

Chair of Advisory Comufittee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

The tropical plume is an upper level phenomenon with greatest frequency of

occurrence over the northeast Pacific. Primarily wintertime events, plumes trans-

port energy poleward and may be transient systems comprising a Hadley circulation.

Previous studies of tropical plumes have focused on plume development and on de-

scribing plume structure and statistical properties. This study investigates possible

mechanisms involved in plume initiation.

From a case study, barotropic nmchanisms are hypothesized to be important

in initiating tropical plumes. These mechanisms are investigated by means of a one-

layer, barotropic, gridpoint model using the shallow water equations on an equatorial

/3-plane. Particular attention is given to wave-wave interaction occurring between

equatorially trapped normal modes and between these modes and perturbations from

higher latitudes. The numerical results indicate that interaction among equatorially

trapped Rossby modes shows promise as being a key element in plume initiation.

The effects are particularly apparent when the Rossby wave state is perturbed by a

disturbance resembling an upper level cyclonic circulation, such as frequently occurs

when a midlatitu(le trough intrudes into the tropics. The effects of a Kelvin-wave-like
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basic state are limited: active responses to tile disturbance are observed only in tile

westerly regime of the Kelvin wave, but the disturbance does not interact strongly

with the Kelvin wave itself.
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ABSTRACT

Synoptic Scale Tropical Waves in Multichannel Satellite Radiance Data.

(December 1988)

James Royal Schaefer, B.S., University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire;

B.S., University of Utah;

M.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

Diagnosis of tropical weather systems on the synoptic scale is limited

severely by a near total absence of conventional in situ observations,

particularly over the North Pacific. Analysis procedures are developed to

minimize the limitations of satellite sounding data: compositing of numerous

events to increase the data coverage and thereby fill in gaps due to cloud

contamination and smooth the contamination associated with individual

satellite passes; Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) decomposition to

account for the high vertical correlation within observations; averaging and

filtering to isolate and identify weak and poorly observed signals; and, non-

linear regression to quantify previously detected synoptic signals.

Three months (January-March 1984) of multichannel radiance data from

sounders on NOAA-7 and 8 are analyzed to extract the synoptic scale

information content. Two synoptic systems are isolated and investigated:

tropical plumes; and, a 2800 km tropospheric thermal wave believed to be a

newly observed feature of the tropical atmosphere.
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Seventeentropical plumes are composited at 12 h time increments from 48

h before until 96 h after plume initiation. The composite model shows that

previous plume case studies are typical of the composite model. Deleting the

climatological mean from the composite proved that the pre-initiation signal is

primarily a result of climatology and large scale semi-stationary waves. The

EOF decompositions demonstrated that the synoptic signals found in individual

case studies are consistent with the composite. These decompositions also

display the existence of a tropospheric thermal wave aligned closely with the

tropical plume.

The tropospheric thermal wave is a vertical mode three zonal wave; its

extrema are located approximately at 300, 700 and 900 mb and it moves

eastward at about 4.5 to 6.5 m s "_. It possesses no detectable moisture

structure. Its detection was facilitated by removal of the dominant stationary

variance pattern and by the wave's consistent alignment with respect to

tropical plumes. This latter feature implies that the wave is a causal factor in

plume development. The wave aligns itself such that the weakest static

stability is within the region of active plume development near initiation time.

Diurnal variations of location, amplitude, and lateral structure are not

completely explainable in terms of satellite radiance observations. Non-linear

regression of both the composite and individual cases demonstrates robustness

of both pattern and quantitative details of the tropical thermal wave.
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ABSTRACT

Identification and Quantification of Synoptic Structure in Simulated TIROS N

Radiance Soundings. (December 1988)

G. Anderson White, III, B.S., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;

M.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

There has been continual improvement in the accuracy of retrieved

atmospheric soundings from satellite radiance measurements; however, satellite

data still provide an overly smooth product which is of limited use for synoptic

scale analysis. Considerable smoothing occurs when information present in

satellite radiance measurements is lost in the retrieval process. This research

describes and develops techniques which (1) identify synoptic features and (2)

quanti_ their fine structures directly from TIROS N satellite radiance data.

A series of nine, overlapping, synthetic temperature and moisture

soundings is constructed which contains synoptic features representative of the

tropical eastern Pacific Ocean. Each of the soundings in the series is perturbed

randomly, within limits, to create a statistically meaningful training data set.

The training data set is processed through a radiative transfer algorithm to

gene,'ate equivalent T1ROS N satellite observations.

The variance of the training set is partitioned into a portion accounting for

synoptic class and a portion describing synoptic feature variation within a

class. The variance structure of feature quantification differs strongly from

that associated with classification.
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In a two-step process, the training data observations first are separated

according to synoptic feature, and, second, the fine structure of the synoptic

feature is quantified. Three classification techniques are developedto partition

the training data observations into synoptic groups and to classify new

soundings: a subjective, graphical, interpretative procedure; canonical

discri'ninant analysis; and, discriminant analysis. Accurate classification was

accomplished until atmospheric sounding perturbations exceeded 12% of the

observedtemperatures of the synoptic classmeans.

Two experiments of feature quantification are described: a prediction of

trade wind and frontal inversion height and strength using both synthetic and

observed soundings; and, a prediction of frontal structure based on

discriminant analysis of a training data set containing frontal inversion

soundings. Positive skill, with some ambiguity, was demonstrated in both

experiments.
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ABSTRACT

A Comparison of Model-Generated and Satellite-Observed Radiances.

(May 1989)

Donna Ellen Woolley Smith, B.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

The ECMWF operational IIIb analysis is verified against satellite

observed radiances by converting the analyzed variables into synthetic

radiances using a radiative transfer model. Observed satellite radiances are

used as a ground truth because, over the data sparse tropical Pacific Ocean,

these observed satellite radiances are the only observations that have synoptic

scale resolution. It is assumed that if the analysis simulates atmospheric

conditions correctly, the observed and modelled radiances will have comparable

statistical structures.

Tropical mean soundings are simulated well: Only tropopause level and

window channels exhibit biases in excess of one standard deviation (usually

less than 3°C in absolute brightness temperature error). Simulated channel

variability is slightly too large (less than 0.4 standard deviations) in most

channels. The reanalysis reduced biases to less than 2°C, except in three

window channels. Simulated biases were systematic, resulting in an estimated

static stability that is too great; the reanalysis decreased this lapse rate bias.

Simulated temporal trends of area averaged means and variability (both

signals of synoptic activity) are qualitatively correct, except they are weaker

than observed trends and the area average persistence is too large. The
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reanalysis improvement was restricted to the moisture channels. Even the

reanalysis did not simulate the diurnal cycle.

Both the IIIb analysis and the reanalysis reproduced general patterns of

synoptic variability but details and amplitudes are not simulated correctly.

The IIIb analysis and the reanalysis reproduce the vertical structure of the

observations. Reproduction of horizontal patterns is not as successful in the

IIIb analysis, although the reanalysis improved the moisture fields. The

inclusion of satellite humidity observations in the reanalysis resulted in

improved simulation of observedmoisture patterns. The reanalysis improved

quality of simulation over the entire tropical domain and in regional patterns,

such as the Subtropical High, the Intertropical ConvergenceZone and the

Pacific Dry Zone. Both the IIIb analysis and the reanalysis simulated

conditions better in the Subtropical High. The models simulated the Pacific

Dry Zonepoorly.
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ABSTRACT

Tropical Synoptic Scale Moisture Fields Observed

from the NIMBUS-7 SMMR. (May 1989)

Jeffrey David Fink, B.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Conlmittee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

Nimbus-7 SMMR brightness temperatures from 7 days in January 1979 and

3 days in May 1.q79 are used to estimate precipitable water and precipitation over

the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean. These estimates are made from algorithms devel-

oped by Wilheit and Chang (1980) for precipitable water and by Katsaros and Lewis

(1986) and Lipes (1981) for precipitation. The SMMR estimates are compared with

moisture estimates from TIROS-N infrared moisture channels, TIROS-N outgoing

longwave radiation, and the ECMWF model analysis. Comparisons are made within

the context of five typical tropical synoptic scale features: Tropical plumes (TP)

synoptic scale disturbances viewed in the cloud field, linking the tropics and midlat-

itudes; the Subtropical High (STH), the dry region extending along the northwest

llank of a TP: the active Intertropical Convergence Zone (AITCZ), banded equatorial

convection over the eastern Pacific Ocean; the quiescent Intertropica] Convergence

Zone (QIT('Z), areas with no convective cloud tops present along the ITCZ; and the

Equatorial Dry Zone (EDZ), an area along and south of the equator between 100°W

and 120¢W.

SMMR precipitable water estimates provide detailed information on the mois-

ture _tructure in all areas of the tropics except in areas of heavy precipitation.
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Most of tile information present in the TIROS-N and ECMWF data identifies

the synoptic feature and not variations within a feature. SMMR data identified

TP precipitable water content as statistically identical to a QITCZ and the pre-

cipitation as statistically identical to AITCZ precipitation. Prediction of SMMR

precipitable water using TIROS-N and ECMWF data explained 67% of the vari-

ance in SMMR data while ECMWF analysis alone explained 55% of the vari-

c'lllCe.
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ABSTRACT

Synoptic-Scale East Asian Cold Surge-lnduced

I

(August 1988)

David Carl Sautter, B.A., Grove City College

Co-Chairmen of Advisory Committee:

Phenomena.

Dr. James P. McGuirk

Dr. Aylmer H. Thompson

The East Asian cold surge (EACS) and its midlatitude and tropical

responses were studied for several winters from 1979 to 1985. A

climatology of surges was constructed based on an objective

definition using surface and upper-air data. Each EACS initiated a

midlatitude cyclone; these cyclones were tracked across the Pacific

in outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data and height and sea-level

pressure analyses. The upper-level portion of the cyclone survived

longer and propagated further eastward than the lower-level portion.

Less than half of the associated troughs at 300 mb and less than one-

third at 500 mb reached 120°W. The surface low usually dissipated at

or west of the dateline. This low met criteria for "explosive

cyclogenesis" in over one-third of all EACS events.

The OLR signature of each cyclone was identified and composited

at 24-hour intervals; the composited cloud mass decelerated and then

dissipated between 180 ° and 160°W. Only 2 of 26 tracked cloud masses

survived all the way across the Pacific to regenerate near 120°W.

Composite height fields in the vicinity of the cyclones indicated

that changes in the longwave pattern over the Pacific accompanied the
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shortwave midlatitude response. The east Pacific ridge amplified and

a longwave trough deepened near the dateline as the shortwaye

dissipated. The weakening and disappearance of the cyclones is

consistent with simple baroclinlc wave theory.

The tropical response induced by the EACS was investigated using

OLR anomaly data. Enhanced convection was noted south of the surge

immediately after surge initiation. There was little evidence of

eastward propagation of the tropical convection, even though recent

research has mentioned the possibility of eastward propagation to the

dateline. Therefore no tropical link was established between EACS

and mid-Pacific tropical moisture bursts. A midlatitude link,

however, was established between the EACS-induced cyclones and

moisture bursts for at least 40% of all moisture bursts.
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ABSTRACT

Active Modes of the Pacific ITCZ. (May 1988)

Patrick Michael Hayes, B.S., University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

Co-Chairmen of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

Dr. Ayimer H.Thompson

Satellite-observed outgoing Iongwave radiation (OLR) data from eight six-month

cool seasons were examined to find periods of active convection within the Pacific

intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Descriptive statistics were used to define

and describe the time-mean behavior of the Pacific ITCZ. Two seasons (76-77 and

82-83) showed distinctive El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signatures in mean,

standard deviation, and frequency distribution of OLR. Four other seasons (74-75,

75-76, 79-80, arid 80-81) had "normal" OLR statistics. The remaining seasons

preceded and followed the major 82-83 event and had intermediate seasonal-mean
I
I

OLR fields. ' _

Time series of an index measuring convective intensity in the ITCZ were analyzed

to find active convection periods. Time-longitude diagrams of the intensity estimates

showed how active modes develop, spread, and propagate across the Pacific, Three

types of variability of the active modes were identified. The first type had small spatial

scales (< 4000 kin), short temporal scales (10-20 day durations), and occurred mostly

in the eastern Pacific. The second type had longer spatial scales (5000-10,000 kin),

short temporal scales, and was found throughout the domain. The second type of

variability also showed evidence of propagation. The third type had large temporal

scales (greater than 30 days), medium spatial scales (2000-6000 kin), and was a fixed

feature. The third type of variability may be a result of combinations of two or more

active periods of the first two types.
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The eastern Pacific active modes (near 160°W) occurred approximately 10 times

during each (non-ENSO) season, for an average period of 18 days. Active modes

based on zonally-averaged intensities occurred less frequently, with a temporal scale

between 22 and 28 days. Active convection in the eastern Pacific was not strongly

related to active modes in the rest of the domain; strong east and west Pacific

convection occurred simultaneously only four times during the normal seasons, for

an average period between 30 and 60 days.

The intensity index was modified to estimate the latitudinal and longitudinal

positions of active convection along the ITCZ. Time series of the zonal-average

position and intensity showed that the ITCZ moved south as it intensifies.

Convective organization was described using composites of daily OLR from

active days. Composites based on different active convection regions yielded

different patterns: the zonally-averaged active dai, s produced three zonally oriented

cells of intense convection in the ITCZ region; requiring active convection at

160°W and in the zonal mean produced only two cells; this pattern also extended

southeastward into the Southern Hemisphere.
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ABSTRACT

Moisture Burst Structure in Satellite Water Vapor Imagery.

(May 1988)

David Joel Ulsh, B.S., Montana State University

Co-Chairmen of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

Dr. Aylmer H. Thompson

The moisture burst is a tropical synoptic-scale weather event

that typically originates along the ITCZ and has been defined

previously in window-channel infrared imagery. This research uses

6.7-mlcrometer water vapor absorption band imagery to composite 35

moisture burst events during the North Pacific cool season of

1983-1984. Composite maps are constructed at four times, each 24 h

apart, during the life cycle of the moisture burst. A comparative

baseline is provided by an additional composite of 35 dates,

constructed for times when moisture bursts were not active in the

eastern North Pacific.

The evolution of the water vapor structure of a moisture burst is

examined through the composites and a model is synthesized. The key

features of the composited model are: l) A 4000-km wave along the

ITCZ at about 7°N, with moist regions to the east and west, separated

by a drier area; 2) A 1500 km long dry area to the northwest of this

wave, oriented along a SW-NE axis; and 3) A moist maximum northwest

of the dry zone at about 30"N. These last two features appear at

least 24 h before cloud development. During evolution the ITCZ wave



amplifies, and the dry axis and western ITCZ maximum intensify and

extend northeastwards as the moisture burst, and the moist maximum to

the northwest disappears. In contrast, the composite for inactive

periods describes four zonally-oriented belts of alternating moist

and dry regions.

The statistical composites and the resulting model are tested for

robustness by: l) Subjective comparison of the means against

individual events from the dependent sample of moisture bursts, and

an independent sample as well; 2) Comparison of anomalies against the

inactive composite, using a paired t-test; and 3) Application of the

model as a forecasting tool on an independent sample. In the

forecast test the model correctly predicted 19 of 29 moisture bursts

at least 24 h before cloud development. Forecast errors were found

to be systematic.

57
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ABSTRACT

Synoptic Scale Sensitivity of TIROS-N Moisture Channels in the

Tropics. (December 1987)

Keith Gordon Blackwell, B.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison

Co-Chairmen of Advisory Committee: Dr. James P. McGuirk

Dr. Aylmer H. Thompson

Water vapor radiance data obtained from a satellite-borne

radiometer were evaluated for synoptic information content and

accuracy over the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean.

_m upper moist layer was defined in terms of precipitabie water

by integrating sounding data downward from 300 mb. The varying

pressure of this upper moist layer was correlated with collocated 6._

and 7.3 _m water vapor brightness temperatures (BT)s.

A persistent cluster of elevated BTs was observed over the

subtropical Pacific adjacent to the western flank! of a series of

moisture bursts. Collocated rawinsonde soundings and satellite BTs

consistently showed excellent agreement within this region,

indicating extreme dryness in the middle and upper troposphere. The

anomalous lack of upper tropospheric moisture, the tight clustering

of abnormally large BTs, and the close proximity to a large area of

active convection suggests these elevated BTs occur only as an

occasional synoptically induced feature.

Vertical motions were estimated through the temporal change of

the upper moist layer "topography". Although high correlations were
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obtained between satellite BTs and upper moist layer pressures,

minute quantities of upper tropospheric moisture above 300 mb

produced large changes in BTs. The inability of conventional

rawinsondes to measure moisture in the cold, tropical upper

troposphere often leads to discrepancies between rawinsonde-derived

and satellite-inferred moisture profiles. These discrepancies were

quantified and shown to result in an unsatisfactory estimation of

vertical motion computed from the local change in BTs.

Estimation of the influence of horizontal moisture advection on

local BT changes resulted in maximum values of the same order of

magnitude as the maximum observed BT changes. However, comparisons

of these magnitudes at individual grid points showed little

similarity. Thus, vertical motion estimates had the potential to be

strongly modulated by horizontal advection. However, the

consistently weak correlations at individual grid points indicated

uncertainty as to whether changes in channel ii and 12 BTs were

influenced more by horizontal rather than vertical advection of

moisture.
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Conference proceedings Dapers and extended abstracts.



Paper presented at: Fifth Con-
ference on Satellite Meteorology
and Oceanography, London, September 1990.

TOVSCHANNELRADIANCES AS A "GROUND TRUTH" FOR ECMWF ANALYSIS
61

J.P. McGuirk & D.E. _. Smith

Texas _&M University

College Station TX 77843 (409-845-4431)

Operational synoptic scale analyses are less accurate in the tropics

than they are in middle latitudes. Among the many reasons for this wea}:-

ness is the lack of a "ground truth" verification. Verification of

analysis based on subsequent forecast accuracy is flawed seriously: The

forecast itself is used in future analysis cycles. In the absence of any

observations, the analysis defaults to the forecast.

Alternatively, synoptic scale fields of satellite radiance observa-

tions exist throughout the tropics. They are poor ground truth for the

analyses, however, because their meteorological interpretation is usually

uncertain. They are, however, observations. It is possible to convert

the analyses into equivalent satellite radiance observations by means of a

radiative transfer model (RT:I). The procedure is equivalent to "flying a

satellite through the analysis." Although meteorological interpretation

remains problematic, consistent, similar variables may be compared. A

quantitative comparison, independent of model effects on the analysis, is

then possible. This process was accomplished using a RTM (Susskind et

al., 1982) for the EC}IWF analysis and reanalysis during the winter and

summer FGGE special observing periods over a region of the tropic_l

eastern Pacific Ocean.

Descriptive statistics of observed and calculated radiances are

computed over the whole domain and over synoptic scale sub-domains.

Domain wide results are summarized by bias (mean differences) and sensi-

tivity (spatial standard deviations) for each channel. Large biases with

respect to satellite observations exist in the ECMWF estimated brightness

temperatures (+2.5 to +5°C in upper tropospheric channels, and -4 to -5oC

in window channels); thus the ECMWF analysis exhibits a larger static

stability than do satellite observations. The reanalysis reduced the

upper tropospheric bias to about +1.5 to 2.0oC, but did not correct the

boundary layer bias. In winter, the analysis is too sensitive (noisy) in

most tropospheric channels; for May, sensitivity differences are small.

The sensitivity of many of the channels was improved in the reanalysis.
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Moisture channel estimation was poor in the original analysis, but

improved dramatically in the reanalysis. (The principal reasons for this

improvement were probably both improyed model physics and inclusion of

satellite moisture observations.)

Within sub-domains, such as along the ITCZ or within the subtropical

high, the analysis identified the mean spatial pattern but failed to

provide synoptic detail. Although the reanalysis improves the detailed

structure, synoptic scale resolution is still weak.

Other analysis problems are identified, such as poor persistence

characteristics and problems with the diurnal cycle. The technique

documents dramatic improvement in the reanalysis. Finally, "flying a

satellite through analysis" is demonstrated to be a po_rerful valid_ticn

tool.

Susskind, J., J. Rosenfield, D. Reuter and M.T. Chahine, 1982: The GLAS

physical inversion method for analysis of HIRS2/MSU sounding data.

NASA Tech. Memo. 84936, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, }!D, 101pp.
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USE OF SATELLITE-DERIVED SPATIAL PATTERNS IN

SYNOPTIC-SCALE NUMERICAL FORECASTS

James P. McGuirk

Texas A&H University

College Station TX 77843 (409-845-_431)

McGuirk (1989) documented consistent, horizontal, spatial patterns

associated with tropical, synoptic-scale systems in a variety of satellite

observations (OLR, VAS vapor channel imagery, TOVS individual channel

radiances). Many of these detectable signals do not appear in initial-

izations of operational forecast models, both because certain observations

are not used (OLR, VAS and TOVS vapor channels) and because the detectable

signal is too small to exceed the noise level in satellite sounding

retrievals. What is needed is a procedure to utilize the spatial

coherence of these small amplitude signals to maintain their information

content in model initializations. This paper describes forecasts made

from a case study in which spatial patterns, derived from TOVS individual

channel radiances but not present in the TOYS sounding retrievals, were

added back into the operational model initializations.

The forecast events consist of a pair of tropical plumes (HcGuirk,

1989) which developed south of Hawaii during January 1989. TOVS radiance

observations (from both NOAA polar orbiters) were obtained from the NMC

history tapes and horizontal spatial patterns were extracted statistic-

ally. These patterns, two tropical thermal waves and a moisture distri-

bution, were used to perturb the temperature and moisture initializations

of the NMC operational global spectral model for OOGHT January 16. Five

48-h forecasts were computed: A control with no satellite-based augment-

ation (this forecast repeated the operational suite); and two sets of

satellite-perturbed forecasts, one set with temperature perturbations only

and another set with both temperature and moisture perturbations; in these

two sets, the perturbations were inserted, separately, before and after

diabatic normal mode initialization.

Numerous diagnostics have been computed. The strong tropical plume,

east of Hawaii, was slightly stronger, with stronger evolving moisture

gradients (implying stronger vertical motion) and stronger jetstream, in

the forecasts made with complete satellite data enhancements. The weak
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tropical plume southwest of Hawaii did not develop at all in the forecasts

without enhanced satellite data; significant synoptic evolution is

observed in the forecasts using the added satellite signals. The similar-

ity between forecasts made frcm pre- and post-initialization insertion

demonstrates the robustness of the satellite signals. The model is insen-

sitive to the lack of balance in the initial fields (no wind perturbations

accompanied the mass field perturbations).

Further analysis of the forecasts and diagnosed products will be

accomplished. Strong arguments can be made for the expanded use of avail-

able operational satellite observations. Specifically, modifications in

the sounding retrieval algorithms can be suggested which incorporate these

weak, but horizontally coherent, synoptic scale signals.

HcGuirk, J. P., 1989: Tropical synoptic composites in VAS, OLR and TOV$

radiance data, AHS 4th Conf. on Satellite Heteorology and Oceano-

graphy, San Diego, Hay 1989, 49-52.
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EFFECTS OF SATELLITE OBSERVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

ON EOF STRUCTURE

J.P. McGuirk, J.R. $chae£er,

D.E.W. Smith and G.A. _ite III

Department of Meteorology
Texas A&N University

College Station Texas 77843 (409-845-4431)

i. INTRODUCTION

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis

compresses a multivariate data set by taking

advantage of the correlation among the individual

elements of the observation vectors of the set.

Because the eigen values of the correlation matrix

give the percentage variance explained of each

associated eigen function, the eigen functions cab

be ordered objectively. Interpretation may be

enhanced by pre-processing (normalizing, weight-

ing, filtering, or clustering are common) or by

post-processing the analysis (orthogonal or

oblique rotations and compositing are typical).

Although the basic technique is objective,

certain of the more useful features also limit the

utility of EOF analysis. By the very nature of

eigen value computation, ordered functions will be

selected from purely random data. This feature

makes an objective determination of _tatistical

confidence difficult. For certain approximate

types of distributions, North etal. (1982) have

described how to place confidence intervals on

eigen values. When adjacent eigen values are not

well separated, the associated eigen functions can

be "mixed" (not well resolved): nevertheless, in

many EOF analyses, sine/ cosine pairs of simple

propagating features are resolved realistically.

Preisendorfer and Barnett (1977) have described

empirical techniques based on Monte Carlo permut-

ation of the observation data set; this procedure

cannot be generalized beyond the data set being

evaluated, k rule of thumb is that, if an eigen

function explains less variance than one of the

elements of the observation vector, its signifi-

cance is questionable; this rule is based more on

the reality that little is gained in using a

pattern that contains less information than a

specific observation. Because of the orthogonal

nature of the decomposition, all eigen functions

are forced to be Orthogonal to the "leading" elgen

function, even if this orthogonality is not real-

istic physically.

Because of these properties, EOF analysis

must be considered essentially exploratory. Both

Richman (1986) and O'Lenic and Livezey (1988) dis-

cuss the "artistic" side of EOF analysis. Often

simple analysis decisions or observation strat-

egies severely limit or enhance the physical

interpretation. In what follows, several examples

are given in which the data structure itself

modulates the interpretation of the EOF decomposi-

tions. The observational vectors are based on

brightness temperature observations from the TIROS

I

I

Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) over the trop-

ical Pacific Ocean_ in most cases the vectors are

reduced sets of the 27 channels available opera-

tionally. Satellite radiance vectors alld, sur-

prisingly, tropical operational analysis as well

are amenable to EOF analysis because the broad

weighting functions of the individual channels
lead to strong correlation between most of the

channels. Observed brightness temperatures,

brightness temperatures calculated from fabricated

soundings by means of a radiative transfer model,

and calculated brightness temperatures based on

operational forecast model output are all

examined. The radiative transfer model has been

described by Susskind et a_. (19831.

2. FINE-SCALE STRUCTURE

White and McGuirk (1989) describe an EOF

decomposition of a large set of TOVS observation

vectors generated from common (but fabricated)

moisture and temperature soundings. The vertical

elgen functions reveal only the three statistic-

ally and physically significant eigen patterns

usually identified in tropical observational data

sets (Anderson, 1986):

i. Tropospheric average temperature

ii. Tropospheric average moisture

iii.Tropospheric lapse rate.

However, if this EOF analysis is used as a basis

for clustering sounding groups through canonical
discriminant analysis or some other objective

procedure, EOF decomposition can be reapplied to

each of the resulting objectively formed sounding

groups. E_en though each group contains only a

few per cent of the population variance, physical-

ly meaningful structures can be extracted from the

EOF analysis. For example, in sounding groups

dominated by frontal inversions or trade wind

inversions, the group EOFs can be used to infer

quantitative information regarding inversion

height and strength. The generalized result is
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that _ meaningful patterns remain buried
in eigen functions whose explained variance is

less than that of a single brightness temperature
channel; that is, eigen functions that cannot be
demonstrated to be statistically significant.

3. OBSERVED SPATIAL PATTERNS
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Fig. I. _hree month northern cool season mean
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Figure 1 displays the typical spatial
pattern of matellite temperature and moisture

observations over the tropical east Pacific, as
viewed through 3-month cool season means of two
individual TOVS channels. The "temperature
channel" is dominated by a meridional thermal
contrast. The "moisture channel" is marked by
three warm (dry) extrema. Only between 15 and
30"N do the two patterns share similar shape. The
correlation structure of the individual signals
themselves is not coherent throughout the domain.

Figure 2 displays the horizontal structure func-
tions (the autocorrelation as a function of the
separation bet,een observations) for these two
channels; the structure functions were calculated
separately for equatorial observations (O-15"N)
and for subtropical observations (15-30°N). Hori-
zontal variation of moisture is dominated by large
scales, or correlation, along the equator (1300
km) and by much smaller scales in the subtropics
(650 km); the temperature signal is just the

opposite. The length scales are estimated object-
ively by the "integral length scale"; that is, the
area under the structure function curve. _ecause

of the narrowness of the latitude bands, the north
south variation is sampled less than zonal vari-
ations. Two points are important: These differ-
ing temperature and moisture variations come from
the sa_e meteorological "weather systems"; and,
given these de_initive, broadscale patterns, it is
difficult to use a method like EOF decomposition
to extract meaningful synoptic scale patterns
without removing some or all of the stationary
spatial variance first.

To extract synoptic scale patterns, a l_-
event subset of the TOVS observations was cos-
posited in such a manner to identify the mean
structure of tropical pluses. Each observation

she zobo z_

FIF. 2. Autocorrelat4on vs. observational sepa-
ration (in ks); that is, the horizontal structure
function. Solid lines are for a moisture channel;
broken lines are for a temperature channel. Dots

are the subtropical band (15-30oN); x's are the
tropical band (O-IPN).
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vector consists of 19 channel brightness tempera-
tures; thus, each channel carries approximately 5_
of the variance in the normalized data set. The

first 4 principal component patterns appear as
Fig. 3; the eigen functions are inset to the
right, arranged approximately by their theoretical

weighting function peaks.
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Fig. 3. First four principal components and asso-

ciated eigen vectors and eigen values (inset at
right) for TOVS brightness temperature vectors

• composited for 17 tropical plumes; the ori#in is
centered on the plume and is approximately PN.

The eigen vectors are strati[ied by weighting
function peaks, with window channels at the bottom

and tropopause channels at the top. T¢iangles are
moisture channels.

h number of behaviors are typical. The

first eigen function/prlncipal component pair
extracts a domain wide pattern, speciEically the

climatological thermal pattern oE Fig. 2, and a
vertical structure in which each channel is

weighted nearly equally and of the same sign,
except for the two channels reaching high into the
stratosphere. Over 70% of the total spatial
variance across these 17 events is explained in
terms of a tropospheric mean temperature, an
indication both of the high correlation among TOVS
channels {even for moisture' in the tropics), and

of the weak tropical thermal variation. The two
important moisture channels possess significant

loadings in the first eigen function, although no
hint of the actual moisture pattern, shown in Fig.

2, is evident. The reason that the moisture pat-

tern is not present is due entirely to TOVS obser-
vational characteristics. Only two channels sense

moisture primarily, whereas the remaining 17

channels respond primarily to temperature vari-
ation. The second and third elgen functions both

possess strong loadings in the moisture channels.
Unfortunately, the eigen values are nearly iden-

tical (between 7.5 and 9t); in this case, the

danger of mixing of orthogonal modes, described by
North et al. {1982}, is a reality. Coupled with

the moisture variation are two thermal signals,

one in the upper troposphere and one in the

boundary layer. Hoist conditions are associated
with a warm boundary layer, but the thermal

pattern in the upper troposphere switches signs
between the two eigen functions. Since the

principal components are orthogonal to each other
as well, differences in these patterns are
apparent as well. Both patterns show common

moistness in the tropical plume origin region;
however, the third principal component emphasizes
the north/south variation between the banded
moistness of the ITCZ and the dryness of the

subtropical high to the north, while the second
pattern emphasizes the east/west moist/dry dipole.

The fourth eigen function (about 5_ of the
variance) possesses a weak boundary layer thermal
signal. This signal is spread across three eigen
functions• More significantly, this eigen func-
tion is dominated by a single channel, the micro-
wave '*window" channel. O'Lenic and Livezey (198g)

have suggested that this behavior is a good way of

identifying errors in the observations• In this
case, the "offending" channel is responding to
neither moisture nor temperature, but to surface
and hydrometeor emissivity changes.

In instantaneous synoptic patterns, hnderson
{1986) found that the three dominant signals sepa-
rated nearly unambiguously, as described in the
Introduction. He found no hint of the more

detailed structure. To resolve synoptic scale
signals in TOVS observations, preprocesszng or
postprocessing must accompany EOF analysis.

In sensitivity tests it was found that

shrinking the horizontal domain, either zonally or
meridionally about the tropical plume did nothing
to improve the signal, even though the variance
was reduced to strictly synoptic scale. Elimi-

nating the microwave channel reduced noise only

slightly. Eliminating the moisture channels
allowed the upper tropospheric thermal wave to be
isolated as the second elgen function {with about

I0% of the variance) but this procedure was not
the most efficient for depicting the wave's
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structural properties. A final sensitivity test,
in which the variance of the three moisture

channels was artificially tripled, had the effect

of identifying a single "moisture eigen function"
which resembled strongly a tropical plume; this

pattern represented 174 of the "variance". This
pattern is displayed in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Composited temperature EOFs resulting from
removal of zonal means (top and middle). Moisture
EOF resulting from weighting moisture variance by
a factor of 3 (bottom, shadin¢ is dry).

The most useful preprocessing was the

removal of the stationary pattern. When the zonal

means were removed, the tropospheric average tem-

perature function was still the leading pattern.
The first two eigen function/principal component
pairs appear as Fig. 4. They represent a planet-
ary-scale, tropospheric deep thermal wave (warm to
the west, cold to the east, 50t of the non-zonal
variance) and an upper tropospheric thermal wave
(warm over cold, or cold over warm; about 3000 km

zonal wave length; 16_ of the variance). The

"moisture functions" are split into two patterns,
which comprise the tropical portion of the plume,

and a strong extension into mid latitudes, empha-
sizing a strong moisture gradient along the north-

west flank of the plume. The patterns have been
merged, as described above.

To summarize, EOF analysis selects only the
dominant scale, usually the largest, and sup-
presses most other scales; important scales and
patterns may be mixed or distorted because of the

imposed orthogonallty with the leading eiQen
functions. Nhen eigen values are not well-

separated, physical intuition must be used judi-

ciously. The properties of the: observation
vectors may lead to misinterpretation of physical
meanings. Nost importantly, additional data
preparation to isolate relevant scales can lead to
physical interpretation that cannot be isolated
otherwise.

4, MODELLED SPATIAL PATTERNS

Closer correspondence can be obtained
between analysis and observations by processing
the analysis through a radiative transfer model

(Susskind et al, 1982), in a procedure equivalent
approximately to "flying a satellite through the

analysis." An example showing the breakdown of

the synoptic analysis for small enough scales is

shown in Fig. 5, which shows sample ZOFs for

regions of the ITCZ and subtropical highs. The

first subtropical EOF (not shown) accurately
reproduces the TOVS temperature signal, although

the analysis includes moisture variates and the
observations do not. For the second EOFs,

although the spatial patterns are similar, the

elgen functions are not; that is, the analysis is
describing random variation, unrelated to what is
occurring in the atmosphere. The situation is

worse along the ITCZ, where the eigen values
differ by 204 of the explained variance, the
extrema of the spatial patterns are mislocated by
over 1000 km, and the analysis includes a boundary
layer signal not observed by TOVS.

To conclude, although careful data prepara-
tion can apparently minimize the differing views
of analysis and satellite observations, statist-
ical, structural differences appear even within
the first and second EOFs.

5. ANALYZED SPATIAL PATTERNS

The EOF structure of ECMWF operational
analysis is dissimilar to satellite structure,

even when the decomposition is designed to mimic

the satellite observational format. Figure 6
displays the first two EOFs from a typical tropi-

cal analysis; the moisture observations have been
integrated vertically to two levels to simulate
the TOYS measurements. Although the first EOF is
similar to Fig. 3a, the moisture variables are
weighted nearly equally to the temperature vari-

ables, and too much of the spatial variance is
accounted for. The moisture EOF is primarily

upper tropospheric and does not represent the

synoptic structure well. Table 1 shows the
reasons for the differences from observations.

Fundamentally, the vertical correlation is too
large in the temperature variables--in excess of
0.7 for nearly all tropospheric channels. The
moisture loadings appear in all eigen functions
(Table ib); eigen vectors 3 and 5 are essentially
nothing more than the upper and lower tropospheric

moisture variables, respectively. Figure 7 is
similar to Fig. 6, except the moisture variates

are the mixing ratios at individual levels; only
the second and third EOFs are shown. The upper

tropospheric moisture function (Fig. 7a) is com-
plex and noisy, but captures the moist ITCZ0
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Table la. Vertical cross correlation matrix (index numbers
ECMWF temperatures (T) and prec_pitable water (P below, an_

mb) analysis over the tropical Pacific Ocean.

in mb) for
above, 500

T100 T200 T300 T400 TOO0 T700 T0•0 T|000 P_TOE PETO|O

TI0_ 1.0000 -O._lll -0.8717 -0.114• *0,0222 -0.01|2 -0.•031 • 831| 0.07_8 0 8360

T1|0 0,8713 0.1617 -0.7881 -0.1178 *0.8|00 o0.4141 -0,8174 *O,?OOi -0.0220 0.$11?

T200 -0.2110 1.0000 0,_031 0.0348 0.0_31 0.1167 0.10ll O.IDO_ -0.1781 -0.2044

T260 -0.7111 0.1?70 0,&•1| 0.1_42 0.0072 O.II2| 0.1270 0.6211 -0.00|| *0.1201

T300 -0.D717 0.2034 1.00oo 0.8802 @.lOI2 O.7_il 0.0822 0.8241 -0.1•12 -0.O101

T400 *0.0141 0.0]48 0,8402 1.0000 O.iili 0,1741 0.i804 0.8114 -0.1041 -0,1102

T|OO -0.|222 0.0318 0.1012 0.0010 1.0000 0.0320 @.DOll 0.D401 =0,047| -0,|007

T700 .O.ilil 0.1187 0.7206 0.8741 0.0326 1.0000 0.0142 0.870| -0,0327 -0,i042

TiiO -O.IDSI 0.1061 0.0DI3 0.8024 O.JOil 0,D842 1.0000 0.1420 -0.071| -@.lSS8

T1000 -0.|_11 0.1113 0.1342 0.1114 0.8408 0.1701 0.0131 1.0000 -0.1020 -0.1417

P2TOS 0.0721 -0.1711 -0 1412 -0 1041 *0,0471 -0.0307 -O.@?ll -0.1020 1.0000 0.1112
' " . . 0.1112 1.0000

PITOSO 0.1310 O 3044 -0 llOl -0 ltO| -0.1107 -0.1042 • 1311 -0.141?

Table lb. _rist six ellen vectors of the eigen values o! _able lb.
The eigen values are (_rom left to right): 66, 1_, 9, 5. I and 1 _.

PRINI PA|N2 PAIN2 PAIN4 PAINE PA;MI

T100 -,326131 0.122240 0.004227 0.017771 0.172241 0.122121

T110 -.318121 0.021241 0.087311 0.2|1|11 -.081110 0.174121

T200 0.112212 *.707111 0.214111 0.411073 -.21087| -.223112

T210 0,200411 -._10437 O.Olllll -,ol?lll O.JllOOl 0.421112

T300 0.314141 -+llO?ll -.047210 -.213271 0.230121 0.3D2111

T400 0.322311 *.044130 -.01S231 *.224241 -,021_41 -.llllll

TI00 0.323034 0.030711 -.142111 -.201071 -.011021 -.328123

T700 0.211107 0,1720+1 *,144172 0.12O114 -.211141 -.241002

TIE@ 0.201712 0,211701 ..141271 0.272211 *.218401 0.14101|

TI000 0.214012 0.222112 -.I14111 0.1211,1 0.001112 0.428401

PITOI 0.173217 0.21?230 0.102142 -.211042 -.314211 0.21114?

PIT010 0.213114 0.271012 0.212110 0.271011 0,701141 -.211217
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Fig. 6. First (74%) and third (17%) EOFs computed
directly from ECMWF IIlb temperatures and precip-
itable water. ?he ist EOF is a temperature func-
tion; the 3rd is a moisture function.

tropical plume, and SPCZ. The third ElF identi-

fies a likely analysis problem associated with
observations over Hawaii. The signal in the

center is nearly 4 standard deviations.

In summary, even data sets designed to be
identical, and which appear to reproduce obeer-

• vations, can possess quite different statistical
properties.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

ElF analysis is a powerful tool in the realm

of data interpretation, but it will never supplant
physical intuition. It should be used primarily
as an exploratory technique, and should normally

be accompanied by other signal processing tech-
niques, such as filtering, clustering or rotation.
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i. INTRODUCTION

The three best documented large

scale fluctuations along the Pacific ITCZ

are small scale easterly waves (particularly

over the summer western Paclflc), tropical

Intraseasonal oscillations (TIO or the 30-60

d wave) and ENSO. The behavior of

convection on intermediate synoptic scales

has not been discussed. Outgoing

]ongwave radlatlon (OLR) observations are

used to define convectively active,

synoptic scale, ITCZ regions in eight 6-

month cool seasons along the Pacific ITCZ.

The ITCT. Is defined at each longitude as

the mlnlmum OLR observed between 30ON

and 5oS; Its intensity is defined as the

spatially smoothed OLR amplitude (with a

two dlmenslonal binomial filter, r = 550

kin) after the mean, annual and semi-

annual cycles have been removed at each

point. This definition emphasizes local

activity; since local means are removed,

east and west Pacific anomalies of the

same amplitude do not imply euqivalent

convection. Most subsequent analyses

involved low-pass filtering (of either I0 or
2O d).

2. ITCZ VARIABILITY

2.1 Temporal and svatlal

Figure I describes the 20-d filtered

ITCZ evolution across the entire Pacific

for a typical cool season. The horizontal

heavy lines demark stationary convection;

tilted lines imply propagation, east or

west. Most years are marked by three
prominent features:

I. Zonal bands of convective

development (usually in excess of 5000 km

and a tlme scale of 15 d; the filter clips

the amplitude); these bands show no

preference for statlonarlty or direction of

propagatlon;

il. Isolated patches of stronger

convection (2-4000 km zonal scale, 1,5 d
time scale) imbedded within the zonal

bands; these features are normally

statlonnry or retrograde;

Ill. Several zonal bands often merge as a

TIO event; although the TIO moves

eastward, the bands within It may move

retrograde.

MAR
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211.

1976
240 220 200 TBO I00 140 120 100 eo

LONGITUDE (DEG WEST OF GRNWCH)

Fig, l. Tlme-longltude section of ITC2 intensity (,_nom,_lies in

IVm-=) across the Pacific for 1975-76. Sh,qding and he,_vy lines

identify relative convective episodes.



l)1_rlng ENSO, the smaller scale features

are suppressed, except on the eastern

flank of the enhanced ITCZ region.

Figure 2 contrasts the ITCZ Intensity

at a single longitude (160*W) with the

Intensity averaged all the way across the

Paclflc. FIuctuatlons with I0-12 d tlme

scales predominate. Amplitudes commonly

exceed 25 Wm-=; these oscillations are

absent in the zonally averaged data,

Implying that the zonal scale Is small.

This feature also disappears during ENSO.
Although active convection at +S0oW nor-

mally Is associated with a generally active
ITCZ, there are occurrences of local acti-

vity not associated with an active ITCZ

across the Paclflc.

iio,o

,io.o

_o o

t oo

.2oo

-40.0

Fig. 2. ITCZ Intensity for tile 1975-76 cool

season at 160°W (solid line) and zonally

averaged across the Pncl[lc (dashed 1tne).

Data ,_re low pass filtered (10 d).

Further analysis demonstrates that

when the zonally averaged ITCZ intensifies
It moves southward, commonly In excess of

5 o latitude. Latitudinal shifts with

localized convection (160eW) cannot be

generalized. The latitude of a locally
active ITCZ is distributed blmodally:

convective activity Is centered at about

10°N, or somewhat south of SON; of

course, many days of no dlscernable

convection also are observed. The

preferred northern zone dlsa_pears during

ENSO. Btmodality of position is also

observed In the zonally averaged data, but

not in all years.

2.2 Patterns of actlve ]TCZ

Figure 3 contrasts composites of OLR

across the tropical Pacific basin for

collections of days when l) the ITCZ was

active at 160°W; II) the ITCZ was active

In a zonally averaged sense; and lit) the

ITCZ was both locally active and zonally

active. Significant pattern differences
exist. Local convection Is merldlonally

oriented. The rest of the Paciflc ITCZ Is

relatively convection free. The zonally

averaged active ITCZ is active nearly
everywhere across the Pacific, and is

bordered by convectlvely weak regions

north and south, particularly over the
latitudes of the SPCZ. Events Involving

both local and zonal convection possess a

definite convective mlnimnm between i40

and 120oW, wlth a convective extension

southward of thls cloud free region Into
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the southern ttomlsi,here.
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Fig. 3. Composite OLR anomaly maps for
22 d ol" local active ITCZ at 160_W (top},

26 d o1" zonally averaged active ITCZ

(middle), and 16 d of both local and zon,_l

active 1TCZ. Shaded regtonx are reIath, ely

active, lsopleths at 6 Win-=.

O. SUMMARY

The relative Intensity of the ITCZ is

defined objectively. Organized convective

eplsodes on several largo synopI.ic time and

space scales are Identified. They typically

occur in conjunction with each other and

with the 30-60 d wave. The smaller scale

features disappear .during ENSO. System-

atlc, but different, patterns, movement and

temporal behavior are associated with local

and zonally extensive convection• Most
importantly, Intensifying zonal convection

moves southward; local convection occurs

at two preferential latitudes; local

convection does not imply a generally

active ITCZ, and vice versa.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This paper describes tile dynamical framework
of troplcal plumes; it tests the hypothesis that

initial plume development can be described as the

barotroplc Interaction of tropical waves.

The troplcal plume Is a common wave disturb-

ance in equatorial regions. From satellite tile

phlme appears as a continuous, narrow band of
middle and high cloud, at least 2000 km In length,

originating near the equator and extending into

subtropical and middle latitudes. Many plumes

develop in each northern hemlspherc winter along
the eastern Pacific ITCZ. The visible manifest-

ation of the tropical plume (the cloud band)

represents transport of tremendous amounts of

energy, momentum, and moisture from equatorial
regions to the mldlatltudes (McGulrk et el., 1988).

Case studies reveal that tile following

dynamical features precede and accompany a
tropical plume: a low-level synoptic-scale

disturbance, an upper-level planetary-scale

equatorial wave: a mldlatltude trough that intrudes

into the tropics; and an upper tropospheric
equatorial wave approximately 3000 km In

wavelength and essentially In phase with the
mldlatltude trough.

Previous studies have focused on development

of the plume. This work seeks one or more

mechanisms that may be important for plume

initiation. Although tile speed and consistency of

plume formation suggest a common dynamic
instability, simple barotrople or barocllnlc wave

Instability of a zonal current Is unlikely. The

plume creates a more unstable flow as it evolves.
In addition, the lnltlal stages of a tropical plume

appear to be detached from both CISK associated
with the low-level disturbance and barocllnlc

effects of the mldlatltude trough, Therefore, it is

hypothesized that a barotroplc Instability of a

longitudinally varying, basic current may be an

important mechanism for initiating tropical plumes.
Lorenz (1972) demonstrated such an Instability In

analytical studies of l)erturbatlons on Rossby wave

basic states In quasi-geostrophlc flow.

1.2 Case Stud_

In an attempt to ldenlify reasonable basic

states and possible perturbation structures, a

tropical plume from January 1979 was chosen for a

case study using FGGE data. The plume studied

Initiated about 0000 GMT 21 Jan 7g near 7.5°N.

Figure 1 shows the wind field for 0000 GMT 22
Jan 79 (24 hours after Initiation). The zonal wind,

averaged zonally across the domain at each

latitude, has been subtracted from the zonal wind

components. The resulting picture suggests a groat
deal of Influence from tile southern hemisphere.

In addition, tile structure Indicates that a

reasonable basle slate for a simple linear study

may he formed from a sum of planetary-scale

equatorial free modes, such as those Identified by

Matsuno (1960).
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Fig. 1. ECMWF-an:lI.vzed winds for O0 GMT 22

Januar.v 1979 with zonal average for each l,_tlt.de
band subtracted h'om zonal wind component In that

band.

Further evidence for a basle slate containing

planetary-scale features Is shown In Fig. 2, a
vertical cross-sf;cl.ion or relative vortlelty alonl,
7.SON at 0000 GMT 21 Jan 7g, the latitude and

time of origin for this case. Figure 2 reveals a
disturbance with a well developed relative vorticlty

pattern centered near 300 mb and having a wave-

length of about 9000 kin, roughly twice the size of
tile dOalaln shnwn. McGulrk (1989) describes a

planetary scale wave In composlted satellite

Ihermal patterns colislstent, with the Inl.erllr(H,:ll,tmi
of thls vortlcily pattern as a Kelvin wave, wlth

the convergence axis located at about 155'W.
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°N. based on ECMII'F wind data.

2. MODEL

The quantltat]ve problem involves examining

the stablllty of lnvlscld, horizontally-sheared,

barotrop]c haslc states with respect to a synoptic-

scale perturbation. The Investigation is developed

numerically with a one-layer, shallow water,

grldpolnt model on an equatorial beta-plane.

Sadourny (1975) proposed a finite dlfferenclng

scheme for the shallow water equations that

conserves potentlqI enstrophy. Although the model

was deslgned for long-term Integrations, the

particular scheme also proves useful for studies on

shorter time scales. The model equations are as

follows:

0,, OH

a_ _v Iv + 0-7 = o

Ov 011

a_ + .u + I. + a-_ = o
OP 8U 8V

o-7 + -_ + a--] : o

where

P : gh _ t.'easure/density

v, - uy = potential vorticity
'7 = p

1 2

/_ = p + _(_, + _:)

U = Pu, V = Pv

3. DISCUSSION AND RESUI,TS

Model work at thls point includes testing the
model's stability and boundary condll.h)ns wll.h

respect to a variety of normal mode Initial

conditions. These states Include uniform zonal

winds, Gausslan Jets, single equatorial modes, and

full-domaln, trigonometric stream function patterns.

Testing has been done wlth both the linear and

nonlinear set of equations.

An Initial experiment consists of a linear

superposltlon of equatorial modes, followed by

Integration with the nonlinear equation.

Preliminary results Indicate a localized

stren_thenlng of cross-equatorlal flow In selected

regions. Interpretation at this point is spec,d:,l.lv,:.

llowever, these early results provide encouragemenl

for future work. This work wlll inchJde perturbing

a series of wavy, planetary-scale basic states with

synoptlc-scale perturbations. The goal Is to

identify possible Instabllitles which feed on thn

kinetic energy of the wavy basic state, and whh:h

may be likened to the InitLal stages of a tropical

plurne.
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The model Includes a staggered C-grid

centered on potential vorticity, a grid Interval of

5o latitude and longitude between values of like

variables, and a tlmestcp of 90 seconds.

Boundaries are periodic In the east-west direction
and solid, free-slip walls north and south. The

basic code used for this work was written by Paul
Swarztrauber of NCAR and was modified from a

doul,ly-perlodlc, non-rotal.lr_E model Lo a periodic
channel on an equatorial beta-plane.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I.I _Background

Understanding the transient structure of the

tropical Pacific atmosphere Is hampered by lack of

data. Larger spatial and temporal scale features

can be examined through smoothing of the data

across the larger scales. This procedure falls for

synoptic scale features over the Pacific because

the resolution of the data normally exceeds the

size of the system, A second problem Is that the

synoptic scale signal of satellite observations In

the tropics Is xveak at best. Most operational
techniques emphasize Information associated wlth

1he vertical structure of the observations and the

atmospheric systems themselves. It is curious that

operational meteorologists turn first to the

horizontal structure of satellite observations,

This paper contrasts the horizontal structure

of specific tropical synoptic features with those of

a zonal mean ITCZ. Two hypotheses are assumed:

I. The cool season Pacific ITCZ oscillates

between two states: a zonally symmetric state,

referred to as a quiescent state; and a locally
convectlvely active, merldionally oriented state,
referred to as a tropical plume. McGulrk et el.

(1987) presented evidence substantiating this modal
behavior In the ITCZ.

II. Satellite channel radiances possess signals
sufficiently strong to reveal horizontal, as well as

the vertical, structure of these synoptic ITCZ
variations. Preliminary work (not reported herein)

suggest that these horizontal signals are not

captured well in modern analysis systems, even

though the vertical structure often Is specified

accurately. These signals can be resolved by

averaging over many events, or composltlng,
Instead of smoothing temporal and spatial scales.

Conclusions are made regarding the two

different appearances of the ITCZ--a weakly

convective, zonally symmetric state and a locally,

synoptically-active convective state. Of primary

significance is how a number of different satellite

systems view these distinctive states.

1.2 Data

The two ITCZ modes are contrasted In four

different forms of satellite radiance data:

I. Dally, grldded (2,50x2.5 °) 0LR, from which

tropical convective cloud can be Inferred;
II. Digitized, grldded (9.50x3.5 °) GOES VAS

water vapor Imagery (t%7 lira), which possesses a

weighting function peak at approximately 500 mb

for climatological moisture distributions.

Ill. Analyzed brightness temperatures

(3.75°x,q.75 °) of TOVS water vapor channels from

the NOAA 7 and 8 polar orbiters(6.7 I_m [t300 mb];
7.D Ilm ]700 mb] Is available but similar). Since

this Instrument Is used for sounding reconstruction,

data are absent In overcast regions.

Iv. Analyzed brightness temperature vectors,

as In Ill, except for a nearly complete set of TOVS

channels with weJghtlnR function peaks In the

troposphere (tllR.q and MSU); these channels are

Indicators of both thermal and moist structure.

In all cases the data are composited over

many events to minimize the effects of missing

data, sampling errors and variability of Indlvld_Jal
systems.

2. ZONAL ITCZ VS. SYNOPTIC PLUME

llayes and McGuirk (1989) describe a proce-

dure for identifying and quantifying periods of

significant convection along the ITCZ. Figure l

contrasts periods during which the ITCZ Is active

all the way across the Pacific with periods when

the ITCZ Is active at a single point (1650W) with

no ,_ priori knowledge of convective activity
elsewhere. If attention Is focused on active

behavior at a point, the resultant pattern Is

strongly merhllonal and of synoptic scale. The

pattern resembles a tropical plume. For strong
zonally symmetric (,'it least, aeron._ the Pacific)

active convection, ttle signal Is weaker and no

significant synoptic detail Is apparent.

Correspondence between the two sets of days
comprising these composites is not good; active

convection at 1650W does not Imply a strong or

weak ITCZ. The zonally symmetric composite ls

the strong convection extreme of the quiescent

mode; the quiescent mode typically Is much weal(or

than that In Fig. 1. Even so, the convective

maxhnum In the zonally symmetric ITCZ is signifi-

cantly weaker (about 10 W/m=) than In the tropical

plume ,lode. The dry subsidence region Is also

organized zonally, with comparable anomaly

magnitudes In both composites.

Figure 2 compares OI.R composites of many

occurrences of synoptic scale tropical plumes with

many days when no tropical plumes were observed.

Dnys comprlslnR composites In Fig. 2 are not the
s:l(n{_ ns l.hosn coml,osll.e,I lit Pig. 1. The tropical

ph,me comi}oslte Is centered--In latitude, longitude
And tim,--on the Initiation of the plume and Its

]ntersectlOl_ w}ll_ the ITCZ; the pattern Is similar

to that generated by I,ln and Mock (198(;). Ph]me

patterns are nssorlated with locally active

meridlonnl overturning; that Is, a local Hadley cell.
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Fig. ]. (top) OLR composite enemaS" map of 22 d
of active convec'tton nt Ia_I;'; (bottom) as tn top,

except 26 d with zonnll.v nver.'t_od ncttvP con-

vection. Contour interval is d l¢'/m=; active

convection regions are shaded.

When l)lames or(_ nol aellve, the ITCZ Is predoml-

nnntly zonal and convecth, ely weaker (10-15 W/m _

warmer). The dry subsidence region poleward of

the active convection (the st_btroplcal hlgh) Is

larger, more zonally orl_nf.ed, and not a._ cloudy or

warm (5-10 W/m= cooler). Thus, In the zonally

symmetric mode, It can be Inferred that the lladIey
(:ell Is weaker.

Figure 3 reproduces the composite events

from Fig. 2. as viewed In VAS water vapor

Imagery. The patterns are shnllar but not
Identical. The wave nature of the plume and the

contrast between zonally symmetric and phlme

states Is stronger In the vapor Imagery. Smaller
scale details are different In the two views of the

composite. A subset of the composite cases Is

shown In Fig. 4, as viewed In TOVS vapor channel

data (6.7 pro). The phtme composite has had t.ho

climatological brightness temperatures subtracted
front It. The quiescent composite Is apparently

dissimilar to those In Figs. 2 and 0, only partly

because of 11,e larger domain repre._nted; between
105 ° and IG5°W the ITCZ Is orletlled more S_-NF,'

and Is displaced about 5* farther south. The

subtropical high appears to be more of an east-

w_st wave feature, rnlhor than ,n zonally handrrd
f)lle |}oealj.qo i)f ILs wealcr_ess In Ihe eastern I'nc}fte.

The qule._cent mode hovzever more nearly resemhlcs

Pigs. 2 and 3 than the climatological mean over

which data were analyzed. The ITCZ Is dlsappear._
easl of llOOW. The plume composite of Fig. 4

Implies a significant amplification of the clima-

tologh:a] patlern and generally resembles the vapor

Imagery eompo._lte In Fig. 9. Within the I, lum n.

region, all cloudy observations are absent In Pig, 4;

_lflROL_C, OMFO_KT___ therefore, Fig. 4 underestimates the plume signal.

...... . .:.:=
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_el_tlv_ L_._t tud* 20 40"
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• • t0.0 -10.0 0,0 10.0 _0.0 _0,O 40,0
;lellt t v_ tonq_ tu_e Longitude

FiE. 2. (top) OLe eompo.vites o¢" 85 tropical

ptnm_.s, centered at the pl,me eriE, In nt 0_ reIntire

longitude ,nnd the TTCZ, .and (bottom) 35 q,l_,ceent

days. Units In 0.1 IF/m_; hiEb elo,d regions are
s h a de d.

Fig,. 2. As In Fig. 2, except for GOES IrAS water

col)or Imay,_r.v compogites. Unlt.¢ from 1-4

crn'respond to gray-scale from white (cloud) to

bl,'wk (cleat'); shadH_g denote brightest clouds.
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FiE, 5, EOF decompositions o[ TOVS tropl)spheric

channel radl,_nce ob._ervnt]ons for 17 plume evPnt._.
Insets show ,_ppro.xlmnte vertical structure nnd _

eddy vnrlnnea explained: (top) trepo,_phertc nver,'_;

temperature nnd (bottom) tropo._pherlc thermal

w,_ve--.',Irm ov#r cold; m,_pping._ give ,qmtiHtttdr_
with po.vitive region._ ._hnded.

Finally I"II;. 5 l)resenls two empirical ortho-

_ona] funetlon d_composltlons of TOVS tropo-

spheric elmnnel_ for l:he Fig. 4 plume composites

identifying two thermal patterns v_lld at the origin

or th_ plumes. The hv;et, s sh.w the npproxlm'd,e
vertical thermal structure and the ammmt of total

channel vnrlance expinined (the zonally symmetric

structure has already been removed). The upper

panel Is a tropospherle averaEe temperature signal,

warm to the we,,;t of the plume, cold to the east•

The lower p'tnr, I tieplel, s a synoptic scale,

erllllVfll{,ll[ |_arril, rr)I)Ic, llp[Ir, r trrIllOSpheric wnvt:.

Within the plume, the structure Is warm air over

cold. with the opposite to the west of the plume

origin,

I

I. PRECURSOR SIGNALS

Flg]]re 6 depicts composlt_ maps of VAS

Imagery, OLR analysis, TOVS water vapor ana]ysls
and the EOF thermal wave 24 to 48 h before.

composite plume Irdtl:ttlort; that is, mean precursor

forecast sl_vnls. A strorv_ (useful) wave signature

aPlm.ars In the vapor ImaEery. less strongly and a

s]llhtly different configuration In the TOYS vapor

composite, ant nt all In the OLR analysis, and very

sl.roncly lit 1.hP llppr_r i.roptlSldlerlc l.berai:_l wave

(TOYS). The OI,R tails hi:cause, at times loaf'

berore plume Initiation, i_sufrlclent verttcai motion

has been generate(i to deveh)p an organized cloud
field; the Oi,R however tines demonstrate the

dlfferer_ce between /,he quleRcelit mode and the

!plume precursor phase--the quiescent case

represents a relntlvely active, but zonally

symmetric ITCZ, The tllscrepnnclns between Tr_\'S

n_v! VAS vapor channr, ls In unclear, bul. should be

relnt,_d to the overall discrepancy between the

clhnal,o]op,ien] palierns of the two systems. The

'/'O\'_ fhc, rrrlnl [,attortl th_mor_strntes that dyrlarrHeal
dlsl.urbnnee._ exist, already at this time In the deep

tropics, even before any tropical development has

occurred In conjunction with the mid latitude

trougi_ (a common feature associated with plumes

and Identified In the northwest corner of the VAS

vapor composite of Fig. 6).

4. COMPARISON ANI) SIJMMARY

Tile major differences between the observlnF,
systems (leaf with resolution and clouds. VAS

Imagery Is continuous and Interprets clouds simply

as very wet roglon,_. TOVS either corrects the

otmervatlons to art equivalent no-cloud brightness
temperature, or makes no ohservatlon at all In

overcast cloud. OLR detects only cloud; moist

unsaturated regions are equivalenl to dry, Thus as

tropical plumes evolve, they will be underestimated
serltmsly by TOVR, which eliminates observations

In tlm cloud pf',.,me region; the same proh/em exists

In active ITCZ rellons (like the quiescent mode).

R_snl_]tlon should _tot hi: a problem In these

an:dv_(,s ll_,cnn._e I,he cmnp()._ll.lnl] technique will

mltdmlze samplluB errors. The discrepnney which

exlsl.s bel.wr, en ti_e vapor ehnnnels (TOVS and

VAS), parllcularly In precursor sta_es when cloud
coril.:Htdri:tl Inn in mlnimiT.t,d. In marc dlrricul! t.o

understand. For Imttern differentiation, vapor

0_" _,
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hnap,,ery may be superior to both vapor soundings

channels and OI,R because It senses meaningful

Information In hoth cloudy and cloud free regions.

The most sl_ulrle:ult r(,nults are:

I. All the satellite sensors detect similar and

llseful llatlerns;

II. The liallcrus are sufficiently different

that independent synoptic Information Is available
In each;

Ill. Cloud, vapor and temperature Information

each can be Isolated;

iv. Tropical signatures are sufficiently strong

that u_eful nlgnatt]re.g can be detected In both

ifioJsl:lJrc add t.hermnl pattornR both ]ri the presence

of clouds and even before: their development;
v. Tile ITCZ exhll)lts a zonally symmetric

convective phase and an enhanced regional con-

vective plla,';e (phnrles), hotil of which can he

differentiated from climatological ,neon behavior.
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TROPICAL SYNOPTIC SCALE MOISTURE FIELDS OBSERVED FROM

THE NIMBUS-7 SMMR

I

J. D. Fink and J. P. McGuirk

Department of Meteorology, Texas A&M University

College Station, TX 77843-3146 (409-845-4431)

1. INTRODUCTION

Nimbus-7 SMMR brightness temperatures from a 7
days in January 1979 and a 3 days in May 1979 are used to

estimate precipitable water over the tropical eastern Pa-

cific Ocean. The estimates are made from an algorithm

developed by Wilheit and Chang (1989). The SMMR es-

timates are compared within the context of five typical

tropical synoptic features: Tropical Plume (TP), a syn-

optic cloud system described by McOuirk et al. (1987);

Subtropical IIigh (STH); Active ITCZ (AITCZ); Quies-

cent ITCZ (QITCZ); Equatorial Dry Zone (EDZ), a sub-

sidence region between 90 ° and 120 ° W.

Comparisons are made between the SMMR based

precipitable water estimates and each of tile following:

TIROS-N 7.3 and 6.7 micrometer water vapor channels

(TOVS 11 and TOVS 12, respectively), TIROS-N 10.5-

12.5 micrometer Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR),

and a model estimate from the European Center for

Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

2. WATER VAPOR EVALUATION

SMlvfH estimates of precipitable waLer have arms

difference with respect to radiosondes of 6nly 2.5 kg m -2

at a resolution of 60 kin; therefore they will be treated as

"ground truth".

2.1 Correlations and Mean Synoptic Structure

A set of 540 concurrent observations over the entire

period are available for the five moisture estimators. Col-

located cross correlations between the estimators are pre-

sented in Table la. Each estimator provides information

about the moisture in the atmosphere when compared to

SMMR; the best correlation is with the ECMWF analysis

and then with TOVS 11. Though TOVS 11 and TOVS 12

are hlghly correlated, the SMMR and TOVS 11 correla-

tion is superior because the TOVS 12 is too sensitive to

insignificant upper tropospl,eric moisture; this sensitivity

leads to serious errors in relatively dry atmospheres. The

SMMR and OLR correlation of -0.56 is a precipitab]e

water and cloud correlation; the correlation is not high

because cloud cover (cirrus) does not guarantee a deep

layer of moisture.

The dat_ were separated geographically by feature

and cross correlations were computed. Half of the corre-

lations within the five synoptic features were not signifi-

cantly different from zero, due only in part to the small

sample sizes. Results are shown in Table lb for TPs, with

statistically insignificant correlations deleted. Table lb is

exceptional only in tlmt most correlations are significant

for TPs. The only insignificant correlations are those be-
tween ECMWF and infrared satellite observations. The

interl, retation of Table 1 is that (a) represents primar-

ily interregional variation and (b) represents intrasystem
variations associated with synoptic structure. Only small

intrasystem BJgtlaJS exist, and these signals are largest in

TPs and tire AITCZ, where observed variability is largest.

Table la. Correlation of precipitable water estimates.

TOVS 11 TOVS 12 OLR ECM"_rF

SMMR -.61 -.,18 -.56 .70

TOVS 11 * .89 .66 -.56

TOVS 12 * * .55 -.44

OLIt * * * -.44

Table lb. Correlation of precipitable water within TPs.

S MIVIR -.35 -.36 -.28 .46
TOVS 11 * .90 .60

TOVS 12 * * .55

OLR * " *

Comparisons of individual SMMR estimates with

TOVS 11 and ECMWF estimates are shown in Fig. 1.

Although correlations are good, scatter in the two plots

is large. SMMR estimates span nearly the entire range

for every ECMWF and TOVS 11 value.
Mean values and standard deviations within the five

features showed that the TP and A1TCZ had the highest

moisture contents and standard deviations. SMMR and

ECMWF possessed mean values within TPs and QITCZs
that are statistically alike, implying that TPs resemble a

QITCZs; the main difference is that TPs have a larger

standard deviation than QITCZs.

2.2 P_.rediction of Precipitable Water

SMMR observation are estimated by multiple regres-

sion of TOVS 11, TOVS 12, OLR, and the ECKIWF anal-

ysis, listed in order of decreasing importance. All four

coefficients were statistically significant and the regres-

sinn had a coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.67. Fig.

2 compares the resulting predicted and observed SMMR.

The largest under predictions occurred within the AITCZ

region, typically 15 kg m -2. The largest overpredictions
occurred within TPs and tire EDZ, typically 10 kg m -2.

Inspire of the systematic nature of prediction errors, no

statistically sign;ficant regressions were obtained within
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synoptic features.
Figure 3 compares SMMR, ECMWF and predicted

SMMR along the western edge of a single SMMR pass.

The ECMWF estimates two maxima, at 3* N and 15 o S,

corresponding to an AITCZ and Southern }ternlsphere

convection; at 30 ° N is the dry STH. SMMR detects

a similar pattern except the AITCZ is wetter, and the

moist region is continuous into the southern hemisphere.

The predicted SMMR nearly corrects for the ECMWF

underprediction from 5 to 15 ° S; unfortunately it over

predicts the moisture in the STH at 30 ° N.

3. SUMMARY

All five water vapor estimators are correlated; unfor-

tunately most o[ the correlation is explained by regional

ditl-erences, not by synoptic structures. Most of the geo-
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graphical SMMR variation can be predicted from a model

and infrared satellite observations. These predictions can

dilTcrentiate between the TPs, EDZ, STII, AITCZ, and

Q1TCZ.
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i. INTRODUCTION

Observed tropical synoptic temperature

variations are nearly absent from satellite

derived temperature profiles. Enhanced infor-

mation and increased resolution might be obtained

through improved processing and analysis techni-

ques using currently available data. White and

McGuirk (1987) and White et al. (1988) described

methods to extract meteorologically significant

tropical synoptic features directly from satellite

brightness temperatures. This research describes

how these features can be quantified.

2. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Radiative transfer model (RTM)

To develop analytical techniques a database

of "satellite observed" synoptic features with

known statistical properties was generated from a

RTM. The RTH (Susskind et al., 1982) directly

calculates satellite channel brightness temper-

atures that would have been measured from the

TIROS N satellite had it viewed the atmosphere

under study. The RTM supports 22 of the TIROS N's

27 channels.

2.2 Data

Nine tropical "seed" soundings of temperature

and dew point, each containing a typical synoptic

feature, were perturbed at each of 66 layers

required by the RTH to generate a large set (50

each) of similar soundings. This random perturb-
ation increased the sample size to one that is

statistically meaningful given 22 satellite

channels, while maintaining the integrity of the

synoptic class. The perturbations of temperature

and dew point in each sounding were introduced as

white noise, highly correlated in the vertical, to

simulate observed atmospheric variability. The

nine seed soundings consisted of four inversions

{frontal, radiation, turbulence and trade-wind), a

warm-humid sounding, two observed island sound-

ings, a warm anticyclone with a subsidence inver-

sion, and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere to provide

a baseline. The RTM produced 50 vectors of 22

brightness temperatures for each seed sounding.

2.3 Multivariate analysis

White and HcGuirk {1987) demonstrated that

such datasets can be partitioned, by variance,

into two physically different portions: one ex-

plaining differences bet_,een synoptic sounding

classes; the other detailing the fine structure

within each sounding class. The former is

described with canonical discriminant analysis

(iDA); the latter, with rotated factor analysis

(RFA).

3.0 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Sounding class (CDA)

CDA specifies the vertical structure func-

tions by which the original soundings are sorted

into their original classes. The first three

structures are shown in Fig. i. 58% of the be-

tween-class variance is contained in the first

canonical variable. This variate senses tropo-

spheric average temperature, even though the seeds

possessed nearly identical mean temperatures.

CAN2 explains 26% of the between-class variance,

primarily in moisture and window channels. CAN3

accounts for 10% of the variance and is sensitive

to mid tropospheric temperatures and surface

temperatures of opposing signs. CAN2 and CAN3

together resemble a lapse rate signal with 2 being

a moisture sensitive part and 3 being a moisture

insensitive part. Rarely are more than three

canonical variables required to explain most of

the variance structure of satellite soundings.

3.2 S nSSS_tic structure_RFA)

After classification, the synoptic character-

istics of individual classes were quantified

through their within-class variance. Factor

analysis differentiates soundings from the same

seed; the factors are rotated orthogonally to

simplify structural information. Details of trade

wind and frontal inversions are presented.

3.3 Specific i_ersion structures

Trade wind inversions are described by three

[actors (Fig. 2) explaining almost 90% of the

total within-class variance. The first factor can

be interpreted as a boundary layer lapse rate and

average tropospheric temperature. Factor 2 con-

tains the mid tropospheric water vapor channel and

the near-surface temperature channels. Factor 3

shows surface contributions and a weak water vapor

signal. Together they specify variations among

trade wind inversions.

The frontal inversion is described by fo,r

factors (Fig. 3) which account for 94% of the

variance within frontal soundings. Factor 1 de-

scribes lower tropospheric average temperature.

Factor 2 relates temperature and moisture in the

mid and upper troposphere. Factor 3 is a weak

tropopause signal and is not shown. Factor 4 is a

lapse rate signal.
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4. CONCLUSIONS 6. REFERENCES

The utility of satellite data depends, in

part, on analysis methodology. This research

describes splitting the variance of satellite
observations into a portion which characterizes

gross synoptic conditions, and a portion which

quantifies details of the gross conditions.

Factors identifying sounding types are different
than those quantifying structural detail;

structural factors vary between sounding types.

Multivariate statistical techniques potentially

can extend the use and information content of

currently available satellite observations.
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, except for

frontal inversions. Factor 1

quanti_ies lower tropospheric

temperature; factor 2 is a mid and

upper tropospheric temperature/

moisture signal; factor 4 is a

lapse rate signal (N6te expanded

scale).
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This paper describes the dynamical framework of tropical plumes and preliminary

investigation of the barotropic wave interactions accompanying their evolution. The trop-

ical plume is a common wave disturbance in equatorial regions. From satellite the plume

appears as a continuous, narrow band of middle and high cloud, at least 2000 km in length,

originating near the equator and extending into subtropical and middle latitudes. Many

plumes develop each season along the Pacific ITCZ.

Case studies reveal that the following dynamic features precede and accompany a

tropical plume: a low-level synoptic-scale disturbance, an upper-level planetary-scale equa-

torial wave; a midlatitude trough that intrudes into the tropics; and an upper tropospheric

equatorial wave (approximately 3000 km in wavelength and essentially in phase with the

midlatitude trough.)

Although the speed and consistency of plume development suggest a common dynamic

instability, simple barotropic or baroclinic wave instability of a zonal current is unlikely.

The plume creates a more unstable zonal flow as it evolves. In addition, the initial stages

of a tropical plume appear to be detached from both CISK associated with the low-level

disturbance and baroclinlc effects of the mldlatitude trough. Therefore, it is hypothesized

that barotropic instability, but not necessarily of the zonal current alone, may be an

important mechanism for initiating tropical plumes.

The method of investigation involves examining the stability of inviscid, horizontally-

sheared, barotropic basic states with respect to a series of perturbations. In particular, the
stabilities of Rossby wave and Kelvin wave basic states are considered. The investigation

is handled numerically with a one-layer, shallow water, gridpoint model on an equatorial

E-plane. Boundaries are periodic in the east-west direction and solid, free-slip walls north

and south. Model-generated fields of zonal and meridional winds, relative vorticity, and

momentum flux are interpreted with respect to observed fields. The interaction of synoptic-

scale and planetary-scale waves is described. The capability of this interaction to generate

synoptic-scale waves by quasi-linear barotropic processes is evaluated.
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HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PATTERN RECOGNITION
IN SATELLITE RADIANCE DATA

The following fignre.r present eXanlplo.g of two typo_ of _]_nal e×trnr*i,_r_
teehniq.o which show merit for analysi,q ant1 interpretation of sntolIite
observations. They both start from the prernl,<e thnt giEnal ennlent tnpy be
maximized if satellile data are analyzed In their own right, by technique._
deeiEIiod to ulilizo the strength of the sntellite dnla. Thi_ prorr, i._o i¢ in
opposition to an operational approach to satellite analysis which attempts to
lransform the satellite observations Into an "eqnlvaloni" mare ennventionnl. 1_
is assumed that information Is lost when satellite radiance data are converted

lnt(_ equivalent soundln_.s. Although this proeed.re is ado.q_lnte in an
operational context, more information Is available in satellite observations.

What the satellite does best Is to measure and display patterns.
feature Is what operational meteorologists find most useful.

This

Vertical Structure

The first technique is essentially a vertical pattern recognition procedure
by which TOVS (Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder) observations are utilized

to improve the first guess in a typical sounding retrieval scheme. In a
procedure similar 1.o empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF), a set of
snlellile radl:mce soundings are split into a set of generic sytlopl, lc soundings,
each dominated by a specific feature. This partttloninp Is (letermir_ed by the

struclure of the satellite observal, ions themselv.s. Then each _ynot,tle snb-
group is reanalyzed, excluding the information that determines the group and
looking instead at the information wtdch determines variability of the specific
synoptic feature within the group. These signals are used to quantify
properties of the synoptic feature.

Figure ! summarizes the procedure. A set of many (450) overlapping
soundings are generated synthetically from statistical permutatinn of nine
similar seed soundings, each containing a distinct tropical synoptic feature:
trade wind inversion, lower tropost)hertc subsidence Inversion, warm-humid
sounding, etc. These soundings are passed through a radiative transfer model
to produce equivalent synthetic satellite soundings. Then canonical
discrlminant analysis is applied to split the variance into a part that
determines sounding class (Fig. 1, upper right) and a part that determines the
quantitative details of the specific sounding feature (Fig. 1, lower left).
Finally, new soundings can be split similarly, classified and quantified within
an operational conte×t.
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Figure 2 displays the splitting of the 450 soundings Into 9 discrete
gro_Ips, as functions of the first, three canonical variables. Each group
contains soundings which fall within an envelope of + ,q0*C,-which ts an
extremely severe test of the procedure. At this large spread, several of the

sounding groups are beginning to merge and become Indistinguishable. _lore
Importantly, two sets of canonical variables are displayed as Fig. ,q. The top
three represent the distribution of signal among the TOVS channels which

explains what separates the sounding groups. They represent, from left. to

right, tropospheric temperature, moisture/boundary layer temperature, and
tropospheric lapse rate signals. They resemble closely eigenvectors in observed
sounding retrievals. The bottom three variables display the signal of the first
three canonical discrimlnants associated with variation within sou_¢lin_s
distinguished by trade wind inversions. All thr'ee describe d}fferent aspecl_ f_f
lower tropospheric sounding structure. Most significantly, they are dlfforor_I
than the variables accounting for the splitting Into groupn; thai is, tho._e
structures normally detected In observations. Thus the technique ldentifie._ tl_e
e×lsl.t_l_ce of signal not typically incorporated Into satellite derlv_:d sour_dir_ff.n.
This signal has been Identified by Isolating the variance associated with

specific sounding features. This procedure Is equivalent to specifying the first
guess sounding more accurately.

ttorlzontal Composltlng

The second technique is pattern recognition in the horizontal domain,

simply a mapping or filtering of channel radiance data. The filtering Is
accomplished by compositing events. All synoptic varlations' which are l,t,t.

essential to the composll:ed feature are filtered by smoothing; only the features
that are common to most cases of a compostted synoptic event remain In the
composite mapping. Several examph:s follow.

Figure 4 displays patterns associated with periods of active ITCZ
convection as observed In gridded OLR data (shaded areas are cold/convective
regions). In the top panel, 22 d with active convection at 160*w were

averaged; in the middle panel, 26 d with active convection averaged across the

Pacific; and, in the bottom panel, 16 d with both. The important point is that
all three convective patterns are different, with convection at a point
dominated by meridional scales, and convection at a point coupled with general
ITCZ activity domin'tted by a complex wave structure.

FigllrO 5 displays n COlllposil(, of lho. tirn,_, soqlleTl¢,O of a syllopl.ic feai,_lrcr
known as a tropical plume; the d:tta ore VAS water vapor lmag¢.,ry, dl_,il:iz¢,(l
aI_d analyzed, with low values cold�wet and hich v:tlues warm/dry. Thi_
sequence (each separated by 24 h) possesses a sufficiently stroJ_g signal 48 h
b_,fore the plume matures as to allow predictive skill, figure 6 (top) cor_trasts
the conditions In Fig. 5 to a quiescent period during which no plume activity
is occurring; the middle and bottom panels represent the same conditions as
the precursor and quiescent panels it, the VAS imagery, except these are
comp¢_sites of OLR data. Altltough the quiescent panels are _imilar, no signal
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is apparent in the OLR precursor composite; therefore, the precursor signal is
due to a moisture pattern not observed by a cloud sensing instrument.

The last example is a multivariate TOVS composite of ]7 tropical plumes;
tht, composlting is accompllsh(:d lhrouff,h EOT'_ analysis, no.cessltated by the
relative absence of data ht the broad overcast cloud rel,,Ions. Insets to panels
display the v_rllcnl strucl, llro o[" the signal across tl_e T()VS ('h:lniiels ((:harlnel._
are ordered in relative helght, and trlangles/dashecl liries give moisture
channels). The patterns display tim amplitude of the vertical structure. The
orii-in at 0/0 is the origi]l point of the plume along the ]TCZ, with the heavy
di:_y_ox_al lit_e gi_,lng the mean plume clo11(t axis The top panel displays the

leadi_g eigenvector after the zonal average steady field had been removed. It
portrays a large amplitude thermal wave with tropospl_eric warmth over and
east of tl,e pluH,e and coolness to the west. The middle panel emphasizes

mo}._t_,re signals, wilh e_cessix'e dryness west of the plume and tDoistness south
of the p}_Jme cloud axis. This moisture displacement is due, In part:, to
sampli_l_ properties of different satellites. The bottom pau_:l portrays a |ox_'
amplitude, upper tropospheric thermal wave which is always associated with
plutHe development. It is tropical wave that propagates 11pper tropospheric
warmth and lower tropospheric instability into the plume origin region just as
the plume initiates.

Most of these signals fail to appear in operation_'_l analyses until late in a
sy.ct(,m's developmetlt for a variety _,f rea._)ls. They represent the syr, ol)tic
stale of the trol)ica] atmosphere and satellit:es obs(:rve them.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of tropical plume composites

and precursors in VAS water-vapor imagery and gridded
OLR observations. See also Fig. 5.
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;ITED 6.7 MICROMETER WATER VAPOR IMAGERY
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College Station, TX 77843-3146

i. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE

Long plumes or bands of air with above-

average moisture content, indicated hy extensive
cirrus and mixed high and middle clouds, fre-
quently develop near the Intertroplcal conver-
gence zone (ITCZ). These plumes, which we call
"moisture bursts," grow rapidly poleward and
eastward. These moisture bursts are clearly
evident in satelIIte-derlved visual (VIS) and

window channel infrared (IR) imagery. The high
moisture content of the bursts probably extends
beyond the boundaries of the visible cloud mass
and provides early indications of the develop-
ments.

The objective of this study is to
determine the signature and behavior of the
moisture bursts as presented in satellite-
derived imagery of the 6.7 micrometer water
vapor channel (WV) imagery of the GOES system.
This is accomplished by constructing composite
models from a large number of individual cases
of the distribution of 6.7 micrometer brightness
temperature from about 48 h before to some 24 h
after definition of the burst. The characteris-

tics revealed in these compositesare discussed
and compared with the signatures of the moisture

bursts as seen in VIS and IR imagery.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Plumes of high clouds originating in the
equatorial regions over the eastern and central
Pacific Ocean and extending to and across the
coasts of BaJa California and California were
noted frequently in the satellite imagery of the
Ig60s (Anderson and Oliver, 1970). The first
systematic investigation, by Thepenier and
Cruette (1981), showed that these tongues of
cloud were quite frequent and occurred over
other oceans as well.

McGuirk et al. (1987) coined the expres-
sion "moisture burst" for these cloud bands.

They also carried out an extensive investigation
of the frequency and distribution of occurrence
over the North Pacific Ocean east of longitude
180°. They define a moisture burst as a band of
high clouds or high and middle clouds (oriented
roughly NE-SW) at least 2000 km long and extend-
ing across latitude 15°N. Their definition also
included criteria on beginning and ending times.
This definition is objective, but moisture
bursts are defined only in terms of the cloud
appearance in unenhanced IR imagery from GOES.

The studies show that the bursts tend to be
phenomena of the northern hemisphere cool

season, with about ten bursts occurring each
month. Frequency is significantly less during
summer and apparently during years of El Nino.

Thepenier and Cruette mention frequent
mldlatitude cyclogenesls downstream of the
moisture bursts. McGuirk et al. also mention
such events, while Schroeder (1983) found that

about three quarters of the local severe weather
outbreaks over North America were related to the
interaction of a moisture burst with an extra-
tropical system.

3. DATA AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

The primary satellite data consist of
6.7 micrometer WV imagery from GOES-West and the
paired IR imagery, both sets usually available
at 6-h intervals. The data period covers 200

days beginning 15 October 1983, thus for the
Northern Hemisphere winter season. Use of the
6.7 micrometer data from GOES-West restricts the

area of analysis to the eastern Pacific.
Selection of events was based on the

tabulation of moisture bursts prepared as part
of the study reported by McGulrk et al. These
events were defined in terms of their IR signa-
ture. Thlrty-flve events were identified and

used In preparation of the composite model. For
each event, a "zero time" was established as the
time of the satellite imagery nearest the time
when the moisture burst first attained a length
of 2000 km while extending across latitude I5°N.
At this time, the system satisfied the moisture
burst definition; for purposes of compositing,
this time is termed "definition" time. Addi-
tional reference times were established at 48 h

and 24 h before, and 24 h after_ the definition
time. Composite models were synthesized for
each of the four reference times. The intent of

the earliest composite is to identify the water
vapor structure that exists prior to development
of the clouds associated with the moisture
burst; the -4B h composite is deslgnated "pre-
cursor." The composite at -24 h depicts early

development moisture structure. Cloud develop-
ment and initial poleward progression typically
commence within a few hours of this composite;
it is thus designated as "initiation" time. The

+24-h composite is designated as the "mature"
stage, and is nominally associated with maximum
length of the cloud band.

Another 35 cases without occurrence of a
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-- of describing moisture bursts solely tn terms of
the appearance tn IR imagery. The resulting)
picture and understanding of moisture bursts is
preconditioned by, and 1imlted to, the cloud
patterns viewed by IR pictures. Significant

modification to our understanding results when
moisture bursts are seen from a different point :

of view -- WV imagery. Weaker systems, precur-
sor signals developing before the clouds appear,

and lower tropospheric features are all impor-
tant examples.

4.1 Quiescent Composite

The quiescent composite represents the
water vapor field when there Is no defined
moisture burst active In the eastern North
Pacific area for at least 24 h both before and
after the time of each of the 35 cases used in

construction. The intent of the quiescent
composite is to provide a means for evaluation
of the uniqueness and relative strengths of the
moisture burst as seen In the four WV composite
charts, especially In the water vapor precursor
pattern when patterns are not prominent. Note
that this composite Is "quiet" only in the sense
that there are no identifiable moisture bursts

occurring In the grid domain within a period of
about two days.

The pattern of BTI In the WV channel for
the quiescent composite is shown In Fig. I. In
general, the BTI pattern shows a nearly E-W
orientation. The general features are of
alternating zonal bands of warmer, drier (higher
BTI) and colder, wetter features. The moist

feature near 0° relative latltude represents the
mean position o_TCZ. It ts more moist
(lower BTI, suggesting a more active ITCZ in
this area) and displaced sllghtly poleward on
the east slde of the domain. The dry features
north and south appear to be evidence of the
mean location of the subsiding branch of the
Hadley Cell circulation. On the northern side,
the Hadley circulation appears asymmetric, wlth
the ascending branch stronger to the east and
the descending branch stronger to the west; of
course, this Is not a closed circulation. The
moist featur_ o'_"the northern edge of the

composite Is likely the southern edge of the
climatologlcal position of an upper-level,
dtfluent trough in the westerlies (Palm_n and
Newton, 1969), and the generally more moist

I

I= P'"------ <::1-_-.------

_ ._._____._ ______R.p!_t!ve Lopoitu_e_._.....
I Fig. 1. Composite water vapor mapping for the
I quiescent (non-moisture burst) events.
I Isopleths are brightness temperature index, with
I low being moist.

moisture burst were used to construct a "quies-
cent" composite model. These cases were select-
ed from the same 200-day period as were the
moisture burst cases.

A grid with dimensions of 35 ° latitude
by 60 ° longitude was used to develop the compos-

!ftes. This grid was divided into squares 5 ° on
a side. Each square was further divided by a
INE-SW diagonal, roughly parallel to the axis of
the moisture burst; thus, the resulting data
appear, effectively, on a staggered grid. The
grid is movable, with the origin located with
respect to the main cloud mass of the moisture
burst. The specific origin, fixed objectively
for each individual case, was the northwest
"corner" of the main cloud mass as seen in the
IR imagery at definition time (the zero time).
The origin point of the grid is not the origin
)oint of the moisture burst as defined by

McGufrk et al., but rather 4t was chosen to
minimize smoothing of the frequently-seen strong
gradient of brightness temperature (in both IR
and WV imagery) along the northwest boundary of
the burst. The grid's latitude lines were
always placed parallel to actual latitude. Once
the grid origin was fixed at definition time of
a given case, it remained at that potnt for the
other three times of that case.

The grid used for the quiescent cases
also was movable, but only with respect to

!latitude. The zero of relative latitude was
positioned at the instantaneous zonal mean

latitude of the ITCZ cloud band through the
longitudinal extent (165°W to 105°W) of the grid
domain.

The displayed gray shades located above
the water vapor image were grouped into four
gray-shade categories or "brightness temperature
indices" (BTI), rough]y equally divided across
the range of possible gray shades. Category I,
the lowest brightness temperatures, represents
deep convective cloudiness. Category 2 is
associated with thtn or multi-layered cloudiness
in the mtddle or upper troposphere. Categories
3 and 4 are associated with increasing dryness
of the middle and upper troposphere. These last
two categories represent regions devoid of
middle and upper clouds.

Grtdd|ng was performed by selecting for
each example at the definition time the categbry
(1 through 4) which best matches the gray shade
of the small triangular area represented by each
grid point. This was repeated for each of the
35 events. Composites were constructed by
averaging the BTI at each grtd point. Averaged
gridded data were contoured. The BTI varies
between values of 1 (convective cloud at a
gridpolnt for nearly every case) and 4 (nearly
dry above the boundary layer for nearly every

case). Composites were constructed for each of
the other times (-48 h, -24 h, and +24 h, and

for the quiescent events). The resultlng set of
five maps represents the composite pattern of
the developmental stages of a moisture burst, as
seen tn WV imagery, and a composite of quiescent
conditions 4n the same imagery. These composite
mappings of the WV structure of a moisture burst
as shown by the BTI pattern are discussed in the
next section.

4. THE WATER VAPOR STRUCTURE OF MOISTURE
BURSTS

McGuirk et al. discussed the limitations
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atmosphere to the north of the subtropical highs
of the northern hemisphere.

4.2 Precursor Composite _48 h before deftnt-
"

McGutrk et al. (lg87) state that the
first distinct poleward advance, seen tn VIS
and/or IR imagery, of the clouds of a developing
moisture burst begin some 12 to 24 h before the

burst reaches Inltia] maturity. Figure 2, a
composite of the distribution of BTI 48 h before
the burst reaches maturity, suggests that WV
imagery provides useful information much earli-
er. Three features are worthy of note. The

ITCZ contains two active, or moist, regions
separated by a drier region between relative
longltudes +5° and +20 °. A llne drawn along the
axis of the low BTI region suggests a wave

_attern along the ITCZ wtth a crest near rela-
tive latitude +I° and relative longitude +6 °.
The distribution of variance of the BTI suggests
that the dry (high BTI values) region is a

realistic and statistically significant feature,
as is the wave-llke pattern.

I0"
0 6 ,

.,o.I _ _. I '."/-2' ,,eL _,o.-'_

I -20" 0 o 20" 40':................. _Relatve I.o.nliitlide ..........

/Flg.2._- AS in Fig. I, except for precursor

composite, 4B h before moisture burst defini-
tion. In this and later diagrams, stippled
areas are relatively moist; hatched areas are
dry.

The second feature is the ENE-WSW axts
of high BTIs parallel to, and some 1300 km to
the NNW of, the moist belt. A similar, but
weaker, feature Is seen south of the ITCZ band.
The gradient of BTI is a maximum between the
ITCZ and the high BTIs to the NNW.

The third feature Is the region of low
BITs in the northwest corner of the grid to the
north of the dry center. It has the appearance
and position suggesting a middle-latltude wave
in the polar westerlies (the absolute latitude

of the northern boundary of the composite chart
ts near 35°N). A check of individual cases
shows that over three-fourths have a cloud mass
in this position which fits the description of a
cold-frontal band in IR imagery.

A graphical subtraction (Fig. 3) of the
quiescent composite from the composite of 48 h
before moisture burst maturity emphasizes the
features and anomalies tn the precursor compos-
ite, Note for example the increase of BTI east
of the grid origin and the decrease near and
southwest of the origin. Also, note the indica-
tion of strengthening of the BTI gradient north

7; , i ;'" I i, :,.l , r

r

,o.,, -, ,
-20" O" 20" 40 °

•RelativeLong!tud_e........

Fig. 3, Graphical subtraction of the qutescentll
composite (Fig. 1) from the precursor composite 1
(Fig. 2), Contours are BTI values multiplied by
10, with positive signifying drier than quies-

cent. I

of the ITCZ west of the origin and the large
drop in BTI in the NW corner of the chart. The
spacing of anomaly centers along the ITCZ
suggests a wave of length near 4000 km.

4,3 Initiation Composite {24 h before
_eftnttlo"_

The composite I constructed for 24 h
before burst definition (Fig. 4) reveals fea-
tures similar to those of Fig. 2, though with
significant differences, The moist area along
the ITCZ is no longer split, and the BTI values
Indicate that there is less convective activity
than earlier west of the grid origin, while the
BTI values east of the grid origin have de-
creased (moistened); the 2.5 BTI contour has
expanded significantly meridlonal ly. The
maximum decrease occurs about 1500 km east of

the origin, suggesting the probability of
maximum convective activity there. However,
there is little evidence of a moist axis devel-

oping extensively to the NE in advance of the
developing moisture burst; northeastward cloud
progression commences within 12 h after the
initiation composite of Ftg. 4. Both the dry
region to the NW of the origin and the strong
gradient of BTI continue as dominant features;

,
I

-SO" O" 20" 40'

............ ; ......... .Rflii/ive Longi!ude ..........

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 1, except for Initiation
composite 24 h before definition.
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the counterclockwlse turning of the strong-
gradient axis is the principal indicator of the
evolving burst. The axls has extended all the
way to .the northeast corner of the domaln,
although the strong gradlent Is confined to
within about 5° of the ITCZ. The molst mlddle

latitude feature in the HW portion of the
composite shows significant drying (increase In
BTI) and spreading wlth decreasing gradient of
BTI during the 24-h interval before Flg. 4.
This Indicates either a weakening of the dynamic
mechanism associated with this feature or a

rapid movement or both. Recall that the origin
of the composite Is effectively fixed In posi-
tion, so eastward propagation of the feature
nearer the westerly belt is expected. 24-h
changes from precursor to initiation composite
are shown quantitatively In Fig. 5, which is the
graphical subtraction of the pattern of Fig. 2
from that of Fig. 4. The pattern reflects
intensification of the ITCZ wave, a narrow

warming/drylng band on the north side of the
ITCZ, a broader moistening band further north,
and another drying band on the northern border
of the domain.

(£

-20" O" 20" 40'

Rehat!yeLongitude....

Fig. 5. 24-h BTI change from the composites 48
h and 24 h before definition computed by graphi-

cally subtracting Fig. 2 from Fig. 4. Contours
as in Fig. 3.

4.4 Definition Composite (zero time)

During the 24 h following initiation
{Fig. 4), the moisture burst grows from no
indication in VIS or window channel imagery to
an extensive plume of visible cloud at least
2000 km in length and crossing 15°N {absolute
latitude). By this burst deflnltlon time {"zero
time"), the corresponding WV composite {Fig. 6)

presents a very distinct pattern of a mature
burst:

* An elliptical area of low BTI oriented
NE-SW and centered some 1600 km to the

ENE of the origin point.
* A region of quite high BTI with long

axis E-W centered.some 800 km NW of the
origin point.

* A strong gradient of BTI on the south
side and especially on the west side of
the burst,

In addition, indications of the ITCZ extend both
east and west along 0 ° relative latitude, wtth
an Indication that the western part is slightly
south of and considerably weaker than, the
eastern part. As in the earlier composites, a

i,, ,f,. )11,). I,,_ iI_)| _;" (, ; I J.'irll ! • ;

)
1

o
_D

-20" O' 20" 40 _

................... R_e.ia)_e.Longitude ...........

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 1, except for definition
time,

wave pattern along the ITCZ'Is vlslble, and
appears to have amplified. The northern edge of
the composite shows weak indications of two

moist pockets spaced about 3000 km apart.
The extent of the moisture burst cloud

band at this ttme exceeded 4000 km from the 2.6
BTI line near the grid origin to the same line
at the leading edge of the burst, The minimum
value of BTI of 1.7 suggests significant deep
convection. The signature for the definition
stage of the burst as displayed in the WV
channel data ts very Itke that displayed in
window channel and/or visible imagery.

The 24-h change chart for the period
ending at definition time (Fig. 7) supports the
concept of the near exp]ostve development of the
moist area northeast of the grid origin, and
continued wave intensification. Note the drop
of BTI of a full unit some 1400 km ENE of the
origin and the significant rise of BTI north and
northwest of the origin. Along with the cloud
generation along the moisture burst axis there
was significant drying immediately west of the
moisture burst. However, this dry area seems to

develop well before definition time; the BTI
increases In this area appear to be associated
mainly with eastward movement of the moisture
burst system through the grid. .

Comparison (not pictured) of the quies-
cent stage (Fig. 1) with the definition compos-
Ite {Fig. 6) shows that the moisture burst
exhibits a coherent pattern of anomalies over a

!

-2_ _ _m 40"

Relative Lon gl_ude

Fig. 7. As In Ftg. 5, except for the composites
24 h before and at the definition time,
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significant portion of the eastern Pacific
environment.

4.5 Mature Composite (24 h after definition)

The final moisture burst composite In
Fig. 8, constructed for 24 h after the initial

maturity time, shows features similar to those
at definition {Fig. 67 except that the burst has
had time to spread further HE and gradients and
sharpness of the features have decreased. The
low BTI center associated with the burst also

has shown a significant increase in value (a
drying). This drying is probably a combination
of weakening of the moisture burst dynamics and
variation In the orientation of the burst from
case to case. The variation is likely the less
slgnlflcant of these factors since the area of
the 2.6 BTI Isollne has shown little change from
the definition composite.

25" r " _ ._ :.._._..-_'-

.J

"_ O"

.10 a _

O,

_:l,.e_- .

-20" O" 20 o 40 •

.... Relative Longitude

Fig. 8. As tn Ftg. 1, except mature composite,
24 b after definition.

The dry area to the west of the burst
has shown only slight weakening (moistening) as

rcontrasted with the pronounced change in the
moist area. There also is slight indication of

rejuvenation of convective activity along the
ITCZ, away from the moisture burst,

5. A MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT IN WATER VAPOR
IMAGERY

The composites described in the preced-
ing section contain sufficient consistency and
continuity to allow construction of a model

describing the development of the synoptic
entity which we call a "moisture burst" in terms

of its characteristics In 6.7 micrometer image-
ry. The model contains four stages, based on
the four composites:

a) Precursor: about 48 h before
definition.

b) Initiation: about 24 h before
deflnltl_n.

c) Definition stage: Identified
moisture burst.

d) Mature stage: 24 h after definl-

In some cases, the system may not begin actual
dissipation until much longer than 24 h after
initially reaching maturity -- bursts have
lasted as long as I0 d.

Examination of the composites, of the
water vapor imagery themselves, and of the

corresponding window channel lmagery, indicated
a relationship between the BTI contours and the

existence of mlddle and upper tropospheric
clouds on window channel imagery. The 2.6 BTI
contour seems to be the average cloud/no cloud
cutoff value for middle/upper troposphere.
Similarly, the 3.2 BTI contour ts assumed to be
the boundary of the region of enhanced subsi-
dence to the west of the (incipient) burst
region. This value represents an area that Is

somewhat drier than the normal background signal
of the quiescent composite.

Three separate signals are recognizable
in the composites and are transferred to the
model (Fig. g). The first is the wetter (lower
BTI) values of the ITCZ, labelled A in the
model. Thls signal later becomes the moisture
burst. The signal labelled B Is the encroaching
mld-latltude trough to the NW. C is the region
of enhanced dryness associated with subsidence
west of the burst origin region. These signals
are represented by the appropriately-labelled
stippled areas tn Fig. 9.

Fig. 9a represents the precursor stage,
when the ITCZ (with its axis represented by the
dashed line) has a section of relative minimum
convective activity a short distance downstream
from the origin of the burst-to-be and between
the two active areas A. The approaching middle-
latitude trough (B) and the dry region of
suppressed activity (C) are shown at the upper
left and left center, respectively. The solid
lines with directional Indications suggest the
upper tropospheric flow pattern of the precursor
stage: the intensifying middle latitude trough
in the northwest and the cross-equatorlal flow
into a speed maximum immediately west of the
burst origin and thus directly over the region
of maximum gradient of BTI. These wind fields
were determined by use of the individual wind
analyses of the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasting.

Flg. 9b represents the initiation stage
some 24 h before burst definition, and usually
shortly before the burst is apparent in window
channel imagery. By this time, convective
activity, signal A, has decreased along the
western portion of the iTCZ and increased in the
central section where the wave crest Is located.

Signal B shows some spreading eastward, while
signal C also moves to the east. The flow from
northwest associated wlth slgnal B has moved
equatorward and shows strong confluence and an
associated speed maximum near the burst origin
In association wlth the cross-equatorlal flow.
The visual manifestations of the moisture burst

are not yet present. Nonetheless, the indica-
tions of burst development are definite in terms

of eVolvlng wind pattern.
Ftg. gc shows signal C near maximum

extent and signal A showing extensive develop-
ment to the NE as the winds east of the origin
back, and the ITCZ wave continues to intensify.

The continued maintenance or gradual

dissipation of the burst Is shown in Fig. gd,
wlth the upper trough retreating poleward and
the convection of the ITCZ reestabllshing
Itself. The gradient between s|gnals A and C
shows distinct weakening by this time,

6. CONCLUSIONS

A model of the signatures of a synoptic
development as seen in 6.7 micrometer water

I _ it"
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Fig. g. A model of moisture burst developmeni_ as !een in 6.7 micrometer water vapor imagery, a.
Precursor stage, b. Initiation stage, c. Defi_Itlol stage, d. Mature stage. Symbols are explained
in text.

vapor channel imagery ts constructed easily from
a composite of cases, In this example a moisture
burst over the eastern Pacific Ocean. Some of
the signatures appear in the water vapor imagery
before appearance in the window channel or
visible imagery.

One of the advantages, not previously
discussed, of using this form of satellite
imagery is that it uniquely clarifies the role
of the tropics in the evolution of moisture
bursts. Previous studies (Anderson and Oliver,
]g70) focus on the important mid-latitude
aspects to the near exclusion of any active
tropical ro]e. The WV imagery, partlcularly the
24-h change maps, focus on important tropical
development, almost to the exclusion of mid-
latitude features. This emphasis has been an
unexpected benefit of WV images.

Finally, a test of the forecast capabil-
ity of the model was performed on 120 consecu-
tive days including 2g moisture bursts. A
meteorologist given 2 h of training with the
models was able successfully to forecast 19
(65%) of the bursts at least 24 h in advance of
definition. In only 6 cases were bursts fore-
cast when none occurred. Forecast failures were
dominated by situations of multiple synoptic
systems in the Pacific domain, This preliminary
test suggests that the precursor signals in 6.7
micrometer water vapor imagery are sufficiently
robust to allow significant forecasting skill
over 24 to 48 h,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate evaluation of the spatial and
.temporal distribution of atmospherlc water vapor
(WV) remains a problem over data-sparse areas.

:Rawlnsonde measurements are by far the most
reliable (Timchalk, 1986); yet rawinsonde infor-
!mation is virtually nonexistent over oceanic
!areas. Similarly, the eastern tropical Pacific
!Ocean is plagued by a scarcity of data; however,
I

;this data limitation became less of a problem

!during the FGGE year of 1979. FGGE's Special
IObservlng Period I (SOP I) provided an increase

lof meteorological observational data including
additional land/ship launched rawlnsondes

reports and satellite-measured radiances.

Of the various wave bands sensed by the
satellite-borne radiometers, the 6.7 _m and 7.3

!um wavelengths are very close and moderately

_close, respectively, to the wavelength which
experiences the maximum absorption by (water

vapor) WV in the troposphere. Therefore, 6.7 um
radiances (channel ]2) are highly moisture

;sensitive, and the 7.3 um band (channel 11) is
'moderately sensitive to moisture content of the

troposphere. As a result of this sensitivity,
these two wavelengths are used widely to detect
variations of atmospheric moisture in time and

space.

2. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this research is to
evaluate the accuracy and synoptic information
content of quantitative WV radiance data in a
tropical area bounded by latitudes I0°S and 3O°N
and longitudes gO°W and laD °. The period of
study is 21-29 January, IgTg. Special attention
is focused on the relationship between the
moisture-sensitlve radiances (6.7 um and 7.3 um

channels) and the changes in the topography of a
moist layer as measured by conventional "ground
truth" rawinsondes.

3. BACKGROUND

Several studies (Chesters et al., 1982,
Stout et al., 1984, Weldon and Holmes, ] and
Stewart et a1., 1985) have focused on the verti-

iFrom a manuscript titled: "Characteristics of
V_ater Vapor Imagery." Manuscript available from
NOAA/NESDIS, Washington, D.C,_20233 ...................................
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cal resolution of moisture sensitive satelllte

clmnnels, especially the 6.7 um band. Most of
these studies indicate a potential relationship
between the variation in the height of mid- or

upper-tropospheric moist layers and the ch_noes
observed in WV brightness temperatures (BTs).
In addition, Ramond et a1. (1981), Stewart et
a]. (1985), Stewart and Fuelberg (1986) and
Peterson et al. (1984), among others, associate
high BTs with deep subsidence in the middle
and/or upper troposphere. Roulleau (1978),
Rodgers et al. (1976) and Steranka et al. (1973)
concluded that WV imagery may be used as a
tracer to delineate tropospheric dynamics,
including mid-tropospheric vertical motions.

4. DATA

The data from FGGE SOP I consist of

traditional observations, satellite information,
and computer-generated analyses based on ti_se
data. The data set includes aircraft drop-

sondes, ship- and surface-launched rawinsondes,
and satellite-derived BTs. The BTs used in this

investigation were the molsture-sensitive
channel 11 and 12 infrared (IR) radiances from

the TIROS-N polar orbiting satellite.

The computer-derlved ECMWF analyses are
labeled FGGE IIIb. They include pressure
surface wind fields which are available on a ]

7/B ° by I 7/8 ° gridded field, modified to a 3
'3/4 ° by 3 3/4 ° gridded field of zonal (u) and
.meridional (v) components for 21-2g January

lg7g,

In addition to the FGGE data sets,
infrared satellite imagery was used. This

imagery was obtained from the GOES West satel-
lite located above the equator near 130°W.

Dropsondes were not used because of
their inaccuracy in measuring mid-tropospheric
moisture (Velden et al., 1984). Dropsondes
examined within the area of interest for this

study possessed errors similar to those found by
Velden, et al.

5. OBSERVED BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE SIGtlA-
TURES

The satellite BTs available within the

analysis area over the g-day period of study
were located over the ocean and the adjacent
land over the southwest United States, Mexico
and Central America. Possible adverse terrain



influenceson the WV imagery were checked by
testing the mean of 145 "continental" BTs from
each channel with the mean Of 180 adjacent
"oceanic" BTs from each channel. Statistical

tests detected no significant difference in BT
means between ocean and land in either channel;
therefore, high terrain was not significantly

influencing the BTs over Mexico and the south-
west United States. This conclusion was

anticipated because both IR satellite imagery
and rawinsondes indicated an extensive layer of

:mid- and upper-tropospileric moisture associated

with an active synoptic cloud system blanketlng
this region. For drier conditions, topography
may be a problem in this region.

A distribution of frequency of occur-
rence o$ channel 12 BTs as a function of ob-

served temperatures is shown in Fig. 1. Con-
structed from 3330 TIROS-N 6.7 um BTs recorded

during the g-day study period over the eastern
Pacific, this distribution shows a skewed

pattern in the direction of larger BTs. This
skewness was nearly I0 times larger than the
expected standard deviation of the skewness for
a typical sample of this size taken from a true

normal distribution. This pattern suggests a
bimodal distribution in frequency of occurrence
of BTs. Most BTs approximate a non,al distrlbu-:
tion about a mode of -]7°C; a smaller group of
higher BTs is clustered around -12.5°C.

I
L

_D

+ R
WJ.ol I! mflmwl_*. _._*.l+,! t'cl

Fig. 1. ChanneZ 12 brlghtnee_ temperature (Bt')
frequency dlstr_bution. Frequency is 9_oen ae
the nurnbep of occ_trrenees per 0.8°C interoal out
of 3330 observations.

The majority of the BTs in the frequency
distribution were lower than -15_C. Although
these lower BTs are distributed nearly normally,
the peak was broad between -20oC and -32°C. The

smaller group of BTs higher than -15°C appeared
to show evidence of another frequency maximum
between -IIoC and -130C.

Unlike the channel 12 BTs, the frequency
distribution for 3330 TIROS-N 7.3 um channel 11
BTs during the same period of time showed a
pattern approximating a normal distribution with
very little evidence of skewness toward higher
BTs.

Evidence of a secondary frequency
maximum in channel 12 BTs and the apparentl
absence of a secondary maximum in the frequencyl

of occurrence of channel 11 BTs may be signifi- i
cant. Since the peak weighting of channel 121
typically occurs near the 500 mb level (Fig. 2),I

this secondary maximum of high BTs observed in
Fig. 1 may be the signature of a synoptic

feature in the upper troposphere.
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Eig. 2. TOVS weighting functionn (no_;c,1._r._?)
for clzannel 11 (7.$ urn) and channeZ 12 (6. P u_).
After Smith et al. (1979).

Figure 3 shows the unenhanced windo_t

channel GOES West IR satellite imagery of the
eastern Pacific at 0615 UTC 24 January 1979; the
hatched region southwest of Hawaii displays the

I corresponding geographical distribution of
channel 12 BTs observed on 24 January which _ere

: higher than -lS°C. All of tile BTs observed in
this persistent cluster (hatched region in Fig.
3) fell within the smaller frequency maximunl in
Fig. I, and also fell within a near cloud-free
region southwest of Hawaii in Fig. 3. _lithnut

i exception, this same pattern was observed each
day throughout the period. From the ?_lst
through 25th, these high BTs were clustered
south and west of Hawaii and corresponded to

large, mostly clear regions in the vtindnw
channel imagery. Especially interesting was the
location of these BTs directly adjacent to the
western flank of a developing moisture burst
(McGuirk et el., 1987). The region of high BTs

elongated eastward and diminished during the
last few days of the period as the moisture
burst moved toward the east and weakened
(Schaefer, 1985).

+_r_ - . '_..,_./_ o" ;*,t+ t++

Pig. +. Unenhanced windo+ ehanneZ GOES r,++t

eate_lite image for 0615 UTC $4 January 1_87.
Hatehed region Qouthweat of Hawaii repre_e._n
the geographical distribution of ckanne_ I_ BTs
higher than -15°C for $¢ Januar_ 197.o.

The region southwest of Mexico (known as
the Pacific dry zone) looked very similar in
GOES West window channel imagery to the high BT
region southwest of Hawaii;' however, there was a
noticeable lack of high BTs within this dry
zone. This region south of Mexico remained free

I of any synoptic cloud systems throughout the
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entire g-day period and also remained virtually

free of any BTs higher than -IS°C which would be
contained witi|in the smaller channel 12 BT
frequency maximum (see Fig. I).

These findings suggest that the broad
peak of the blmodal distribution in Fig. ] may
be related to the typical occurrence of low BTs
associated with a normal to very wet mid and
upper troposphere in the tropics; the smaller
frequency peak of high BTs may be associated
with an extremely dry mid- and upper-troplcal
troposphere. These extremely dry mid- and
upper-tropospheric regions have been verified
below 300 mb by rawlnsondes. Moisture profiles
above this level were generally not available

from conventional rawlnsonde soundings. This
small s_t of high BTs seems to be related
exclusively to certain synoptic disturbances
over the eastern Pacific.

Similar to the sounding profiles south-
west of Hawaii, rawlnsonde soundings south of
Nexico in the Pacific dry zone indicated very
dry mld-tropospheres. However, the upper

'tropospheric profiles near the 300 mb level in
the dry zone were moister.

It is hypothesized that the large area'
:of extremely high channel 12 BTs observed near i

and south of Hawaii may be associated with deepl
tropospheric subsidence as previously suggested

by several researchers. Furthermore, it is I
hypothesized that the movement and concentrated I
nature of these large channel 12 BTs relative to
the active convection associated with a moisturel

burst may denote the subsidence branch of an I
t

intense, direct synoptic-scale circulation.'

This hypothesis is further substantiated by the I
observed shrinking of this BT area as the mois-
ture burst weakens. Since channel 11 is more

sensitive to moisture in the lower tropospherel
(see Fig. 2), the absence of a small secondary
frequency peak in the higher BT region of thel

channel 11 distribution suggests that phenomena
producing the secondary channel 12 peak may be
an anomaly restricted to the upper troposphere.
This absence of a secondary channel 11 peak also
suggests that the subsidence of dry air does not
extend into the tropical boundary layer. This
lack of subsidence into the boundary layer was
further evidenced by numerous soundings within
the high BT region which indicated a moist
surface layer overlain by dry air, separated by
a pronounced inversion.

6. ESTIMATING TROPICAL SYNOPTIC VERTICAL
MOTIONS

Initially, a procedure described by
Stout et al. (1984) was used to estimate verti-

cal motion; however, results were extremely
discouraging. A relationship was developed
between mid-tropospherlc preclpltable water (PW):
thicknesses calculated fr_n over 100 soundings,
and collocated 6.7 um and 7.3 pm water vapor BTs
sensed by satellite.

The distribution of the upper 5 mm of PW
for each sounding was calculated as a function
of pressure by integrating the specific humidity'

downward from 300 mb at each reported sounding
level. The pressure level associated with each_
0.] mm PW increment was referred to as a PWI

thickness pressure (PWTP). A1U_ough strong
correlations (0.8] at the 0.6 mm PW thicPness
and 0.84 at the O.g mm PW thickness for channels

12 and 11, respectively) were obtained between
these PWTPs and BTs (essentially a correlation
between pressure and BT), a large root mean
square (RMS) error was also observed.

Comparison of esthnated _ertical motions
with adiabatically derived estimates, with
velocity potential fields, and with outgoing
longwave radiation fields demonstrated the
failure of the technique in its current configu-
ration. Therefore, the correspondence between
mid- to upper-tropospherlc moisture measured
directly by rawlnsonde with that sensed indi-
rectly by satellite is questioned. It is
hypothesized that the two moisture-sensltive
satellite channels used in this study may have
sensed moisture undetectable by conventional
rawlnsondes.

7. MOISTURE SAMPLING ERRORS

7.1 Comparisons of PWTP_ BT and Soundin_
l_Fbfiles

If rawinsonde and satellite were actual-

ly sensing the same moist layers, then the
rawinsonde/satellite plots of PWTP versus BT for
each sounding location should fit closely to the
composite linear regression curve for all sound-
ing locations. Fig. 4 shows the 0.6 mm
PWTP/channel 12 BT scatter plot for Johnston
Island. Points marked "B" in this figure
represent very dry soundings with most having
less than 0.6 mm of PW above the 550 mb surface.
Also shown is the distribution of "as" with

respect to the linear regression curve for all
the data shown in Fig. 9. The slope of the best
fit curve for the data represented by the "B"s
is different from the slope of the composite

regression line. The nearly horizontal orienta-
tion of a best-flt line through this data plot

suggests that the moisture profiles, as deter-
mined by rawinsonde for all I2 Johnston Island
soundings, were very closely related. The 0.6
mm PWTPs for all the Johnston Island soundings
varied by only 41 mb in range (12% of the total
PWTP range shown in Fig. g); however, the
collocated channel 12 BTs differed up to 14°C
(56% of the total BT range in Fig. g).

Results for channel 11 are similar, but
with less variation than in channel 12 _Ts.
This reduced variation suggests that the
Johnston Island soundings may have closely
resembled one another in channel 11 imagery. In

contrast to channel 12 data, this smaller
variation of channel 11 BTs also implied that

channel 11BTs may have recognized mean-profile
similarities in soundings better than channel
12.

Similar Johnston Island soundings are
shown for 0000 UTC on 23 January 1979 (Fig. 5a)
and for 1200 UTC on 28 January 1979 (Fig. 5b).
The 24% wet-bulb potential temperature curve is
shown on both soundings as a reference. On the
?3rd, a strong inversion existed near 700 mb; on
the 28th the inversion appeared near 800 mb.
Both soundings were moist below and very dry
{dew point depression defaulted to 30%) above
the inversion. Due to instrument limitations,
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dew point depressions, as measured by rawln-
{sonde, which were greater than or equal to 30°C
_were recorded as 30°C. Therefore, actual dew

!point depressions likely were greater than 30%.
igore evidence of sounding similarity was shown

'by the rather insignificant 4 mb difference
between their 0.6 mm PWTPs of 578 mb and 582 mb.

:Given these nearly identical rawinsonde sound-
ings, one would expect only a small difference
in collocated channel 12 BTs. Rather, the
channel 12 BT difference between soundings was
12°C (46% of the BT range observed in Fig. 10).
Although the sounding on the 28th was colder in
the 400-300 mb layer, tileabsence of detectable
moisture in this layer significantly lessened
the layer's influence on the collocated channel
]2 BT. Smaller, but significant, discrepancies
were detected with channel 11BTs as well.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of O.G ram PI¢'1'Peveroue
ehanne_ 12 BTs for Johnston IsZand (B = 91275).
ClreZed Zetters correspond to ttte two soundings
diecuesed.

7.2 Calculated versus Observed BTs

The potential of PW in the cold upper

troposphere to affect channel 12 and 11BTs was
explored by comparing observed BTs to model-
derived BTs. BTs were calculated from actual

soundings by means of the GLAS Physical Inver-
sion radiative transfer model (RTM) (Sue,kind et
al., _982). Th_ RTM proBuced channel 12 weight-

ing function curves from the Johnston Island
soundings shown in Fig. 5. These weighting _
function curves are shown in Fig. 6. In layers_
where the sounding dew point depression default -_
ed to 30°C and moisture was systematically!
overestimated. This overestimation occurred
between 750 mb and 300 mb in the two Johnston

Island soundings, Moisture at pressures lessl
than 300 mb was set to zero since rawinsonde I
moisture readings terminated at heights just_
above this level. Analogous to the soundings,

the weighting function curves were similar, wlth
both curves peaking near 500 mb. The collocated
RTM and observed BTs at 0000 UTC on the 23rd
were -I00C and -11°C, respectively; thus the
correlation was excellent. However, the compar-
ison at 1200 UTC on the 2Bth was extremely poor.

As expected due to sounding similarity, the RTM
BT remained high (-9%) while the observed BT
was -230C, suggesting significant moisture in
the atmosphere above 300 mb.

A more conclusive BT/sounding test was'

constructed using the detailed moisture informa-i
tion available from a limited number of special I
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rawlnsondes launched from scientific ships in
the eastern Pacific. RTM channel 12 and channel

11 BTs were first computed from ]000-300 mb

moisture profiles obtained from the ship-
launched rawinsondes and these RTH BTs were

compared to observed BTs. BTs also were
calculated from the 1000-100 mb molsture profile
available from the special soundings.

,' _1 a _,_,f" :_"_"ci,_,L':i '_F--b \,/, ..'"_ :':i_

_L_,I......._--_____

TT_,I,Eqn, TUI_ £ _.) _ tt._p_n:.t.fs_ ¢'=1 _1,

Pig. 5. Johnston Is[and .%undZngn for OCCO UTC
23 January 1979 (a) and 1200 UTC 2R danztarnj 2.qTP
(b). The smooth curve in thin e_.e_-T Zo# p pZot

represents the 24°C wet-buZb pote_.t_Ta_
temperature. The jagged _ine on the right
represents the temperature. _he ja.q,qedZinc on:
the Zeft represents the dew point. Daslzed

regions on the dew point curve represent dew
point depressions _ 30°C.
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Pig. 6. RPM channeZ 12 welghtln_ function
profiEee for the Johnston InZa.d soundings at
0000 UTC 2_ January 29?9 (a) and I200 UTC 2B
danuar_j 197P (b). Moisture has been deZeted at
heights above 300 mb. The sZight weighting
above $00 mb is not due to the influence of.
moisture on the RTM,

The Matamoros sounding from 2100 UTC on

26 January (Fig. 7a) is given as an example.
For channel 12, the observed BT was -IO°C; the
RTM-calculated BT for moisture between I000 and
300 mb was -80C; and the RTM estimate including
moisture between 300 and 100 mb (equivalent to
0.038 _n of PW) was -150C.

The special sounding from 2100 UTC on 26
January (Fig. 7b) from the ship Pariz provides a
second graphic example. Although the total PW
contained in the 300-100 mb layer was only 0.187

mm, the channel 12 weighting function curves for
the 1000-300 mb (Fig. 8a) and 1000-100 mb (Fig.



i8b) moistureprofiles wereextremely different.
,The profile with moisture extending to the 100
imb level indicated nearly half the total area'

fencompassed by this weighting curve occurred at I
lhelghts above the 300-mb level. This large idiscrepancy in weighting function profiles

produced correspondingly large differences in
the RTM BTs: -IS°C for the RTM computation, dry
above 300 mb; -31°C for the RTH computation with

,mo!sture to 100 rob; and -35°C observed by the:

'satellite over Pariz.
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F_g. 7. As in F_gurc 5, except for 2100 UTC 26
J_mamj 19?9 soundin s or Matamoros shl at _
?eA'/9I%' (a) a,d Pari_ et,_; at lelV/l_'O°W (b_.
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Fig. 8. RTM channel 12 weighting function:

profiles for the Mat_oros ship sounding at 21001
UTC 26 January 1979. Moisture deleted at
he{ghte above _e $00 mb level (a) and moietureT
deleted at heights abop¢ the 100 mb level (b).i

The sZight weighting above 300 mb in (a) is not I
due to the influence of moisture on the RTM.

Finally, RTM BTs were calculated from
all III rawinsondes, with moisture above 300 mb

not included. These RTM BTs were compared tol

the collocated observed BTs and the dlscrepan-I
cies were analyzed on the scatter plot shown inl
Fig. g. The drier soundlngs, associated withl
higher channel 12 BTs, produced better agreement!
with the RTM; the wetter soundings, coupled wlth;
lower BTs, produced poorer agreement. Speciall
significance was given to the BTs in the upper _
right corner of the plot. Without exception,!
BTs higher than -]4°C closely matched the BTs_
produced by the RTM. These were the same BTs!

encompassed within the very high channel 12 BTI
region observed in the subtropics| Pacific to

the northwest of the moisture bursts (see Fig.l

3) and falling within the secondary frequency
maximum observed in channel 12 BTs (see Fig. I).
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"g. . Scatter pZot of 0.6 ._ ll_Tl'r,vernu._
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represented by a letter (A = 91700, B = 9127_,
C = 91066, O = 92265, E - 91285, F = 9140"7,
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r. " _) •

ll = ?6?23, L = 7822o, M = 76612, N = 7,L._.1,
0 = ?6394, P = 76679_ O = 72255, R = 2., ?._0,
S = 26692, T = 28641_ U = ?G25G, l' = 76458,

= 76654).

A less defined pattern was displayed in
the channel 11 analysis (Fig. 10). In addition,
the magnitudes of the differences between ob-
served BTs and RTM BTs for channel I! were
significantly smaller'than those for channel 12.
Channel 11 seemed to be much less sensitive to
ti_econtaminating influence of upper tropospher-
ic moisture than channel 12.
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9 e=cept for 0.9 mm [L7Fs
versus channel 11 BTs.

8. SUMHARY AND DISCUSSION

Initially, the hlgh correlations ob-
talned between moisture sensitive eTs (derived
by satellite) and the upper few tenths of a
millimeter of PW (derived from rawinsonde)
measured at heights below the 300-mb level
implied that the moist layers sensed by satel-
lite were nearly identical to the ones measured
by rawinsonde. However, the large R_S errors
obtained when linear and polynomlal curves were:
fitted to the satellite/rawinsonde comparisons

suggested a more complex relationship. _linute
quantities of upper tropospheric moisture, not
detectable by conventional rawinsondes, signifi-
cantly modulate the radiation signature emonat-
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tng from lower levels, This upper moisture acts
to mask the moisture profile in the middle and
lower troposphere. Channel 1] was less affected
by this upper tropospheric moisture than channel
]2; yet, both channels were significantly
influenced. Thus, evidence in this study
indicates that satellites significantly sense
the upper moist layer in the tropical tropo-
sphere while, in most situations, rawinsondes do

not.
This discrepancy in sensing capabllltyr

was observed over the vast majority of thej
eastern Pacific Ocean; therefore, an extensive)
layer of htgh tropospheric moisture, posstblyl
concentrated just beneath the tropical tropo- I
pause, may be the rule rather than the excep-1
tion. Indeed, all measurements reported by Kley,
et al. (1982) indicated saturated conditions in

the vicinity of the tropical tropopause,
The concentrated area of very high BTs

in the subtropical Pacific appears to have been
the only region observed during this study where
both satellite and rawlnsonde consistently and
correctly evaluated the top layer of tropospher-
ic moisture actually present. Therefore,
through some process, thls upper moist layer
must have been eliminated. As mentioned In

several studies, very high channel 12 BTs have
been associated with deep tropospheric subsi-
dence; yet, these hlgh BTs occurred in the
tropical eastern Pacific only In a localized,
nearly cloudless region south of Hawaii. From
IR sate11(te pictures, a subsidence-domlnated
troposphere Is also expected In the cloudless
eastern Pacific dry zone to the south of Mexico;
however, very few of the high channel 12 BTs

were found there, and certainly not the highest.
This discrepancy appears to be associated wlth
the presence of upper tropospheric moisture over
the eastern Pacific dry zone.

Finally, the observed closeness of the
! hlgh BT region to the western flank of a mols-
i ture burst, the eastward movement of this BT

i region as the moisture burst moved eastward, and

i the areal shrinking of these high BTs concurrent
with the weakening of the moisture burst indi-
cate these BTs may be the descending branch of
an intense, direct, synoptlc-scale circulation.
Furthermore, this deep subsidence may originate
in the stratosphere and extend into the mid or
lower troposphere.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Meteorological analysis over critically data
sparse areas, such as tropical oceans, is dependent,
In part, on remotely sensed data from satellites.
In the classic retrieval method, a portion of the

satellite channel brightness temperature data and s
knowledge of the climatological conditions of the
region and season are used in algorithms to recon-
struct atmospheric vertical temperature profiles.
Despite the success of conventional retrieval
methods, additional unused Information may be
present In the satellite channel data.

McGulrk etal. (1985, 1986) used empirical

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of satellite data
to explore the structural detall of the atmosphere.
They found that Individual channel brightness
temperatures may be preferable to reconstructed
temperature and moisture profiles because the
reconstructions are smoothed both horizontally and

vertically.

The objective of thls study Is to recover
and identify dlscontlnuous synoptic features

directly from satelllte-retrieved brightness temp-
eratures. Of special interest are the meteorologi-
cally important elements of an atmospheric

sounding; namely, the near dlscontinuitles In
temperature and moisture found typically In fronts
and inversions. The techniques used to create
conventional reconstructed temperature and

moisture profiles from satellite data unavoidably
smear these discontinuities and contaminate their
signatures. In pursuit of the objective, thls study
poses two main questions: can vectors of satellite
channel brightness temperatures be classified by
synoptic source (e.g.,fronts, inversions, etc.), and
can these sources be quantified?

To answer these questions, a synthetic
climatology of atmospheric temperature and
moisture soundings was chosen, containing well-
defined synoptic features representatlve of those
found over the troplcsl eastern Pacific Ocean.
The temperature and water vapor variables In each
of a set of "seed soundings" were perturbed

randomly, within narrow limits, to create a
statistically meaningful training data set of 50
soundings for each seed sounding. Each sounding
was transformed by a non-linear radiative transfer
model (RTM) to a vector of 22 of the 24 individual
satellite channel brightness temperatures which
would have been observed had TIROS N satellite
sensors viewed that vertical sectlon of the

atmosphere. (Two channels were omitted because

they contain no relevant Information for this
study.)

The brightness temperature vectors srlsing
from the training data sounding groups were
classified and labeled as to their known synoptic

features using two methods: (I) _ prlorJ through
knowledge of the Initial _eed sounding and (2)
objectively through cluster analysis (Johnson and
Wlcl_ern. 1982). Both methods led to nearly
identical results.

Finally, to test the ability of the system to
associate unknown soundings with recognizable

synoptic features, temperature and dewpolnt
temperature profiles containing synoptic features
not originally part of the sounding climatology
were evaluated by the RTM. The resulting
satellite channel brightness temperature vectors
were added to the soundirig climatology whlch was
then evaluated by canonical dlscrlmlnant analysis

(CDA). i

CDA serves three purposes: first, It
confirms (or refutes) the initial classifications of
the sounding climatology; second, It quantifies the
basis for synoptic classification (Johnson and
Wlchern, 1982)',end finally, It places the unknown

brigi,tness temperature vectors in the physically
most slmllar family In the soundlng climatology.
Identification of the synoptic features found in

brightness temperature vectors Is accomplished In a
relatlve sense by comparison rather than by
Iteratlve solution of the radiative transfer equa-

tion.

2. METHOD

2.1 Radiative transfe__ r model

As in similar studies, the need for collo-
cated satellite observntlons and upper sir data was
evident, llowever, since this work focuses on the
development of statistical techniques, the use of

synthotlc atmospheric temperature and moisture
soundings and a RTM to produce satellite channel
brightness temperature vectors provided a stm'plif-
led approach. The combination of soundings and
RTM posed two distinct advantages: first, It
allowed the flexiblllty to study any synoptic
feature for which atmospheric vertical profiles
could be drawn, and second, the complex signals

found In real soundings were ellmlnated.

The RTM was developed at NASA Space

Flight Center's Laboratory for the Atmospheres
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and is documented by Sussklnd et al. (1982). It is
a non-linear 66-layer (surface to 1 rob) rapid
transmission algorithm which directly calculates
brightness temperatures for HIRS and MSU
channels on board TIROS N. Because of its non-
linearity, the model slightly Increases the variabil-
ity of the atmospheric temperature and dewpoint
temperature information.

2.2 Soundln2 classification

Vertical soundings of temperature and

dewpolnt temperature were created to represent
typical synoptic conditions found over the tropical
eastern Pacific Ocean. The soundings were coded
according to their synoptic origin. Natural
variation In the soundings was introduced by
modifying randomly the seed sounding temperature
and mixing ratio by as much as + 2 percent in
each of the 66 layers of the RTM. The variability

was distributed as white noise. Fifty perturbation
iterations were calculated from each seed to create
a statistically meaningful sounding climatology each
containing a synoptic signature.

2.3 Retrieval vs _|ass|flcatlon

Direct reconstruction of vertical at-

mospheric profiles from satellite sounding data is
not possible (Chahine, 1970). The retrieval of
blackbody radiation requires inversion of the
radlatlve transfer equation. No stable solution can
be obtained by simultaneous Integral equations furl
each satellite channel because of the redundancy
resulting from overlap of channel welghtlng
functions. A stable solution normally is obtained

by introducing another conditlon--an average
observed temperature profile appropriate to the
locatlon and season. The brightness temperatures
are used to flnd small deviations from the climato-
logical mean profile. There is some bias toward
the mean sounding, and the method works best for
small deviations from the main sounding. Further,
this successive approximation method produces a
profile of temperature only; moisture retrievals rely
on other approaches.

The method described here Is similar to
conventional temperature retrieval techniques In
that it requires statistical comparison of satellite
data products to known soundings. However, there
are two distinct advantages: (1) moisture, as well
as temperature, retrieval is possible; and (2)
smoothing that takes place in the conventional
retrieval process Is minimized.

2.4 Canonical discrimlnant _ (CDA)

Canonical correlation analysis is a general-
ization of regressing one variable on another; i.e.,
regressing one vector on another vector. CDA
extends this concept by regressing the random
variablee of satellite channel brightness tempera-
tures on dummy variables (class of atmospheric
sounding, in thls case). CDA is related to EOF
analysis; the maln difference Is that EOF analysis

seeks to interpret total variance while CDA
attempts to explain primarily between-class
variance. Thus CDA accounts for wlthln-class
means and serves to dlscrlminate among groups by

responding to between-class variance.

Analyzing the satellite channel brlghtness
temperature vectors with CDA has two purposes.
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The first is to confirm the classification of In-
dividual soundings by noting clustering of canonical
varlates. The second is to flnd sets of linear
combhlations of variables that best describe the

phystc,_l differences of the synoptic features as
represented by the various clusters (Smith and
Woolf, 1976).

2.5 _ interpretation of CDA

The brightness temperature vectors result-
Ing from RTM analysis of the perturbations of the
orlghlnl seed soundlngs and their synoptic clas-
slficatlvns constitute a training data set. When
evaluated by CDA, the tralnlng data become

separated according to between-soundlng-class
varlm_ce. The greatest variance is explained by
the firstcanonical variable and successively smaller
amounts of variance are explained by additional
canonical variables. In this fashion, CDA reveals a

physical basis for the sounding group separation
and thus suggests synoptic signatures which are
present In the channel brightness temperature
vectors.

A physical representation of the canonical
variables Is seen In the correlation coefficients of
satellite channel brightness temperatures. A large
coefficient (absolute value) indicates that a channel
is a significant contributor to the variance for a
given canonical variable. With a knowledge of the
atmospheric variables to which a channel Is
sens)ttve (Smith et al., 1979) and a summary of
between-class canonical correlation coefficients,
each brightness temperature channel is assigned
membership In appropriate canonical variables.
Since most of the between class variance is
associated with the first canonical variable (CAN
1), the greatest separation of sounding groups is
revealed by the amplitude of this canonical
variable. Lesser variance Is carried by, and hence
lesser separation Is shown by, subsequent canonical
variables. Normally, the first three canonical
variables account for most of the variance. For
example, If HIRS channels I0 and 11 (the water
vapor channels) constitute the major contribution
to the first canonical variable, then CAN 1 derives

the variance It represents from lower tropospheric

water vapor fluctuations. Similar Inferences may
be drawn from Interpretation of the correlation
matrices and assignment of additional TIROS N
channels to the remaining canonical variables.

i
3. DATA

I

A small data base was constructed using

seven seed soundings representatlve of condltlons
often found over the tropical Pacific Ocean. The
soundlngs were perturbed randomly to create the

tralnh_g data set as described above. Two addl-
tlonnl test soundings, depicting similar but

distinctly dlfferent synoptic features than con-
tained In the training data set were Introduced In
the analysis procedure.

3.1 Traini_ data set

Wldle seven soundings are not a complete

representation of conditions found over the
tropical Pacific Ocean, they present an adequate
group for testing the method described here. The
seed soundings are shown in Fig. I. The envelope
of perg:urbed temperature and moisture soundings
for sounding class 1 is shown in Fig. 2.



ThesynopticconditionsIn the lower tropo-'
sphere are of most Interest, and ofteliClmes upper

tropospheric moisture shields the lower troposphere_
from satellite view especially in the moisture

channel wavelengths. Therefore, temperatures and I
dewpolnt temperatures above 800 mb were kept[

constant at values consistent with the troplcalI
eastern Pacific atmosphere in an attempt to
stabilize RTM performance at upper levels, i
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3.2 Test soundln_s

Two real soundlngs, distinctly different
from, but typical of the tropical eastern Paclflc
Ocean, were Introduced to test the sounding
Identification and classification method. These
soundings were not pertqrbed. They are shown in
Fig. 3. |
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Fig. I. Seed soundings for training data. Heavy
line is tropical standard atmosphere, [or reference.
a) Sounding dJ. Frontal inversion, surface to 850
rob. Cool surface temperature, dry throughout, b)
Sounding #2. Radiation Inversion, surface to 900
rob. Moist at surface, drying at inversion and l
remaining dry alofL c) Sounding _3. Turbulence"
inversion resulting from well-mixed layer, Very
dry at surface, turning moist at 850 rob. Inversion
from 850 to 800 rob. Top o1" Inversion starts dry
layer to 600 rob. d) Sounding #4. Trade wind
inversion, 800 to 750 rob, Moist surface layer,
drying slightly at 900 rob, becoming moist again at
800 rob, then drxlng significantly at 750 rob. e)

Sounding #iS. Tropical cyclone. Warm and moist
at surface, saturation at 850 rob, strong drying and
significant warming alot_. Inversion, 850 to 660
rob. 19 Sounding _6. Csrrlzal (9.5 "IV, 67 "IF),
July. Farm surface, moist layer at 850 rob, with
pronounced dryness at 700 rob, converging to moist
layer at 600 rob. g) Sounding tiT. Subsidence
inversion in warm anticyclone. Farm and moist,
surface to 860 rob. Inversion 860 to 800 mb with
pronounced dry layer at 800 rob.
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Fig. 2, As in Fig. la, with perturbation envelope
shown. Random perturbation Is :i 2#6, distributed
as white noise. Seed sounding makes vertical
ascent through center of envelope,
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Fig. 3. Test soundings A and B, both 11 July
1957, 0000 UTC. e) Testsounding A. Kw_aieln
Island. b) Test sounding B. Maluro Island.

9.3 _ temperature vectors vs @oundln_s

It should be remembered that the analysis

procedure acts on brightness temperature vectors
created for each sounding by the radiative transfer
model. Conventional temperature and moisture
sounding plots are shown for the seed and test
soundings as • convenience In Interpretation.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Cluster

After evaluation by the RTM, the training
data set brightness temperature vectors were
classified and labeled according to their synoptic

origins. The classifications were made two ways:
(1) s priort through knowledge of the generating
seed sounding, and (2) objectively through cluster
analysis, In this study, both methods led essen-
tially to the same results, I.e., cluster analysis
reproduced almost the same sounding groupings as
did the generating procedure.

ORIG;N ,L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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4.2 Canonical dlscriminant analysis (CDA)

The linear combinations, or canonical vari-

ables of the channel brightness temperatures

derived by CDA. explain between-sounding-class
variance. The first canonical variable, CAN 1,

carries nearly 90 percent of the variance, The
second canonical variable, CAN 2, accounts for

nearly 9 percent of the variance, and CAN 3

reveals slightly less than 1 percent. Cumulatively,

the first three canonical variables account for

nearly 99 percent of the between sounding class
variance. These canonical variables may be

accepted with confidence according to the results
of Wllks' Lambda and associated T 1 tests.

4.3 Physlc_ internretation of CDA

Table 1 summarizes the interpretation of

individual satellite channel membership in the first

three canonical variables. CAN 1 is comprised of

surface window and channels sensitive to lower-

tropospheric temperature variations. The near

surface water vapor channel, channel 10, is

included in CAN 1.

CAN 2 Is dominated by the mid-tropospheric

moisture channels, 11 and 12, and most tropo-

spheric temperature channels. One stratospheric

channel makes a minor contribution.

Table 1. Satellite channel assignment to canonical

variables.

CAN 1

HIRS/HSU Level of peak Purpose of the

Channel Energy (mb) radiance observation

7 900 Temperature sounding
8 Surface Window

10 900 Water vapor sounding

13 1000 Temperature sounding

14 950 Temperature sounding
18 Surface Window

19 Surface Window

MSU 1 Surface Surface emissivity

CAN 2

HIRS/HSU Level of peak Purpose of the

Channel Energy (ab) radiance observation

1 3O

4 400

5 600

6 800

11 700

12 500

15 700
16 400

MSU 2 700

MSU 3 300

Temperature sounding

Temperature sounding

Temperature sounding

Temperature sounding

Water vapor sounding
Water vapor sounding

Temperature sounding
Temperature sounding

Temperature sounding
Temperature sounding

CAN 3

HIRS/MSU Level of peak Purpose of the

Channel Energy (mb) radiance observation

2 60 Temperature sounding
3 100 Temperature sounding

HSU 4 90 Temperature sounding

CAN O represents only about 1 percent of

the between sounding group variance and is

derived exclusively from stratospheric channels at
or above I00 rob. No variation in channels

,sensitive to upper level radiation was expected,
because temperature and dewpolnt temperature in

the original seed and test soundings were kept.
constant above 600 rob. A possible explanation of

the variation Is absorption from below and re-

radiation at higher levels within the RTM.

4.4 Canonical variable plots

The canonical variables define sounding

group separation as shown in Fig. 4. Plots of
CAN 2 vs CAN 1 and CAN 3 vs CAN 1 depict

sounding clusters and illustrate the between-group

variance exhibited by the three canonical variables.

When plotted, the three canonical variables

may be thought of as a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of the variance of the sounding groups.

Based on the physical interpretation of the

canonical variables, the CAN 1 axis represents

sounding group separation due to surface and near-
surface temperature and moisture variability. The

CAN 2 axis displays tropospheric temperature and

moisture variability, and the CAN 3 axis describes

minor variations of stratospheric temperature.

It is significant to note that the physical

interpretation of variance groups revealed by this

study is unique to this sounding climatology.

Indeed, close examination of the seed soundings In

Fig. 1 confirms that the greatest difference occurs
in surface and near surface temperature In

accordance with CDA results. Successive and thus

lesser sounding differences are beyond the

resolution of the seed sounding plots.

4.5 _ of test brlghtness _en_perature

vector_

The two test soundings Introduced Into the

training data set and evaluated by the RTM appear

as points A and B in Fig. 4. The points seem
closest to seed sounding 6. The assignment is

confirmed by the Mahalanobis distance calculations

(a measure of cluster spacing) in Table 2.
!

Table 2. Mahalanobls distances between sounding

classes.

Sound & _ | ! 2 3 4 S 6 7

Jt 25.81 88.06 87.30 29,44 38.27 33.01 19.19 26.28

25191 : 70.19 49.89 18.4;0 22.13 20,90 8.98 12.23

1 88.00 70_19 21.76 59.?!i 32.13 68.46 75.12 4L11

2 67.30 49.89 21_7(; .19.S1 31.4J 48.1(_ 54.52 42.70

3 29.44 18.60 59.7) 39_51 9.18 28.21 18.70 9.62

4 36.27 22.13 52.13 31.43 9118 27.22 24.83 1.1.14

5 35.01 20.90 !;8.44 48,15 _8.21 27_22 23,52 20.01

4 19.19 8.93 75.I2 54.32 18.70 _4.83 21132 5.2.74

7 26.26 12.2S 83.71 42.70 9.62 11.14 20.01 12_74
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The physical characteristics of the two test
soundings indeed are similar to seed sounding 6

• (Fig. I f). Test sounding A is taken from KwaJa-
leln (July) and test sounding B is taken from
MaJuro (July). Seed sounding 6 is based on
Carrlzal (July). All are warm at the surface.
Carrlzal and MaJuro show increasing saturation
from the surface to about 650 mb while a constant
dewpolnt depression is maintained from the surface
to 850 mh at KwaJaleln. From 850 mb to 700 rob,
all three soundings present a layer of pronounced
dryness which lapses into another moist layer at
approximately 600 rob.

The Mahalanobis distance table confirms the

next seed sounding with similar characteristics is 7
(Fig. l g). It is a composite sounding created to
represent a warm anticyclone subsldence Inversion.
While not as warm at the surface, there Is increas-

ing moisture to about 860 rob,a layer of pronounc-
ed dryness at 800 mb (vice 700 mb), and a gradual
increase in moisture from 800 mb to 600 rob. In

general, the conditions are similar to seed sounding
6.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that Is It Is possible to
associate TIROS N channel brightness temperature
vectors wlth synoptic features. The success of
this approach Is dependent entirely on the Judl-
cious choice of seed soundings, the allowable
spread of soundings about the seed, and the quality
of the radiative transfer model which produces the
brightness temperatures from atmospheric variables.

The method is not without difficulties.
Most of the variance Is carried in the first
canonical variable. Unfortunately, in this study,
the channels appearing in CAN 1 are sensitive
primarily to surface or near surface conditions.
The atmospheric conditions of greatest Interest---
mid- to lower tropospheric temperature and
moisture variations---appear In the second canonical
variable. CAN 2. which carries a smaller per-
centage of the variance. The third canonical
variable carries variance of little u_e in sounding
identification.

One is reminded that canonical discriminant

analysis focuses on the between-class variance.
Within-class variances are an Important, but often
overlooked, byproduct of CDA. Evaluated properly,
within-class variances may reveal how soundings
within a given cluster differ and may lead to
quantification of synoptic signatures directly from
satellite channel brightness temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Meteorological analysis over critically data-
sparse areas, such as tropical oceans, must be
accomplished, In part, with remotely sensed data
from satellites. A portion of these data are
employed as input to models which yield vertical

profiles of the atmosphere. Additional synoptic
information in the satellite channel brightness

temperature data is needed and may be present,
but appears to remain unused. In a study of
synoptic variability of satellite data, McGulrk et aI..
(1986) found that Individual channel brightness I
temperatures may be preferable to reconstructed!

temperature and moisture profiles because theld

reconstructions are smoothed both horizontally and l

vertically. 1

The objective of thls study is to IdentifyI
and recover the signatures of synoptic features!
dlrectly from Individual satellitechannel brlghtnessl

temperatures. Of special interest are the meteoro-
logically important elements of an atmospheric
sounding: namely, the near discontinuities In:_
temperature and moisture found typically in fronts
and inversions. Conventional reconstructed _
temperature and moisture profiles from satellite-;
borne radiometer data unavoidably smear these
discontinuities and contaminate their signatures.
In pursuit of the objective, this study poses two
main questions: can .atmospheric soundings as
viewed by satellite, be sorted by synoptic signs o
ture, and can the signatures be quantified?

To test this possibility,a set of fictitious

atmospheric temperature and moisture soundings
was created, each of which represented a specific

synoptic feature. The temperature and water vapor
variables for eactt of these "seed soundings" were
perturbed randomly, within limits, to create a
group of 60 soundings. Each sounding was trans-
formed by a radiative transfer model (RTM) to a
"vector of individual satellite channel brightness
itemperatures which would have been observed by
:radiometers aboard the TIROS-N satellite had they
_vlewed that vertical section of the atmosphere.

The brightness temperature vectors arising!

from the sounding groups were classified and
labeled as to their known synoptic origins as they
were created by the R'rM. The classifications i

could have been made 8 prior/ through knowledge I
iof the generating seed sounding or obJectlvelyI
through cluster analysis (Johnson and Wichern,

i1982). If the goal Is to identify synoptic features

from satellite-derived data, cluster analysis Is
appropriate; If diagnosis of a specific feature Is
intended, physical assignment is appropriate. In
this study, both methods led to identical results,
I.e., cluster analysis reproduced the same sounding
groupings as did the generating procedure.

Finally, the brightness temperature vectors
arising from the sounding groups were subjected to
canonical dlscrlminant analysis (CDA), which serves
'two purposes: first, it confirms (or denies) the
initial classifications of the sounding groups based
on their statisticalpropertles; and second, it quan-

tifies the basis for synoptic classification(Johnson
iand Wlchern, ]982). Each satellite channel is
isensltive to upwelllng radiation within a specific
wavelength band from certain atmospheric con-
stituents (Smith and Woolf, 1979). By determining

lwhlch channels and thus which atmospheric con-
Istltuents contribute to the separation of sounding
:groups, physical significance may be asslgne'l to
ithe linear combinations of the individual satellite
channel brightness temperatures which appear as'

canonical variables In CDA.

2. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL

Since the objective of this study Is to
recover synoptic information directly from satellite
channel brightness temperatures, a source for the
satellite data was required. There were two!
options: (1) collocated satellite observations and !

upper air data; or, (2) a radiative transfer model'

(RTM) capable of simulating a vector of Individual I
!satellite channel brightness temperatures for_
'specified soundings. The RTM was chosen because _

It gave'better control for technique development;i

iit allowed the flexibility to study synopticany

tfeature for which atmospheric vertical profiles,
,could be drawn; and, It removed the spurious

lgnals found in real soundings.The RTM was developed at NASA Goddard

Space Flight Center's Laboratory for Atmospheres
land documented by Sussklnd et a/. (1982). It Is a
_non-linear 88-layer (surface to I rob) rapid
transmission algorithm which directly calculates
brightness temperatures for 22 of the 24 IIIRS2

land MSU channels on board TIROS-N: Because of
!its non-ilnearlty, the model Increases the varlabl-
illty of the atmospheric temperature and dewpolnt
,information. The model simulates the vertlcal-
i lntegratlng property of radiative transfer and thus
Ismears the signal from detailed atmospheric
[features.



3. DATA DESCRIPTION 1
I

Four fictitious seed soundings were used tnlL

this study. The soundings are dJstlnct and:)

representative of conditions over the troplcal,

eastern Pacific Ocean. They were chosen to ),

contain considerable overlap of temperature and

dewpolnt tl_roughout the troposphere. The:

Soundings are nearly Identical above 600 mb and_

.contain varying features between the surface and I

1700 rob. I
: The first sounding (Fig. la) depicts a

shallow trade wlnd Inversion between 900 and 850

rob. The second sounding (Fig. Ib) shows a frontai I

Inversion, The thlrd sounding (Flg. Ic) Illustrates

a subsidence Inversion, or a higher trade wind[

inversion. Tile fourth sounding {Fig. Id) Is a i

smootll profile containing no dlscontlnulties In

temperature or moisture.
: I

Each seed sounding was perturbed randomly'

to create groups of soundings which Illustrate _

synoptic features and ti_clr natural variablllty. The_

perturbation was accomplished by varying randomly I
the seed sounding temperature and mixing ratio by t,

as much as plus or minus 2 percent In each of the _

66 layers of the RTM; tlle variability was dls-_t

trlbuted as white noise. Fifty perturbation

Iteratlons were made from each of the four seed !

soundings.
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4. SOUNDING CLASSIFICATION !

All members of each 50-sounding group was
coded according to the parent seed sounding. The
synoptic classification assignments also could have
been made objectively using cluster analysis. -
Membership in a cluster Is determined by an
individual sounding's tnlnlmum squared dlstance to
ti_enearest cluster mld-polnt. Clusters are defined

by minimizing the sum of squares of the distance
of all soundings to their respective group means.

Cluster analysls works best when data
dlstrlbutio_tis grouped around central means with
small varlances as shown In Fig. 2. With short
data dlstrlbution tails, there Is small overlap
between groups, and assignment of Indlvldual
points to a group is unambiguous. For large earl-
ability, cluster algorithms have two maln problems.
First, the number of clusters may be unclear, and
the process may need to be forced to select the
optimum number of groups. Second, after the

clusters are chosen, it may be dlfflcultto assign
points lying within two data distribution tails to
the correct group. The 200 soundings used In this
study were clustered after their synoptic classlflca-I
floss were assigned by the creatlon algorithm;
cluster analysis found four groups and assigned

each sounding correctly.

Fig. 2. Data distribution in two dimensions.
Contours are [sopleths of standard deviation.
Variance in data Is shown by relative size of
ellipse and spacing of contours. When overlap
occurs among ellipses from more than one data

group, assignment of individual points to proper
groups becomes ambiguous.
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: 6. CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

; Canonical correlation analysis Is a generali-
,zatlon of regressing one variable on another: i.e.,

iregresslng one vector on another vector. Canoni-
cal dlscrlmlnant analysis (CDA) extends this
concept by regressing the random varlabies of
satellitechannel brightness temperatures on dummy

variables (class of atmospheric sounding, 111 this
case). CDA Is related to empirical orthoRonal
fui_ction (EOF) analysis; the maln dliferencc Is

.tilat EOF analysis seeks to Interpret total variance
while CDA attempts to explain between-class

'variance. Thus CDA minimizes within class means
and serves to discriminate among groups by
responding to between-class variance.

Analyzing the satellite channel brightness
temperature data with canonical discrlmlnant

analysis has two purposes. The first Is to confirm
;the classification of individual soundings. The
second is to find sets of linear combinations of"

!variables that best describe the physical differen-
ces of the of the four sounding groups (in this
:example).

6.1 Tralnln_ data set

The 200 brightness temperature vectors with
titelr Initial classifications form a training data set.
While CDA is incapable of making initial classifica-
tion assignments for the entire data set, if
additional vectors are Introduced without clas-
slfJcatlon information, CDA places each new vector
with the group having similar variance characteris-
tics. In this fashlon, CDA serves to confirm the
lnltlal classlflcation assignments and may classlfy
new vectors introduced Into the data bass.

6.2 Linear combinations

CDA derives several linear combinations, or
canonical variables, of the channel brightness
temperature variables that explain between
sounding class variance. The greatest variance is

explained by the first canonical correlation, and
successively smaller amounts of variance are
;explained by additional canonical correlations.

6.3 _ interpretation of CDA

! Within each canonical variable, a correla-
',tion coefficient was calculated for each satellite

ichannel brightness temperature. A large coeffi-
[clent (absolute value) indicates that a channel was
a significant contributor to the variance for a
given canonical variable. With a knowledge of:
channel sensitivities and a summary of between-!

class canonical correlation coefficients, eachi
brightness temperature channel was. assigned!
membership in canonical variable I (CAN 1), T

canonical variable 2 (CAN 2) or canonical variable l

O (CAN 3). In this manner a physical pattern [emerged which explained the source of the
variance of the channel brightness temperature
vectors which defined the four sounding groups.

Since most of the between-class variance

(nearly 87 percent) Is associated with CAN 1, the
greatest separation of sounding groups is revealed
by tlds canonical variable. Lesser separation (ll
percent) is shown by CAN 2 and very little (2
percent) is carried by CAN 3. The first canonical
variable results from contrlbutlons of surface



itemperatureandmid- to lowertroposphericwater
vapor content. Fig. I a-d reveal subtle yet
distinct differences In surface temperature and

dewpolnt profiles below 600 rob. The second

_canonlcal variable arises from contrlbutlons by
'_mld-tropospherlc temperature varlablllty and near
_surface water vapor content. Slight stratospheric.

'Etemperature variability appears In the thlrdi

canonlcal variable. The separation of the brlght- I

_ness temperature vectors according to the ampll- I
tudes of tilethree canonical variables Is shown InI
Fig. O.

]

i

Fig. 3. Canonical dlscrlminant analysis of four
soundlng groups. Maximum separation occurs in
the first canonical variable which results from':

contributions of surface temperature and mid- to'
lower tropospheric water vapor content. The
second canonical variable arises from contributions

by mld-tropospherlc temperature variability andl
near surface water vapor content. Slight strafe-':
spherlc temperature variability appears In the thlrdl
canonical variable. The symbols clubs, diamonds,
hearts, and spades represent the soundings in

Fig. I a-d, respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The major achievement of this study Is the
recovery of the synoptic variability of temperature
and dewpoint differences as detected In Individual
satellite channel brightness temperatures. The
techniques employed in this study revealed the

_,physlcal source of the brightness temperature
variance and confirmed that the physical differen-
ces of the sounding groups had the same origins as

i ln the original seed soundings.
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t EOF analysis and CDA do not revetll the
same information. In their analysis of satellite
channel data, McGulrk eta]. (1986) found that the

!typical first principal component represents

Itropospherlc mean temperature and carries about 60
_percent of the variance. The second principal
"component represents mean tropospheric moisture
rand carries 15 to 20 percent of the variance. In
',contrast, the first canonical variable separated the
!four sounding groups by differences in surface
'temperature and told- to lower tropospherlc water
[vapor content. The second canonical variable
iseparated the groups by differences In tropospheric

:temperature and near surface water vapor.

: Although not an major part of thls study,

cluster analysis was shown to be able to classlfy
satellite channel brightness temperature vectors
:Into groups based on the physical characteristics of
the atmospheric soundings from whlch the satellite
'information was taken. Cluster analysis, coupled
wlth canonical dlscrhnlnant analysis, suggest6 that
l,satellltechannel data may contribute more dlrect]y

'_to meteorological analysis over otherwise data-

sparse areas.
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CIirnotolowofVariousSynopticSystemsover theTropicalNorth Pacific

James P.M_ulrk
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Studiesof low frequency'variabilityinthetropicsshow systematicdifferencesIn behavioras a

functionof longitude.The atmosphericmanifestationsof most ENSO eventsdo not seem to propagate

beyondthedatIIne;theireastPacificbehavioroftendoesnotchangeuntllthe 5ST anomaliesappear off

the coastof South America and spread to the west-- certainly,1982-83 Is an exceptionto this

behavior. The SPCZ seldom extendssignificantlyeastwardof the dateline. Certainaspectsof the

30-60 d wave are restrictedtoeastAslaand thewestern Pacific.Ithas been suggestedthatthlswave

may act as a propagatingwave between theeastcoastofAfricaand the dateline,and as a standingwave

acrosstheeastPacificand theAtlantlc.The firstpartofthlssummary describesInteractionofsynoptic

scalesystemswlthtropicallow frequency'behaviorforseveraldifferentlongitudebands.

I) Weslern Pacific.Madden and Julian'soriginalwork on the 30-60 d wave reveala sea level

pressureoscillationwlth about 2 mb amplitude(peak-to-peak)atCanton Island,justtotheeastof the

areaofpreferredtyphoonorigin.Eighty-onetyphoons,occurringbetween 1960-6,=I,were composited

end stratifiedas a functionof the pressure wave at Canton. The resultsare summarized In the

histogramsofFig.I, The top panelshows thatmore typhoonsoccurwhen thepressureatCantonIsato

minimum or Isrising(47 vs.34). Ifthepressuredataare backshiftedtwo days,tocenterthepressu_'e

extreme over thetyphoonoriginregionwest ofCanton,the frequencyvariationsharpens considerably

About twiceasmany typhoonsInitiateatpressureminima orduringthesubsequentrlse.When stratlfed

by quarters, the signal strengthens even more. Only 8 typhoons developed after a pressure peak,
whereas 34 Initiated after pressure minima. The backshtfted results ere significant with a confidence
exceeding 99%. The five typhoon seasons are summarized, showing the Interannual variability; the
dependence on the 30-60 d wove appears In every year examined.

2) EasternPacific.A climatologyofatypeoftroplcal/subtroplcalsystem manifestedby a SW-NE

lineofcirrusand oonvecIivecloudisshown InFig.2. The dark bars IndicateIndividualsystems. The

periodis the 1981-82 cool season. The shadingdesignatesthe 200 mb divergencepattern(from

Knudson and Welckmann) associated with the 30-60 d wave. The link between the synoptic events and

the 30-60 d wave Is suggestive, but not compelling. Association between the December and March cycles

ls strong, but non-existent for the December/January wave. Synoptic evolution Is common during the
upper level convergent phases as well. If a relation exists, It Is weak. The western Pacific was not

examined for these synoptic disturbances becausethey do not occur so commonly there.

3) Gulf of Mexico. Indications of the 30-60 d wave are not strong In this region. A number of
parameters were examined, but results are inconclusive. The strongest coupling was found in
percentage cloud cover of a rectangular area over the Gulf (bounded by l O and 20_ N latitude and 85 and
1000 W longitude. The cloud cover was Inferred from GOESE Infrared imagery during the spring and
summer of 1979. Figure 3 displays the ,srfoothedtraces of percentage cloud cover at O0 and 12 UTC.
The bars at the bottom Indicate maxima of Selklrk's EOF pattern 2 of upper level divergence This
pattern, with EOF3, represents the travelling componentof the 30-60 d wave. Correspondence is good,
except In March. At this cycle a major change In the behavior of the time series of EOF3 was observed.
With four of the cycles, cloud cover fluctuations of 10-20% were detected at both O0 and ! 2 UTC.
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Theseoondparl of thts summary examines systems as they cross the Pacific andhow they Interact
with the zonally symmetric Hadleycell (at least over the Pacific). Figure 4 displaysan Introductory
analysis of the OLR signaturesof synoptic disturbancescrossingthe Pacific, over a seven clay period
The heavy line tracks a cyclone triggered by an eastAsian cold surge; the light line to the west is the cold
surgeitself.The lightllnetotheeastIstheremnantofanothercyclone.The cloudbondswltharrows,
overtheeasternPacific,representthesynopticsystemsdiscussedIn(2) above.A number ofauthors

hove suggestedthatthesecloudbandsare triggeredby mldlatltudetroughs,as Indicatedby the
propagationlines.ThreepointsarerelevantInthlsfigure:

I) Why didthesepropagatingtroughsnotInitiateanyofthesesynopticdlslurboncesInthewest
Pacific?

II)Why Istherenota clearerrelationshipbetweenthe"Initiating"mldlatltudedisturbancesand
the "resulting"tropicalsystem,eitherIn termsof cloudconnectionor proximityof Initiationand
result?

Ill) Is the tropical convection,apparent In the lower right hand corner from the 22rid onward (but
not continuous In time), relevant?

Finally, the behavior of the ITCZis contrasted between periods of zonally symmetric behavior, and
periods dominated by a tropical synoptic scale wove regime. McOulrk has already presented data
supporting the hypothesis that the east Pacific Hadley cell operates In two different modes(a zonally
symmetric mode-- during summer and ENSOevents, and an Intense eddy mode--during wintertime
synoptic events). Figure 5 displays composites of 35 synoptic events, aligned at their ITCZorigin
points, In both latitude andlongitude.Thus, the 0¢_latitude line ts approximately at 7_ N. "rhedata for
the composites come from the 6.7 I.[m water vapor channelon YA$. This channel ls sensi_ive to the
temperature of the first layer of atmospheric moisture tt sees, looking downward. The 16-level false
coloring on Imageswas reduced to 4, with 1 being wettest, and 4 driest. For numbers larger than about
2.6, clouds will not be presenL

The lower left panel ts a compositeof the systems at their maturity. The panel to the right
represents conditionswhen no synoptic activity Is present. Thediffering appearancesare obvious. The
synoptic system ls clearly tropical, centered on about 12QN; the wavelength ts approximately 4000
kin, and the ITCZwove Is obvlous. The ITCZ In the right panel ts much better defined In water vapor
Imagery than in OLRclimatologies,evenwhenthere is nostrong synopticscale convective signature.

The twoupper pmels represent composites 48 and 24 h before system maturity. Theshaded(wet)
and hatched (dry) regions are distinguishing features of the precursor atmosphere to synoptic
development. Cloud developmentwith the system typically doesnot occur until about36 h after the
upper left panel. Usingthis panel as a template for future synoptic development captured 60% of the
developing systems,both In time and tn location at least 2,4 h tn advanceon an independentdata set. The
main reason for mlsforecasting was the existence of multiple systems In the Pacific and their
interaction. A cornp_isen of compositedwater vapor"imagery with a similar composite prepared by
Mock andLIn from OLRdata revealed two Important biases: TheOLRdata center the systemsnearly IO_
north of the water vapor composite, suggestinga mldlatitude system; the strength of the ITCZwove ls
underestimated by theOLfl composite. •
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_i_. 2. Occurrence oe tropical/subtropical synoptic systems (black bars) as a

function of time and longitude o_ initiation. Shaded regions represent the
propagation of 200 mb divergence associated with the 30-60 d wave (from
Knudson and 14eickmann).
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Fig. 3. Smoothed percent coverage of IR detected cloudiness over:the Gulf of

F|ex]co between R5 and ]O0°W, and 10 and 20°N during 1979. Bars hlong bottom

represent mnxlmn from Se]klrk's 200 mb divergence EO¢.
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Flg. 4. Seven day sequence of OLR data between 120°W and 120°E, and 10°N and

50°N, Slanted lines (o_low propmgatlng svnoptlc cloud mass; hatchin_ denotes

east Asian cold _urRe. Arro_is denote troplcal/subtropica! systems.
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